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Abstract

In recent years there has been increasing interest in computational modeling ap-

proaches to deal with real-world data streams. Methods and algorithms have been

proposed to uncover meaningful knowledge from very large (often unbounded)

data sets in principle with no apparent value. This thesis introduces a framework

for evolving granular modeling of uncertain data streams. Evolving granular sys-

tems comprise an array of online modeling approaches inspired by the way in

which humans deal with complexity. These systems explore the information flow

in dynamic environments and derive from it models that can be linguistically un-

derstood. Particularly, information granulation is a natural technique to dispense

unnecessary details and emphasize transparency, interpretability and scalability

of information systems. Uncertain (granular) data arise from imprecise percep-

tion or description of the value of a variable. Broadly stated, various factors

can affect one’s choice of data representation such that the representing object

conveys the meaning of the concept it is being used to represent. Of particular

concern to this work are numerical, interval, and fuzzy types of granular data; and

interval, fuzzy, and neurofuzzy modeling frameworks. Learning in evolving gran-

ular systems is based on incremental algorithms that build model structure from

scratch on a per-sample basis and adapt model parameters whenever necessary.

This learning paradigm is meaningful once it avoids redesigning and retraining

models all along if the system changes. Application examples in classification,

function approximation, time-series prediction and control using real and syn-

thetic data illustrate the usefulness of the granular approaches and framework

proposed. The behavior of nonstationary data streams with gradual and abrupt

regime shifts is also analyzed in the realm of evolving granular computing. We

shed light upon the role of interval, fuzzy, and neurofuzzy computing in process-
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ing uncertain data and providing high-quality approximate solutions and rule

summary of input-output data sets. The approaches and framework introduced

constitute a natural extension of evolving intelligent systems over numeric data

streams to evolving granular systems over granular data streams.

Keywords: Granular Computing, Intelligent Systems, Computational Intel-

ligence, Machine Learning, Artificial Neural Networks.
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Resumo

Recentemente tem-se observado um crescente interesse em abordagens de mode-

lagem computacional para lidar com fluxos de dados do mundo real. Métodos e

algoritmos têm sido propostos para obtenção de conhecimento a partir de con-

juntos de dados muito grandes e, a prinćıpio, sem valor aparente. Este trabalho

apresenta uma plataforma computacional para modelagem granular evolutiva de

fluxos de dados incertos. Sistemas granulares evolutivos abrangem uma variedade

de abordagens para modelagem on-line inspiradas na forma com que os humanos

lidam com a complexidade. Esses sistemas exploram o fluxo de informação em

ambiente dinâmico e extrai disso modelos que podem ser linguisticamente en-

tendidos. Particularmente, a granulação da informação é uma técnica natural

para dispensar atenção a detalhes desnecessários e enfatizar transparência, inter-

pretabilidade e escalabilidade de sistemas de informação. Dados incertos (gra-

nulares) surgem a partir de percepções ou descrições imprecisas do valor de uma

variável. De maneira geral, vários fatores podem afetar a escolha da representação

dos dados tal que o objeto representativo reflita o significado do conceito que

ele está sendo usado para representar. Neste trabalho são considerados dados

numéricos, intervalares e fuzzy; e modelos intervalares, fuzzy e neuro-fuzzy. A

aprendizagem de sistemas granulares é baseada em algoritmos incrementais que

constroem a estrutura do modelo sem conhecimento anterior sobre o processo

e adapta os parâmetros do modelo sempre que necessário. Este paradigma de

aprendizagem é particularmente importante uma vez que ele evita a reconstrução

e o retreinamento do modelo quando o ambiente muda. Exemplos de aplicação

em classificação, aproximação de função, predição de séries temporais e controle

usando dados sintéticos e reais ilustram a utilidade das abordagens de modelagem

granular propostas. O comportamento de fluxos de dados não-estacionários com
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mudanças graduais e abruptas de regime é também analisado dentro do paradigma

de computação granular evolutiva. Realçamos o papel da computação intervalar,

fuzzy e neuro-fuzzy em processar dados incertos e prover soluções aproximadas de

alta qualidade e sumário de regras de conjuntos de dados de entrada e sáıda. As

abordagens e o paradigma introduzidos constituem uma extensão natural de sis-

temas inteligentes evolutivos para processamento de dados numéricos a sistemas

granulares evolutivos para processamento de dados granulares.

Palavras-chave: Computação Granular, Sistemas Inteligentes, Inteligência

Computacional, Aprendizagem de Máquina, Redes Neurais Artificiais.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The computing world has experienced a rapidly increasing growth of information.

A proliferation of automated systems, small scale computing devices, sensor net-

works, and data capture technologies has contributed to the production of large

volumes of data. Data set growth sometimes outpaces available storage capacity

and other times data are stored with no prospective use. Broadly stated, the

focus of data processing and analysis has changed from offline batch processing

of data to the incremental handling of online data streams.

Online data streams originate from a variety of sources such as media enter-

tainment, surveillance systems, mobile devices, multimedia, industrial monitoring

and control, oceanographic and atmospheric systems, health care, stock market,

satellites, financial and meteorological systems, web traffic and clickstreams, to

name a few. Their prominence in real-world systems, along with the necessity

of modeling, analyzing, and understanding these systems, has brought new chal-

lenges, greater demands, and new research directions.

Research and development of conceptual frameworks, methods, and algo-

rithms capable of extracting knowledge from data streams have taken place mo-

tivated by a manifold of relevant applications. Data stream modeling is funda-

mentally based on computational learning approaches that both, process data

continuously as an attempt to find similarities in their spatio-temporal features,

and thereafter provide insights about the phenomenon which governs the data.

The ultimate goal is to obtain more abstract (often human-centric) representa-

tions of large amounts of detailed data with no apparent value.
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Modeling, processing, and disposing information become more complex as

real-world systems become more complex. Data streams are characterized by

nonstationarity, nonlinearity, and heterogeneity; they are potentially endless and

may be subject to changes of various kinds. Direct application of machine learning

and data mining algorithms to data streams is very often infeasible because it

is difficult to maintain all the data in memory. A particular challenge faced in

stream modeling concerns how to handle uncertainty.

The primary research question of this thesis is how to obtain accurate and in-

terpretable human-centered models from uncertain data streams. We introduce

evolving granular systems, a granular modeling framework able to capture the

essence of uncertain data streams in a more abstract and compact representa-

tion. While the term ‘evolving’ derives from structurally adaptive models from

data streams, the term ‘granular’ comes from granular computing theory and

emphasizes comprehensible models of uncertainty. This thesis combines evolving

intelligence and granular computing concepts and ideas, and explicitly realizes

them into a practical evolving granular framework.

1.1 Background Research

Uncertainty is an attribute of information since our ability to perceive reality is

often limited (27) (154). The more complex a system is, potentially, the more

uncertain we are of the available information, and the more imprecise is our un-

derstanding of that system. The imprecision of real-world perception is evident

in natural languages and also in empirical measurements where it is known that

the process which generated the data is uncertain. As Kreinovich stated, mea-

surements and expert estimates are never exact (72). Modeling complex systems

raises doubts about the necessity of precise models (118). Granular computing

theory (15) (89) (116) (141) (144) (151) hypothesizes that accepting some level of

uncertainty may be beneficial and therefore suggests a balance between precision

and uncertainty.

Information granulation for uncertainty representation is a fundamental man-

ifestation of the human knowledge (15). Information granulation means that,

instead of dealing with detailed real-world data, the data are considered in a

2



more abstract and conceptual perspective. The result of information granulation

is called information granule - a granule being a cluster of points put together

by indistinguishability, similarity, proximity, or functionality (152). Examples of

granules include hyperboxes, fuzzy sets, bell-shaped probability distributions and

rough sets (153). A set of granules constitutes a vocabulary of generic descrip-

tors (115), and underlies the basic concepts of linguistic variable and rule-based

systems. Put differently, granules are semantically meaningful building blocks

of granular rule-based systems (18). Granular rules connect the elements of the

vocabulary and therefore play an important role in computation with information

described in natural language.

The notion of granulation emerged as a natural need to abstract and sum-

marize information and data to support various processes of comprehension and

decision making (15). For example, when we observe an environment we seldom

take into account all of the details of that environment. Because of our physical

and cognitive limitations, a reduced number of samples, variables, and attributes

of interest are brought into focus. To avoid distracting details we are provided

with effective abstraction mechanisms. Detailed numeric data are integrated (ag-

gregated) into kinds of information granules where the granules themselves are

regarded as sets of elements that are perceived as being functionally equivalent

(116). There are close relations between granulation, data mining (135), data

fusion (86), and knowledge discovery (99).

From a more practical point of view, granular computing is a framework for

problem solving, complexity reduction and structured thinking (142). It deals

with data granulation and granular data processing. Information granulation

splits a complex problem into simpler sub-problems and treats them on an in-

dividual basis. Granular systems able to self-adapt their structures from data

streams have only been formally investigated since the early 2000s.

Granular models developed from data streams can be expressed in several

computationally tractable frameworks such as interval mathematics, statistics,

fuzzy sets, rough sets, shadow sets, cluster analysis, decision trees, neighborhood

systems, or hybrids. On top of these are generalized constraints, in the sense

of Zadeh’s general theory of uncertainty (154), which are used to delimit and

represent granules within the different frameworks. Computing with granules

3



grants ample freedom to choose representative granular objects and handling

tools. Regardless of the framework chosen, online granulation aims to retain the

essence of stream data as granular objects. Online granular computing models

consider online granular data streams under simpler (less detailed) resolutions.

The fundamental objective is to extract features of interest from the data to

attain efficient solutions and a better rapport with reality.

Evolving intelligent systems are a mainstream of research in online data mod-

eling (5) (11) (65) (66) (97). These systems encompass one pass recursive al-

gorithms (algorithms independent of previous data) and manage to build the

structure of models from scratch as new information arises. We use the term

‘evolving’ in the sense of gradual development of the system structure (rule base

or the architecture of a neural network) and their parameters. This learning

paradigm mimics the evolution of individuals during their life-cycle, especially

humans: learning from experience, inheritance, and gradual change. Knowledge

can be generated from repetitive tasks and from data streams produced through

perceptions and sent to the brain. The development of the rule-base or neural

network structure is gradual, where the rules/neurons are not fixed or pre-defined.

Evolving systems generate new rules (neurons) each time new data does not fit

into the existing model/understanding (fuzzy rule-base or neural network), but at

the same time only when this new data is informative enough (9) (11). Classifi-

cation, clustering, frequent pattern mining, time series prediction, regression and

control are examples of problems addressed in the evolving systems literature.

Note that stream data modeling should not be confused with time series data

modeling (51). Although related, time series carry static objects that can, in

principle, be analyzed offline whereas stream data require the evolution of the

model structure in online mode, which is not a requirement in time series analysis

(21). Particularly, conventional statistical (54), computational intelligence (44),

and machine learning (101) systems do not meet the requirements of data stream

modeling because they assume forms of linearity and stationarity, or demand

multiple passes over entire data sets and offline processing. Very often there are

real-time constraints that must be met by stream algorithms. Evolving intelligent

systems arose as a framework to model online data streams and overcome the

drawbacks of existing conventional systems.
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Currently, a number of evolving intelligent systems have succeeded in dealing

with time-varying numeric data by means of recursive clustering algorithms and

adaptive local models. Notwithstanding, these systems are quite often unable

to process granular data and realize granular-data-stream-oriented computing in

unknown nonstationary environments. Informally, if u is a value which is known

precisely (exactly), we refer to u as a singular (point) value. Conversely, if u

is not known precisely, but there is some information which constrains possible

values of u, then the constraint on u defines a granular value (155).

This thesis introduces evolving granular systems, which extend evolving intel-

ligent systems in two ways. First, evolving granular systems deal with granular

input and output data such as intervals, fuzzy numbers, and fuzzy intervals.

Granular data may arise from expert judgment, readings from unreliable sen-

sors, and summaries of numeric data over time periods. Interval and fuzzy data

stream modeling generalizes numeric data stream modeling by allowing interval

and fuzzy data granulation. Numeric (singular) data stream is a special case of

granular data stream. Second, evolving granular systems provide granular ap-

proximation of functions. Granular approximation refers to an enclosure where

the output data are within the granular approximation. The granular approxima-

tion may come with a linguistic description, in addition to a numeric pointwise

approximation common of evolving intelligent systems. Granular output is useful

for interpretability purposes and helps to enhance model acceptability.

Numeric, interval and fuzzy granular data streams and interval, fuzzy and

neurofuzzy granular frameworks are of special concern to this study. Indepen-

dent of the data type and framework, evolving granular systems aim to pro-

vide transparent rule-based models that are built from a data sequence. Interval

mathematics (60) (69) (104) and fuzzy set theory (41) (159), as practical frame-

works of granular computing, capture our innate conception of transitional set

belonging and uncertainty. While ‘below 100’, ‘around 10 and 20’, and ‘above

100’ are examples of interval data, ‘about 20’, and ‘around 90’ are examples of

fuzzy data. The fundamental distinction between the interval and fuzzy granular

frameworks concerns the notion of partial membership supported by fuzzy sets.

Whenever interval yes-or-no quantification of concepts becomes too restrictive,

fuzzy sets offer an important feature of describing information granules whose
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constituting elements may belong only partially, i.e., more-or-less quantification

of concepts. Fuzzy sets avoid specifying solid borders between full belongingness

and full exclusion by means of smooth transition boundaries (116). Artificial

neural networks (55) are nonlinear, highly plastic systems equipped with signif-

icant learning capability. Fuzzy sets and fuzzy neurons provide neural networks

with mechanisms of approximate reasoning and transparency of the resulting con-

struction. Fuzzy sets and neurocomputing are complementary in terms of their

strengths thus motivating neurofuzzy granular computing. Granules formalized

in any of these frameworks, interval, fuzzy or neurofuzzy, can facilitate a vast

array of human-centric pursuits (116).

1.2 Objective

The main objective of this thesis is to introduce and characterize a theoretical

evolving granular modeling framework and a suite of practical approaches to learn

from and process uncertain data streams with a focus on accuracy, transparency

and interpretability of models.

Many issues arose during the course of this research which had to be overcome

in order to achieve the main objective. The research issues included:

• how to process interval and fuzzy types of data;

• how to fit uncertain data into rule-based granular models;

• how to create, delete and refine granules and rules without the need to

redesign and retrain the system structure from scratch;

• how to analyze large volumes of stream data efficiently;

• how to adjust the granularity of models based on stream data;

• how to obtain more flexible granular constructs;

• how the interval, fuzzy and neurofuzzy approaches are comparable to each

other and alternative approaches.

Other, more subtle, issues are discussed in context throughout the chapters.
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1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be broadly divided into three groups: con-

ceptual, methodological and computational.

The conceptual contribution is the introduction of a new modeling framework

to represent and process granular data streams. The framework allows input and

output data to be real numbers, intervals, and fuzzy sets. We discuss the notion of

granular data streams as well as learning and model building driven by such data

streams. Central to the proposed framework is not only computational efficiency,

but also interpretability and transparency. The framework intends to develop

human-oriented models whose results are readily understood. Formulations and

conceptualizations are provided which are intended to establish foundations for

online granular data processing and uncertainty management.

The methodological contributions of this thesis are three practical approaches

to handle granular data streams. The approaches are oriented to different types

of input and output data and each is supported by concepts and tools derived

from different theories. In common, both approaches are designed to capture the

very essence of the underlying data stream.

First, we introduce interval-based evolving modeling. Interval-based evolving

modeling (IBeM) is a granular approach to enclose imprecise data and produce

rule-based summary. IBeM emphasizes imprecise data manifesting as tolerance

intervals and learning procedures grounded in fundamentals of interval mathemat-

ics. Antecedent and consequent parts of interval rules are interval hyperboxes,

which are linked by an interval granular mapping - or inclusion function in the

interval analysis terminology. Interval granular approach for systems modeling

makes no specific assumption about the data including probability distributions,

membership functions and belief or possibility values.

Second, we address fuzzy set based evolving modeling. Fuzzy set based

evolving modeling (FBeM) employs fuzzy granular models to deal with more de-

tailed fuzzy granular data and therefore provide a more comprehensible (human-

intelligible) representation of the data. For each fuzzy model there exists an asso-

ciated fuzzy rule base. The structure of the fuzzy rule base is gradually developed

from incremental learning algorithm suitable to process potentially unbounded
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fuzzy data streams. FBeM renders linguistic models of information systems and

single-valued and granular approximation of nonstationary functions.

Third, we consider evolving neurofuzzy networks. Evolving granular neural

networks (eGNN) use fuzzy granules and fuzzy aggregation neurons for informa-

tion fusion. The fuzzy aspect allows a neural network to be translated into a

knowledge base and a rule-based inference system that can be promptly read and

understood. The eGNN learning algorithm is committed to building and adapt-

ing the neural network structure using fuzzy data streams. It may add or remove

granules, neurons and respective connections whenever necessary. This means

that the neural network captures new information from data streams, adapts

itself to the new scenario, and avoids redesigning and retraining.

The third primary contribution of this thesis concerns an extensive set of com-

putational results detailing the performance and demonstrating the usefulness of

the proposed approaches. The interval IBeM, fuzzy FBeM, and neurofuzzy eGNN

approaches are evaluated in a variety of applications such as semi-supervised clas-

sification, time series prediction, function approximation, and control. The ap-

plication examples emphasize the difficulty of currently existing methods to deal

with nonstationary data streams. The results demonstrate the competitiveness

of the proposed evolving granular approaches and framework.

1.4 Organization

This thesis is organized into eight chapters as summarized below.

• This chapter contains a general statement of the problem dealt with in this

thesis and places the research into a broader perspective by connecting it

to well-established information systems theories.

• Chapter 2 provides a review on concepts of granular computing and uncer-

tainty processing. We provide essentials from interval analysis, fuzzy sets,

and aggregation operators to form a background of concepts and support

our developments.

• Chapter 3 covers the state-of-the-art research in evolving intelligent systems
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and introduces a theoretical framework for the analysis and representation

of granular data.

• Chapter 4 introduces an interval learning method. Interval-based evolving

modeling is an approach to deal with stream interval data. Interval granules

are characterized by sharp lower and upper bounds and empty content.

We present details along with some intuition behind learning heuristics of

interval algorithms.

• Chapter 5 presents a fuzzy extension of the aforementioned interval method.

Fuzzy set based evolving modeling uses fuzzy data streams to develop rule-

based fuzzy granular models. Fuzzy sets avoid specifying solid borders

between full belongingness and full exclusion by means of sets with partial

membership.

• Chapter 6 proposes evolving granular neural networks. These networks use

fuzzy granules and fuzzy neurons for information fusion and uncertainty rep-

resentation. The underlying granular construction is incrementally evolved

from a learning algorithm. It pictures a set of fuzzy rules and a fuzzy

inference system, which are obtained from fuzzy data streams.

• Chapter 7 addresses application examples of evolving granular systems in

semi-supervised classification, function approximation, time series predic-

tion, and control problems. They are accompanied with discussions and

comparisons. We contrast the methods introduced in chapters 4, 5 and 6

with the state-of-the-art online and traditional offline methods.

• Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and proposes future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Foundations of Granular

Computing

This chapter provides definitions and principles of granular computing. Essen-

tial notions of interval analysis and fuzzy sets are addressed from the granular

computing point of view. Some notation to be used throughout this thesis is in-

troduced. The chapter also covers different types of aggregation operators which

map several real inputs in the unit hypercube onto a single output in the unit

interval. Aggregation operators perform information fusion by gathering large

volumes of dissimilar information into a more compact form. Intervals and fuzzy

sets are instances of practical frameworks of granular computing.

2.1 Introduction

Theories and methodologies that make use of granules to solve problems fea-

tured by supplying huge amounts of data, information, and knowledge label a

new area of multi-disciplinary study called Granular Computing (15) (89) (117)

(141) (144) (151). Granular computing as a paradigm of information processing

spotlights multiple levels of data detailing to often provide useful abstractions

and approximate solutions to hard real-world problems (18) (19) (118) (146).

Granular information systems have appeared under different names in related

fields such as interval analysis, fuzzy and rough sets, divide and conquer, quotient
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space theory, information fusion, and others (see (141)). Elementary processing

units in granular systems are referred to as information granules. An information

granule is defined as a clump of entities that may originate at the numeric (singu-

lar) or granular level and are arranged together due to their similarity, proximity,

indistinguishability, or coherency.

The goal of a granule is to catch the very essence of the overall data in a

concise and explainable manner (15) (118); it defines a subset of a universal

set and conveys an internal representation. Granules may be interpreted from

two points of view: from the perspective of uncertainty theory, they are units

lacking precise knowledge; from that of knowledge engineering, they are units of

elementary knowledge.

Granular computing is intended to identify manifestations of granules from

moving back and forth among granularities to yield more or less differentiation.

Too much detail is wasteful whereas too little renders a system useless. In general,

there is no universal level of granularity of information: the size of granules is

problem-oriented and user-dependent. Granularity is defined as the extent to

which a larger and more complex system is broken down into smaller and simpler

parts. We can quantify the granularity of a granule, for example, by counting its

number of elements. The more elements are located in a granule, the lower is its

granularity, and the higher is its generality (116). High granularities can produce

substantial computational overhead for data storage. In excess, granularities

and granules bring undesirable scalability issues such as incapacity to satisfy the

required throughput. The granularity of information that is explicitly inbuilt

into granules provides useful features in information systems modeling such as

transparency and flexibility.

Let the result of data granulation be designated as a granular structure. A

granular structure is a family of granules which, when considered together, re-

assemble the more complex original system. Handling a complex phenomenon by

means of granular structures allows us to arrive at meaningful solutions. Based on

some carefully chosen granularity, granular computing systems attempt to solve

a problem by isolating its loosely connected sub-problems and handling them on

an individual basis.

Granules of multiple sizes are related to the depth of penetration that charac-
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terizes a system. A coarse granular structure contains fewer number of granules

compared to a fine granular structure. This can be stated more precisely as fol-

lows. A coarse granular system regards a small amount of large granules usually

characterized by low precision and high interpretability. A fine granular system

regards a large amount of small granules, high precision, and limited interpreta-

tion. Low-level refined granules provide details about the system functionality.

More abstract, high-level granules are easier to manage and interpret, but may

lose important minutiae.

Input and output data sets generate input and output granular structures,

respectively, which should be somehow connected. We name the correspondence

between input and output granular structures as granular mapping. A granular

mapping is defined over information granules lying in an input space and maps

them into a collection of granules expressed in some output space. Granular

mappings can be encountered quite frequently in rule-based systems, where the

mapping is given as If-Then statements (18).

In granular computing, everything, including data, variables and parameters,

is allowed to be granular. In general, inaccurate measurements and perception-

based information are granular, for example: ‘x is small’, ‘approximately 90’,

‘temperature is high’, ‘probability is high’, [20, 25]. In this sense, a granular sys-

tem provides NL-capability (126), that is, capability to operate on information

described in Natural Language. NL-capability is important because much of hu-

man knowledge is described in natural language. Imprecision of human sensory

organs and brain is passed on to natural language (154). More specifically, when

a proposition expressed in a natural language is represented as a system of gen-

eralized constraints (153), it is, in effect, a granular system. Computation with

information described in natural language ultimately reduces to computation with

granular values.

Computing with granules brings together existing formalisms of interval anal-

ysis, fuzzy sets, rough sets, etc. under one roof. In spite of several visible distinct

underpinnings of these theories, they exhibit fundamental synergies, which are

exploited in the granular computing framework (117).
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2.2 Interval Analysis

Interval analysis is a branch of mathematics that provides reliable numerical

tools for problem solving; it treats an interval both as a set and as a number (53)

(60) (69) (103) (104) (109). While arithmetic performs operations on numbers,

interval arithmetic performs operations on intervals. Generally speaking, intervals

are instances of granules. Granular computing materializes in the framework of

interval analysis and provides features for interpretability.

Interval analysis is a theory oriented toward computational implementation

because it supports the development of interval-based granular algorithms. These

algorithms are mainly designed to automatically provide rigorous bounds on ap-

proximation errors, rounding errors, and propagated uncertainties in initial data.

This is of utmost importance because modeling of complex systems must com-

promise complexity and precision. Operations involving imprecise objects must

consider the nature of the imprecision.

The main concern of the interval analysis is to provide a guaranteed approx-

imation of the set of solutions of the underlying problem. ‘Guaranteed’ in this

context means that outer approximations (enclosure) of intervals can always be

obtained and, moreover, be made as precise as desired when further information

yields intervals of narrower width. Intervals acknowledge limited precision by as-

sociating with a variable of the model under investigation a set of reals as possible

values. For ease of storage and fast computation, these sets are restricted to inter-

vals (56). Essentials of interval theory, which form a background of fundamentals

for our investigations, are summarized next.

2.2.1 Interval Vectors

An interval I is a closed bounded set of real numbers

[l, L] = {x : l ≤ x ≤ L}, (2.1)

where l and L denote its endpoints. An n-dimensional interval vector is an

ordered n-tuple of intervals (I1, ..., Ij, ..., In). If I is, e.g., a two-dimensional
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interval vector, then I = (I1, I2) for some I1 = [l1, L1] and I2 = [l2, L2].

Set-theoretic operations of intersection, ∩, and union, ∪, are applicable to

intervals. The intersection of two intervals, I1 and I2, is empty, I1 ∩ I2 = ∅, if
either l1 > L2 or L1 < l2. This indicates that I1 and I2 have no common points.

Otherwise, the intersection of I1 and I2 is again an interval:

I1 ∩ I2 = [max(l1, l2), min(L1, L2)]. (2.2)

The intersection of interval vectors is empty if the intersection of any of their

items is empty. Otherwise, for I1 = (I11 , ..., I
1
j , ..., I

1
n) and I

2 = (I21 , ..., I
2
j , ..., I

2
n)

we have:

I1 ∩ I2 = (I11 ∩ I21 , ..., I1j ∩ I2j , ..., I1n ∩ I2n). (2.3)

If two intervals have nonempty intersection, then their union,

I1 ∪ I2 = [min(l1, l2), max(L1, L2)], (2.4)

is an interval. Disconnected sets must not be expressed as a single interval.

The convex hull of two interval vectors, I1 and I2, namely ch(I1, I2), is the

smallest interval vector containing all their elements. Then,

ch(I1j , I
2
j ) = [min(l1j , l

2
j ), max(L

1
j , L

2
j)], j = 1, ..., n. (2.5)

Hull computation is an efficient procedure to combine sets independently of their

connection. It follows that I1 ∪ I2 ⊆ ch(I1, I2) for any I1 and I2.

If I1 = (I11 , ..., I
1
j , ..., I

1
n) and I

2 = (I21 , ..., I
2
j , ..., I

2
n) are interval vectors, then

I1 ⊆ I2 if and only if I1j ⊆ I2j , j = 1, ..., n. (2.6)
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We denote the width of an interval vector, namely wdt(I), as the length of its

largest side:

wdt(I) = max(wdt(I1), ..., wdt(Ij), ..., wdt(In)), (2.7)

where,

wdt(Ij) = Lj − lj, j = 1, ..., n. (2.8)

Finally, it is worth defining the midpoint of an interval I:

mp(I) =
l + L

2
. (2.9)

Analogously, if I = (I1, ..., Ij, ..., In) is an interval vector, then:

mp(I) = (mp(I1), ...,mp(Ij), ...,mp(In)). (2.10)

2.2.2 Interval Arithmetic

Operations on real numbers can be extended to intervals. Interval arithmetic

treats intervals as numbers: adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing them.

The rules for interval addition and subtraction are:

I1 + I2 = [l1, L1] + [l2, L2] = [l1 + l2, L1 + L2], (2.11)

I1 − I2 = [l1, L1]− [l2, L2] = [l1 − L2, L1 − l2]. (2.12)

Operations of addition and subtraction for interval vectors are understood to be

component-wise. For two interval vectors, I1 = (I11 , ..., I
1
j , ..., I

1
n) and I

2 = (I21 , ...,

I2j , ..., I
2
n), we have
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I1 + I2 = (I11 + I21 , ..., I
1
j + I2j , ..., I

1
n + I2n), (2.13)

I1 − I2 = (I11 − I21 , ..., I
1
j − I2j , ..., I

1
n − I2n). (2.14)

For the product of two independent intervals, I1 and I2, we get

I1I2 = {x1x2 : x1 ∈ I1, x2 ∈ I2}. (2.15)

Clearly, the result is again an interval, say I3, whose endpoints are

[l3, L3] = [min(l1l2, l1L2, L1l2, L1L2), max(l1l2, l1L2, L1l2, L1L2)]. (2.16)

The reciprocal of an interval I yields:

1/I = {1/x : x ∈ I}. (2.17)

If I is an interval not containing the number 0, then 1/I = [1/L, 1/l] if l > 0; or

1/I = [1/l, 1/L] if L < 0. In case I contains 0 so that l ≤ 0 ≤ L, then the set

is unbounded and cannot be represented as an interval whose endpoints are real

numbers. For the quotient of two intervals, we have:

I1/I2 = I1(1/I2) = {x1/x2 : x1 ∈ I1, x2 ∈ I2}. (2.18)

I1/I2 is again an interval if 0 is not contained in I2. I1 and I2 are independent.

The product and quotient operations for interval numbers hold for interval vec-

tors. For two interval vectors, I1 = (I11 , ..., I
1
j , ..., I

1
n) and I

2 = (I21 , ..., I
2
j , ..., I

2
n),

it follows that:

I1I2 = (I11I
2
1 , ..., I

1
j I

2
j , ..., I

1
nI

2
n), (2.19)

I1/I2 = (I11/I
2
1 , ..., I

1
j /I

2
j , ..., I

1
n/I

2
n). (2.20)
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2.2.3 Distance Between Intervals

A suitable metric to measure the distance between two intervals, I1 and I2, is:

d(I1, I2) = max(|l1 − l2|, |L1 − L2|). (2.21)

With this metric, the correspondence between the interval number system and

the real number system, [x, x] ↔ x, holds (106). The metric d(.) preserves the

distance between the corresponding items. We have that

d([x1, x1], [x2, x2]) = max(|x1 − x2|, |x1 − x2|) = |x1 − x2| (2.22)

for any x1 and x2. The real line is isometrically embedded into the metric space

of intervals (106).

The distance between two interval vectors, I1 = (I11 , ..., I
1
n) and I

2 = (I21 , ..., I
2
n),

d(I1, I2) = (max(|l11 − l21|, |L1
1 − L2

1|), ..., max(|l1n − l2n|, |L1
n − L2

n|)), (2.23)

is an interval vector. Sometimes, we are more interested in a number to represent

the overall distance between interval vectors. A measure for the overall distance

between two interval vectors, I1 and I2, is

D(I1, I2) = max(d(I1, I2)). (2.24)

2.2.4 Interval Functions

Consider a real-valued function f(x) and a corresponding interval-valued function

f(I). f(I) is a united extension of f(x) if f(I) = f(x) for any value of x ∈ I. If

the parameters of f(I) are degenerated, then f(I) is a degenerated interval equal

to f(x). Formally, the image of an interval I under a real mapping f is
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f(I) = {f(x) : x ∈ I}. (2.25)

More generally, the image of a specified n-dimensional vector I admitting a mul-

tivariable real function f is:

f(I1, ..., Ij, ..., In) = {f(x1, ..., xj, ..., xn) : xj ∈ Ij ∀j}. (2.26)

Generally, the image of an interval through f is not a box (see Fig. 2.1) and it

may be difficult to obtain in closed form. In practice, f(I) can be approximated

by an inclusion function F (I), which is a box in the range of f if f is continuous.

An interval function F from IR
n to IRm is called an interval inclusion function

of f if

f(I) ⊆ F (I) ∀I ∈ IR
n. (2.27)

Inclusion functions are not unique and they depend on how we choose F. An

inclusion function is optimal if F (I) is the interval hull of f(I). In other words,

the optimal interval inclusion function for f(I) is the smallest box F ∗(I) that

contains f(I). Figure 2.1 illustrates the idea. F ∗(I) is unique.

Figure 2.1: Image f of box I and inclusion functions F and F ∗
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In particular, for degenerated intervals I, it follows that:

F (I) = f(I) = F ∗(I). (2.28)

Consider f monotonically increasing in I = [l, L]. Then, assuming continuity

or upper semicontinuity of f , we can obtain f(I) using:

f(I) = [f(l), f(L)]. (2.29)

Consequently,

f(x) ⊆ [f(l), f(L)] ∀x ∈ I. (2.30)

With monotonic decreasing functions, we order the resulting endpoints properly.

In these cases f(I) = [f(L), f(l)], i.e. strict inclusion relationship holds.

Nonmonotonic functions could be monotonic under endpoint constraint. For

example, f(I) = sin(I) is not monotonic in general but defining I = [−Π/2,Π/2],

then f(I) is monotonic and f(I) = sin(I) = [sin(l), sin(L)].

An interval function f(I) is inclusion isotonic when for any interval vectors,

I1 and I2,

if I1 ⊂ I2, then f(I1) ⊂ f(I2). (2.31)

Finite interval arithmetic (104) is inclusion isotonic. Let • denote the opera-

tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, thus

I1 • I2 ⊂ I3 • I4 (2.32)

holds whenever I1 ⊂ I3 and I2 ⊂ I4. In this thesis all interval enclosures are

inclusion isotonic interval extensions of real-valued continuous functions.
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An interval function f(I) ∈ IR is called ‘thin’ when it involves only degenerate

interval parameters or, equivalently, singular parameters. For instance,

f(I) = a0 +
n∑

j=1

ajIj (2.33)

is thin for (a0, ..., an) degenerated intervals. When an interval function involves

at least one interval parameter of nonzero width, it is called ‘thick’. This thesis

considers thin interval functions only.

Interval analysis goes far beyond what has been covered in this section. For

instance, we do not address interval statistics (49), intervals in fuzzy set the-

ory (105), interval integration (106), complex interval arithmetic (120), but the

essential to the completeness of this work.

2.3 From Interval Analysis to Fuzzy Set Theory

While interval analysis arose out of a need to analyze error and uncertainty on

digital computers (103), fuzzy set theory arose from a need of more complete and

inclusive mathematical models of uncertainty (149). Relationships between fuzzy

set theory and interval mathematics have been reported by Lodwick (93).

Fuzzy arithmetic (67) is defined by means of the extension principle for fuzzy

sets (70) (149). The extension principle for fuzzy sets is the united extension in

the interval analysis terminology when the fuzzy set is restricted to be an interval

(93). When intervals and fuzzy sets are non-interactive, arithmetic on alpha level

sets is a united extension arithmetic. Both concepts are related fundamentally

through what is known as set functions (131).

From the point of view of intervals as sets, interval analysis can be considered

as a subset of the fuzzy set theory. For instance, an interval [l, L] is a trapezoidal

fuzzy set [l, λ,Λ, L] where l = λ and Λ = L (138).

Fuzzy interval analysis (40) and interval type-2 fuzzy logic systems (100) (150)

are explicit examples of joint efforts between fuzzy set theory and interval analysis

to overcome the difficulties of uncertainty modeling.
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Interval analysis and fuzzy set theory are instances of practical frameworks

used to represent granular information and construct granular mappings. Con-

ceptually, intervals and fuzzy sets are different ways to model imprecise quanti-

ties and capture our inherent notion of approximate numbers. ‘Above 100’ and

‘around 1.5 and 1.7’ are instances of intervals whereas ‘approximately 100’ and

‘around 1.6’ are instances of fuzzy sets.

A striking difference between intervals and fuzzy sets comes from the idea

of partial membership intrinsic to fuzzy sets. Whenever interval quantification

becomes too restrictive, fuzzy sets provide an important feature of describing in-

formation granules whose constituting elements may belong only partially. Fuzzy

sets prevent defining hard borders between full belongingness and full exclusion

by means of smooth transition boundaries. Granules formalized in the language

of fuzzy sets support a vast array of human-centric pursuits (116).

2.4 Fuzzy Sets

Fuzzy sets (70) (149) constitute one of the most influential notions in science and

engineering. A fuzzy set captures in a granular way the essential in which much

of physical phenomena is observed and described. Fuzzy information granulation

underlies the basic concepts of linguistic variables, fuzzy rules, and fuzzy rule

base (116). In fuzzy set theory, objects, variables and concepts are a matter of

degree. In particular, fuzzy information granulation allows both, incorporation

of domain knowledge and knowledge discovery from data.

Fuzzy sets extend the notion of set by assigning to each element of a reference

set a value representing its degree of membership in the fuzzy set. Membership

values correspond to the degree the element is similar with typical elements rep-

resenting the concept associated with the fuzzy set. This characteristic of fuzzy

sets facilitates the management of the uncertainty carried by such elements.

Concepts and definitions related to fuzzy sets which are useful for our inves-

tigations are summarized in next.
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2.4.1 Fuzzy Set Definitions

Fuzzy sets are fully characterized by their membership functions. Any function

A : X → [0, 1] may serve as a membership function of fuzzy set A. In this

thesis we assume trapezoidal membership functions, which are piecewise linear

functions described by four parameters (l, λ,Λ, L). The membership degree of an

element x in the trapezoidal fuzzy set A is

A(x) =





0, x < l
x−l
λ−l

, x ∈ [l, λ[

1, x ∈ [λ,Λ]
L−x
L−Λ

, x ∈ ]Λ, L]

0, x > L

(2.34)

A fuzzy set A is normal if it produces a membership degree equal to 1 for at

least one element x of the universe X. Denote sup as the supremum value of A

for some element x; then A is normal if

supx∈XA(x) = 1. (2.35)

We denote support and core of a trapezoidal membership function A respec-

tively as the set of elements of X with nonzero membership degrees in A, and the

set of elements of X with membership degrees equal to 1, that is, for a trapezoidal

membership function A,

supp(A) = {x ∈ X|A(x) > 0} = [l, L], and (2.36)

core(A) = {x ∈ X|A(x) = 1} = [λ,Λ]. (2.37)

The α-cut of a fuzzy set A, Aα, is a set containing all elements of X whose

membership degrees are greater than the value α. We have
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Aα = {x ∈ X|A(x) > α}. (2.38)

Support (α = 0) and core (α = 1) are boundary cases of α-level sets.

A fuzzy set is convex if for all x1, x2 ∈ X and all κ ∈ [0, 1] it follows that

A(κx1 + (1− κ)x2) ≥ min(A(x1), A(x2)). (2.39)

A fuzzy set A1 is a subset of A2 if and only if every element of A1 is also an

element of A2:

A1(x) ≤ A2(x), for all x ∈ X. (2.40)

The midpoint and width of a membership function A are, respectively:

mp(A) =
λ+ Λ

2
, (2.41)

wdt(A) = L− l. (2.42)

Intersection and union of two fuzzy sets, say A1 and A2, are defined as

(A1 ∩ A2)(x) = min(A1(x), A2(x)) ∀x ∈ X, (2.43)

(A1 ∪ A2)(x) = max(A1(x), A2(x)) ∀x ∈ X. (2.44)

The convex hull of two trapezoidal fuzzy sets A1 and A2 is a trapezoidal fuzzy

set determined as follows:

ch(A1, A2) = (min(l1, l2),min(λ1, λ2),max(Λ1,Λ2),max(L1, L2)). (2.45)
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2.4.2 Fuzzy Interval

Granular data may take various forms depending on how they are modeled. They

can be intervals, probability distributions, rough sets, fuzzy numbers, and fuzzy

intervals (42). Fuzzy intervals and fuzzy numbers are instances of fuzzy granular

data. Fuzzy data arise in the realm of expert knowledge, whenever measurements

are inaccurate, variables are hard to be precisely quantified, or pre-processing

steps introduce uncertainty in singular data.

A membership function A : X → [0, 1] is upper semi-continuous if the set

{x ∈ X|A(x) > α} is closed, that is, if the α-cuts of A are closed intervals. If

the universe X is the set of real numbers and A is normal, A(x) = 1 ∀x ∈ [λ,Λ],

then A is a model of a fuzzy interval, with monotone increasing function φA:

[l, λ[ → [0, 1], monotone decreasing function ιA: ]Λ, L] → [0, 1], and zero

otherwise. A fuzzy interval A has the following canonical form:

A(x) =





φA, x ∈ [l, λ[

1, x ∈ [λ,Λ]

ιA, x ∈ ]Λ, L]

0, otherwise

, (2.46)

where x is a real number in X. The fuzzy interval A satisfies the conditions of

normality (A(x) = 1 for at least one x ∈ X) and convexity (A(κx1+(1−κ)x2) ≥
min{A(x1), A(x2)}, x1, x2 ∈ X, κ ∈ [0, 1]). If

φA =
x− l

λ− l
and (2.47)

ιA =
L− x

L− Λ
, (2.48)

then the fuzzy membership function (2.46) reduces to the model of a trapezoidal

membership function (2.34). Moreover, when λ = Λ, then A(x) = 1 for one

element x. In this case the corresponding fuzzy entity is called a fuzzy number

(116). Fuzzy data generalize numeric data by allowing fuzziness.
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2.4.3 Similarity Between Fuzzy Sets

Granular data and models are fuzzy objects of trapezoidal nature. In this case,

a useful similarity measure for trapezoids, say A1 and A2, is:

S(A1, A2) = 1− |l1 − l2|+ |λ1 − λ2|+ |Λ1 − Λ2|+ |L1 − L2|
4

. (2.49)

This measure translates the relation between the trapezoids in a number. It

returns 1 for identical trapezoids (indicating the maximum degree of matching

between them) and decreases linearly when A1 and A2 withdraw from each other.

Particularly, equation (2.49) is a Hamming-like metric (52) where the parameters

of the trapezoids are compared one by one. A thorough discussion of similarity

and compatibility measures can be found in (33).

The distance between two vectors of trapezoids, say A1 = (A1
1, ..., A

1
n) and

A2 = (A2
1, ..., A

2
n),

S(A1, A2) = 1− 1

4n

n∑

j=1

(|l1j − l2j |+ |λ1j − λ2j |+ |Λ1
j − Λ2

j |+ |L1
j − L2

j |), (2.50)

is also a number, which quantifies their relationship.

2.5 Aggregation Operators

Aggregation operators C : [0, 1]n → [0, 1], n > 1 combine input values in the unit

hypercube [0, 1]n into a single output value in [0, 1]. They must satisfy two funda-

mental properties: (i ) monotonicity in all arguments, i.e., given x1 = (x11, ..., x
1
n)

and x2 = (x21, ..., x
2
n), if x

1
j ≤ x2j ∀j then C(x1) ≤ C(x2); (ii ) boundary condi-

tions: C(0, 0, ..., 0) = 0 and C(1, 1, ..., 1) = 1. Important classes of aggregation

operators are summarized below. See (20) (116) for details.
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2.5.1 T-norm Aggregation

T-norms (T ) are commutative, associative, and monotone operators on the unit

hypercube whose boundary conditions are T (α, α, ..., 0) = 0 and T (α, 1, ..., 1) =

α, α ∈ [0, 1]. The neutral element of T-norms is e = 1. An example is the

minimum operator:

Tmin(x) = min
j=1,...,n

xj, (2.51)

which is the strongest T-norm because

T (x) ≤ Tmin(x) for any x ∈ [0, 1]n. (2.52)

The minimum is also idempotent, symmetric, and Lipschitz-continuous. Further

examples of T-norms include the product,

Tprod(x) =
n∏

j=1

xj, (2.53)

and the Lukasiewicz T-norm,

TL(x) = max(0,
n∑

j=1

xj − (n− 1)). (2.54)

2.5.2 S-norm Aggregation

S-norms (S) are operators on the unit hypercube which are commutative, asso-

ciative, and monotone. S(α, α, ..., 1) = 1 and S(α, 0, ..., 0) = α are the boundary

conditions of S-norms. It follows that e = 0 is the neutral element of S-norms.

S-norms are stronger than T-norms. The maximum operator:

Smax(x) = max
j=1,...,n

xj, (2.55)
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is the weakest S-norm, that is,

S(x) ≥ Smax(x) ≥ T (x), for any x ∈ [0, 1]n. (2.56)

Other examples of S-norms include the probabilistic sum,

Sprob(x) = 1−
n∏

j=1

(1− xj), (2.57)

and the Lukasiewicz S-norm,

SL(x) = min(1,
n∑

j=1

xj). (2.58)

The dual CD of an aggregation operator C is

CD(x1, ..., xn) = 1− C(1− x1, ..., 1− xn). (2.59)

Maximum and minimum, probabilistic sum and product, and Lukasiewicz S and

T-norms are examples of self-dual aggregation operators.

2.5.3 Uninorm Aggregation

Uninorms (U) are bivariate, associative and symmetric operators closed under

duality. Similarly as with T-norms and S-norms, associativity allows n-ary ex-

tension of uninorms. Uninorms U : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] generalizes triangular norms

by relaxing the assumption about the neutral element e to get values in [0, 1].

Input values higher than e are interpreted as beneficial, a positive evidence; input

values lower than e are considered detrimental, a negative evidence. Naturally,

when e is equal to 0 a uninorm turns into an S-norm and when e = 1 the uninorm

becomes a T-norm.
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This work considers the following family of uninorms:

U(x) =





e T
(
x1
e
, ..., xn

e

)
if x ∈ [0, e]n

(e+ (1− e)) S
(
x1−e
1−e

, ..., xn−e
1−e

)
if x ∈ [e, 1]n

T (x1, ..., xn) otherwise,

(2.60)

where e 6= 0 and e 6= 1. Any pair of T and S norms may be used to construct the

uninorm U independently of their properties or duality.

2.5.4 Averaging Aggregation

An aggregation operator C is averaging if for every x ∈ [0, 1]n it is bounded by

Tmin(x) ≤ C(x) ≤ Smax(x). (2.61)

The basic rule is that the output value cannot be lower or higher than any input

value. An example of averaging operator is the arithmetic mean:

M(x) =
1

n

n∑

j=1

xj. (2.62)

Averaging operators are assumed to be idempotent, strictly increasing, symmet-

ric, homogeneous, and Lipschitz continuous.

2.5.5 Compensatory T-S Aggregation

Compensatory T-S operators combine T-norms and S-norms to counterbalance

their opposite effects. Contrary to uninorm aggregation, T-S aggregation is uni-

form in the sense that it does not depend on parts of the underlying domain.

T-S operators use both a T-norm and a S-norm and averages the two val-

ues obtained by means of a weighted quasi-arithmetic mean. The linear convex

operator
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L(x) = (1− v)T (x1, ..., xn) + vS(x1, ..., xn), (2.63)

where v ∈ [0, 1], is an example of T-S operator of the family of weighted quasi-

arithmetic means. T-S operators need not to be dual in terms of T and S. It

follows that:

S(x) ≥ L(x) ≥ T (x), for any x ∈ [0, 1]n. (2.64)

2.6 Summary

This chapter has addressed principles and definitions of granular computing that

are useful for the comprehension of subsequent chapters. We argued that in-

formation granulation plays a primary role both in handling data of uncertain

nature and in representing concepts described in natural language. We empha-

sized interval and fuzzy granular computing frameworks - with intervals and fuzzy

sets being instances of information granules. When processing granular data we

are in fact handling a significant number of similar individual elements at the

same time and therefore ignoring details. This chapter also covered aggregation

operators which are pertinent for information fusion within granular computing

environment.
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Chapter 3

Evolving Granular Systems

Evolving granular systems are a modeling framework that considers online gran-

ular data stream processing and structurally adaptive rule-based models. As

uncertain data prevail in stream applications, excessive data granularity becomes

unnecessary and inefficient. This chapter starts with the motivation which led to

the development of evolving intelligent systems. We briefly summarize the main

historical landmarks of the research area leading to the state of the art. Next, we

introduce evolving granular systems, which extend evolving intelligent systems

allowing data, variables and parameters to be granular (intervals and fuzzy sets).

The aim of evolving granular systems is to fit the information carried by input-

output data streams from online nonstationary processes into rule-based models

and, at the same time, provide granular approximation of functions and linguistic

description of the system behavior.

3.1 Introduction

Adaptability is of paramount importance for intelligent systems. As Darwin

quoted (35), it is neither the strongest nor the most intelligent that survives, but

the most adaptable to change. Building adaptive models from large volumes of

real-world online data flows requires developing non-conventional learning algo-

rithms able to continuously track system and environment changes. Rethinking

traditional data mining and modeling techniques is primordial to support struc-
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tural adaptation of information systems based on sequences of data, possibly of

uncertain nature.

Because data acquisition systems and small scale computing devices became

mere components of complex systems, large amounts of data have been produced

uninterruptedly. Storage of large-scale data sets and offline processing are fre-

quently impractical, especially in online applications. In addition, data from

different sources may be temporally and spatially related. Online learning algo-

rithms should benefit from time and space data stream correlations to capture

essential information and recursively translate it into structured knowledge. The

effectiveness of data stream-oriented learning algorithms is rooted in their apti-

tude to quickly evolve models from nonstationary data.

Learning system models from data streams in online mode is a challenging

task for most statistical and computational intelligence methods. Adaptive -

and naturally non-adaptive - learning methods face a number of drawbacks when

dealing with evolving data streams including: (i) difficulty in choosing the model

structure since data sets and related information are not available; (ii) forget-

fulness when trying to acquire new information after concept changes; and (iii)

limited transparency and interpretability of the resulting model. In particular,

there is a need for developing recursive learning methods that explore the na-

ture of data streams (11) and at the same time fulfill accuracy, transparency and

interpretability requirements (4).

3.2 Evolving Intelligent Systems

Approaches to extract meaningful information from data streams have recently

been developed (1) (9) (10) (24) (25) (32) (46) (59) (66) (75) (79) (83) (84)

(94) (122) (124) (125) (134). Methods and algorithms directed toward this end

are known as Evolving Intelligent Systems. Evolving intelligent systems focus on

nonstationary processes and embody online learning methods and one-pass incre-

mental algorithms that evolve or gradually change individual models to guarantee

life-long learning and self-organization of the system structure.

Evolving systems are a step toward a higher level of adaptability compared

to conventional adaptive systems from control theory (13), classical identification
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systems (92), and traditional data mining systems (54) (135). While the term

‘intelligent’ comes from the use of fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy (computational intelli-

gence) techniques, the evolving aspect of these systems accounts for unbounded

(infinite) amounts of data, changing concepts, and structural adaptation of mod-

els.

Formally stated, a system is said to be evolving if it:

• learns continuously from data streams;

• does not store previous samples;

• does not depend upon prior structural knowledge;

• self-adapts its structure when needed;

• is independent of statistical properties of data; and

• does not use ‘prototype’ initialization.

Moreover, it is much desired that evolving systems assimilate knowledge fast using

small memory requirements to support real-time applications. Evolving systems

must account for the fact that the unknown is likely to matter.

In terms of implementation, evolving systems usually achieve their final pur-

pose in software level, but they may be performed in physical embodiments in-

cluding intelligent agents, embedded systems, and ubiquitous computing (11).

3.2.1 Historical Landmarks

In the beginning of this century, two mainstreams of research in evolving intelli-

gent systems were introduced: evolving fuzzy systems (5) and evolving connec-

tionist systems (65). Their origins are independent of one another.

Evolving fuzzy systems (eFS) were proposed by Angelov (5), being evolving

Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) fuzzy systems (6) a milestone in the field of structurally

adaptive rule-based systems. The eTS is an eFS paradigm for function ap-

proximation and control that fulfils the requirements for flexible and adaptive

approaches of a variety of modern applications such as automation processes,
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autonomous systems, intelligent sensors, and defense. eTS assumes that the an-

tecedent and consequent parameters of functional fuzzy rules as well as the num-

ber of rules in a rule base can gradually change by learning from experience based

on data streams. This characteristic provides eTS approaches with the funda-

mental ability to pursue online modeling of time-varying nonstationary functions.

Evolving fuzzy classifiers (eClass) (8) (10) are another approach derived from eFS

when the consequent part of fuzzy rules is a class label. In eClass the number

of classes needs not be known in advance and new classes can be incorporated

at any time. eClass models were seminal to the field of evolving classifiers which

possess the ability to capture both concept drift and shift (95).

Evolving connectionist systems (eCOS) were proposed by Kasabov (65) (66).

eCOS are artificial neural networks that operate continuously in time and adapt

their structure and functionality through interaction with the environment and

other systems. A paradigm of eCOS is called evolving fuzzy neural network

(EFuNN) (63), which is the earliest and perhaps most influential model of eCOS.

All neurons in EFuNN are created and updated during learning. They represent

membership functions and rules. Information carried by a data stream is memo-

rized on neurons and connections, and further used for predictions. The EFuNN

structure evolves from hybrid (supervised and unsupervised) algorithms. Partic-

ularly, the fuzzy aspect of EFuNN permits the neural network to be interpreted as

a fuzzy rule-base. Other noteworthy approaches supporting the context of eCOS

are evolving self-organizing maps (eSOM) (34) and dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy

inference systems (DENFIS) (64).

Common to both eFS and neurofuzzy eCOS are fuzzy sets, which are formed

on a basis of numeric data through incremental clustering. Clusters give rise to

fuzzy membership functions that considered together convey a global view of the

available data. In evolving systems, fuzzy membership functions play a key role

as the core of modeling approaches. They aim to represent similar data in a

concise manner. After cluster identification, a recursive algorithm is usually used

to refine local parameters and functions. In both platforms, eFS and neurofuzzy

eCOS, expert knowledge can be incorporated, but it is not compulsory.

From the granular computing point of view, eFS and great part of eCOS can be

considered granular modeling frameworks. Fuzzy sets, used to represent numeric
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data, are instances of granules whereas computations in eFS and eCOS are based

on the result of information granulation. However, in general, evolving intelligent

systems cannot be regarded as evolving granular systems in the greatest sense of

the term because they do not deal with input and output granular data and quite

often do not produce granular estimation. In other words, evolving systems are

granular systems internally, and singular systems externally.

Since the conception of evolving intelligent systems a diversity of studies sug-

gesting extension of the original content has taken place. Approaches regarding

primarily computational intelligence principles and ideas follow the essential no-

tions of the original evolving intelligent systems. Conversely, there exist parallel

research lines where structurally adaptive learning approaches from data streams

are mostly based on data mining and statistics. Such approaches are often not re-

ferred to as ‘evolving’; however, the central idea of capturing gradual and abrupt

changes in nonstationary data streams is the same independently of the different

terminologies. The next section reviews some state-of-the-art works.

3.2.2 State of the Art

This section summarizes recent research related to learning methods capable of

handling numeric data streams. We do not intend to give an exhaustive review of

the literature. The purpose is to overview works closely related to the approaches

addressed in this thesis.

The evolving participatory learning (ePL) approach (87) combines the concept

of participatory learning (137) with evolving Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems. The

ePL approach is based on unsupervised clustering and therefore is a candidate

to find rule base structures in adaptive fuzzy modeling. ePL uses participatory

learning fuzzy clustering instead of scattering or information potential-based clus-

tering used by eTS. At each time step, ePL updates the rule base structure using

convex combinations of new data samples and the closest cluster center. The

parameters of the consequent part of a rule are adapted using a recursive least

squares algorithm.

The evolving multivariable Gaussian approach (eMG) (84) is an evolving func-

tional fuzzy modeling approach which, differently from eTS, uses an evolving
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Gaussian clustering algorithm based on the concept of participatory learning.

The clustering algorithm is one-pass and updates the eMG rule base continuously.

Fuzzy sets in eMG are multivariable Gaussian membership functions which are

adopted to preserve information between input variable interactions. The param-

eters of the membership functions, that is, cluster centers and dispersion matrices,

are estimated by the clustering algorithm. A weighted recursive least squares al-

gorithm updates the parameters of the rule consequents. The eMG clustering

algorithm is particularly robust to noisy data and outliers through the use of a

mechanism to smooth incompatible input data.

A data-driven incremental algorithm called flexible fuzzy inference system

(FLEXFIS) was proposed in (94) to evolve Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems. A

modified version of vector quantization was suggested for rules evolution. The

FLEXFIS algorithm adapts linear functions of rules consequent and premise pa-

rameters (fuzzy membership functions) in online mode. Clusters of data are

automatically generated based on the nature, distribution and quality of new

data. Convergence toward the optimal parameter set in the least-squares sense

has been achieved by the algorithm.

Self-organizing fuzzy modified least-square neural network (SOFMLS) (124)

is a neurofuzzy network capable of adapting itself in real-time to a changing envi-

ronment. In SOFMLS, parametric and structural model adaptation is performed

simultaneously. The neural network generates a new rule if the smallest distance

between a new numeric data vector and rule parameters is higher than a pre-

specified radius. A density-based pruning procedure controls the network growth

over time. SOFMLS does not require retraining of the whole model and has

proved to be able to escape from local minima and be stable to concept changes.

The fuzzy min-max neural network (GFMM) (46) is a generalization of the

fuzzy min-max clustering and classification neural networks (129) (130). It han-

dles labeled and unlabeled data simultaneously in a single neural model. GFMM

combines supervised and unsupervised learning to give hybrid clustering and

classification. The learning process places and adjusts hyperboxes (expansion-

contraction paradigm) in the feature space in a few or one pass over data sets.

GFMM is able to classify interval data and can be viewed as an incremental

granular classifier.
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Learn++.NSE (43) is an ensemble of classifiers-based approach for time-

varying data distribution modeling. Learn++.NSE considers consecutive batches

of data and makes no assumptions about the nature and rate of concept drift.

The algorithm learns incrementally, similar to other algorithms of the Learn++

family (107) (121). Learn++.NSE trains one new classifier for each batch of data

it receives and combines these classifiers using a dynamically weighted majority

voting procedure. This procedure allows the algorithm to recognize and react to

changes in the underlying data distributions. Since data batches are discarded

after use, Learn++.NSE is suitable for online modeling of large volumes of data.

Very fast decision trees (VFDT) (38) is a method to discover knowledge in

databases that builds decision trees using constant memory space and constant

time to process a sample. VFDT operates on high-volume data streams and

gradually creates branches and leaves if necessary. The approach uses Hoeffding

bounds to guarantee that its output is asymptotically nearly identical to that of

a conventional batch learner. VFDT is designed for classification purpose.

The ultra fast forest of trees (UFFT) (48) is a one-pass incremental algorithm

able to detect concept drift. Trees are split according to new information appear-

ing in a numeric data stream. In multi-class classification problems UFFT builds

a binary tree for each possible pair of classes, leading to a forest of trees. De-

cision nodes and leaves contain naive Bayes classifiers to detect changes in class

distribution and classify test examples. When changes in class distributions are

detected, sub-trees rooted at representative nodes are pruned.

Differently from VFDT and UFFT, evolving fuzzy linear regression trees

(eFRT) (83) (85) convey a linear regression model in each leaf. Thus, eFRT

can be used for function approximation and prediction. In general, the number

of tree nodes and the number of inputs can be changed given a new sample. The

tree starts with a single leaf and grows replacing leaves with sub-trees and adding

more variables to the regression model. The eFRT topology is updated on the

fly using a statistical model selection test that considers accuracy and number of

parameters to provide accurate and parsimonious trees.

Massive Online Analysis (MOA) (23) is a software environment for learning

from evolving data streams. MOA supports incremental classification and clus-

tering approaches that do not scale with the volume of information. For classifi-
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cation, MOA considers boosting, bagging, and Hoeffding trees with and without

naive Bayes classifiers at the leaves. For clustering, it implements the algorithms

StreamKM++, CluStream, ClusTree, Den-Stream, D-Stream, and CobWeb. The

aim of MOA is to provide analysis tools and insight about real-world data stream

mining problems. MOA can interact with the software WEKA, the Waikato

Environment for Knowledge Analysis (135).

3.3 Granular Data Streams

Physical systems change over time and usually produce considerable amounts of

nonstationary data. Data streams in online environment can be granular from

different perspectives. A more intuitive perspective concerns data that are granu-

lar by themselves. To elaborate, consider a simple example of predicting variable

y from the last available observation x. This leads us to search for an approxi-

mand p to describe the process function f based on pairs (x, y). Here, instances x

and y are singular (real numbers), and function f is single-valued. Singular data

do not restrain models to be singular but rather a granular system may use gran-

ular models whose size and placement reflect the information carried by singular

data. A hypothesis is that granular representation helps to assess the structure

of detailed singular data and organizes the data into a more interpretable format.

Consider x = [x, x] and y = [y, y] as instances of a granular data stream,

intervals in this case. To exemplify, x and x may denote the minimum and

maximum price of an economical index during a day, and y and y the range of

fluctuation of the price in the next day. In this example, data are originally

granular, and models [p, p] must be granular to support granular data. Figure

3.1 illustrates the granular modeling approach for function approximation.

Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) show that granular models outer approximate single-

valued and granular functions, respectively. Outer approximations of functions

can always be obtained, e.g., at the top level, the coarsest possible granular

approximation is the problem domain. Although merely enclosing a solution may

sound at first shallower than finding the solution itself, we should reflect that the

degree of satisfaction involved in embracing a solution depends strongly on the

width of the enclosure obtained (60). Moreover, when processing stream data,
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Figure 3.1: Granular models: (a) single-valued function, (b) granular function

we rarely have an idea about the error range and uncertainty associated with the

data. On the contrary, if we can compute with granules containing a solution,

then we can take for example the midpoint as a numeric approximation. Hence,

we obtain both an approximate numeric solution and tolerance bounds on the

approximation. The key task of approximating functions with granules is seeking

for the tightest envelope for the approximand.

Another perspective for the materialization of granules in data streams is con-

cerned with the uncertainty introduced during preprocessing steps. Incomplete

data makes precise discrimination of examples difficult. Missing values are usu-

ally predicted through imputation methods (91) (127) where the imputed data

is uncertain by the very nature of the prediction and motivates granules. In

privacy-preserving data mining, uncertainty may be added to the data in order

to preserve the privacy of the results (3). Additionally, noise and disturbances of

bounded-error dynamic context also demand information granulation.

Granular data may arise when measurements are inaccurate or variables are

hard to be quantified. For example, in sensor streams imprecision arises from in-

accuracies in the underlying data acquisition equipment. Often, data are purely

numerical, but the process which generated the data is uncertain. In these cases,

uncertainty in data representation may be useful to improve the quality of the re-

sults. For example, an instance with greater uncertainty may not be as important

as one with smaller uncertainty.

Sometimes, stream data are derived from expert knowledge. Granular com-
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puting provides a general framework to represent real-world perception in natural

language (42) (138). Various considerations can affect one’s choice of data rep-

resentation. Foremost among these is what Zadeh calls cointention (154), the

ability of the representing object to convey the meaning of the concept it is being

used to represent (140).

In a nutshell, stream data can be intervals, probability distributions, rough

sets, and fuzzy intervals (42). We define granular data streams as a sequence of

samples that conveys granular information about a process. Evolving granular

models are built from granular data streams. Interval and fuzzy granular data

streams generalize numeric data streams by allowing interval representation and

fuzziness.

3.4 Evolving Granular Modeling

Nonstationary granular system modeling encompasses adaptive and flexible learn-

ing procedures to deal with many types of data such as numbers, intervals, and

fuzzy intervals. Granular computing provides a rich framework for modeling non-

stationary systems using granular data streams.

Evolving granular modeling (6) (16) (66) (75) (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (97)

(119) comes not only as an approach to capture the essence of stream data but

also as a framework to extrapolate spatio-temporal correlations from lower-level

raw data and provide a more abstract human-like representation of them. Re-

search effort into granular computing toward online environment-related tasks is

supported by a manifold of relevant applications such as financial, health care,

video and image processing, GPS navigation, click stream analysis, etc.

Our definition of evolving granular system is as follows: evolving granular

systems are systems that are able to derive interpretable rule-based models and

provide granular function approximation using an incremental learning algorithm

and imprecise stream data (with imprecise data being numbers, intervals, fuzzy

intervals, etc.) Association rules given in the form of If-Then statements can be

extracted from an evolving granular construct at any time. The evolved rule base

means, in essence, a granular description of a process.

In practice, evolving granular systems extend evolving intelligent systems in
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their capability to handle singular and granular input-output data, and give

single-valued and granular approximations of original single-valued or granular

functions. Granular approximation comes with a linguistic description in addi-

tion to a numeric, pointwise approximation typical of evolving intelligent systems.

Evolving granular systems rely fundamentally on the concepts of granular

view, information granule, and granular mapping (see Section 2.1) in the process

of modeling stream data. Emphasis is on the tasks of data granulation and

computing with granules (143) (145) (146) (152). The granularity of information

explicitly embedded into granular systems offers valuable features in dynamic

modeling such as transparency and flexibility. Naturally, we are concerned with

a certain way of compressing granular data into more intelligible granular models.

Granular data streams are responsible for creation, expansion and shrink-

age of granular models along one or more dimensions of the input and output

spaces, guide parameter adaptation, and order the most appropriate granulari-

ties. Concept change, missing and noisy values, superfluous and outlier samples

are common in online environments and require automatic intervention. When-

ever a sample arrives, evolving algorithms should decide whether to discard it or

to use it to update the current knowledge. Evolving granular learning algorithms

designed to handle online granular data face odd challenges concerning the value

of the current knowledge, which reduces as the concept changes; and the impossi-

bility to neither store nor retrieve the data once read. Learning must be one-pass.

Constructive (bottom-up) and decomposition-based (top-down) mechanisms pre-

dominate.

3.5 Time and Space Granulation

Data granulation may be performed in time and space domains. Approaches to

building granules regard temporal granulation earlier than spatial granulation, as

illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Temporal granulation precedes spatial granulation because

of several reasons. Occasionally, samples are recorded at different time intervals,

e.g., as in events stream. The need for synchronized analysis of manifold data

streams and search for time-correlated structures give support to the possibility of

considering temporal granulation first. Temporal granulation tends to slow down
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the data flow once several streaming instances can be wrapped by a granular

object and further computations be based on granules. Time granules grant

synchronism and smaller amount of granular data for subsequent spatial analysis.

Spatial correlation uniting heterogeneous data with multiple levels of granularity

and different representations (intervals, fuzzy sets, rough sets, etc.) is captured

during the process of spatial granulation. Structured representation of data is

preserved over time as a synopsis of the data stream; it warrants structured

problem solving at the practical level.

Figure 3.2: Time and space granulation

The flexibility of handling data streams using a granular computing frame-

work enables us to describe granules in different application domains without

deep knowledge about the problem. Tight time and memory constraints of on-

line environment and interpretability requirements inspire granulated views of

detailed data and computing at coarser granularities.

3.5.1 Time Domain Granulation

Time granulation aims at both reducing the sampling rate of fast data streams and

synchronizing concurrent data streams that are input at random time intervals.

A time granule describes the data for a certain time period.
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Whenever the bounds of a time granule are aligned with significant shifts in

the target function, the underlying granulation provides a good abstraction of

the data. Conversely, if the alignment is poor, models may be inadequate (17).

Manifold granularities require temporal reasoning and respective formalizations.

Time granules and time windows are distinguished as follows.

Time window (74) (110) stands for a pre-specified or adaptive duration interval

within which data samples assemble a representation. Generally, a fixed number

of samplings or error values defines the size of the window. Windowing the

time domain attempts to produce as few segments as possible to avoid data

overfitting. Few time segments may hide information if the concept changes.

Nonstationarity modifies “ideal” window lengths by its own dynamic. Approaches

to testing window lengths are computationally costly and, hence, infeasible in

environments with narrow time constraints. Essentially, there may exist several

information granules in a time window. Data chunk analysis belongs to window-

based approaches for information extraction and analysis.

A time granule groups data according to their indistinguishability in time.

Since a time granule conveys similar data indexed in time, its bounds are naturally

aligned with substantial changes in the function. The result of dynamic time

granulation is a unique granule per segment. Time granules assume manifold

levels of data abstraction and are aware of the pace of concept changes.

Event streams are examples of streams that usually come about at different

time granularities. They require analysis of time-domain granules for common-

alities extraction prior to space-domain analysis. Broadly stated, information

evoked from time granules can be bounds of intervals, probability distributions

or membership functions, and features such as frequency and correlation between

events, patterns, prototypes. The internal structure of a granule and its associ-

ated variables provide full description and characterization of the granule.

Whenever manifold data streams mismatch each other at finer time granular-

ities we resort to a granulated view of the time domain and a data mining and

modeling approach. The resulting granulation should be at least as coarse as the

coarsest individual stream to agree with the notion of outer approximation of

functions and guaranteed solution (Section 2.1).
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3.5.2 Space Domain Granulation

Data granulation over the space domain is a process of organization for compre-

hension (15). Granulation enables us to view different samples as being the same

if low level details are neglected. Granulating the domain space is fundamental in

methods of clustering (2) (17) and information integration (50). Resulting gran-

ules may compose antecedent and consequent parts of rules in rule-based systems

(11) (71) (73).

Whenever variables are recorded simultaneously and the sampling frequency

is not so high that we have enough time to step recursive algorithms, the time

granulation stage can be ignored and efforts fully concentrated on spatial granu-

lation. In fact, time and space granulation are somewhat related. For instance,

(i) with the minimal and maximal values occurring in a time granule we may

form an interval granular object; (ii) taking a representative mean or median of

instances resting into a time granule and a confidence interval around it we may

form a statistical granular object; (iii) capturing the core and the uncertainty of

instances falling in a same time granule may give rise to a fuzzy granular object.

Granular objects of any precedence may be taken into consideration as input to

the stage of spatial granulation.

The location and size of a granule play a role in the process of granulation.

Location of a granule means the position in which it resides in the space of the

data. Original stream data are compressed to a few granules whose location and

granularity reflect the structure of the data. There are many granulated views

of the same problem. When evolving granular structures, granules are created as

instances of the current knowledge. Next, granules may expand and occupy the

space wherever new instances arrive. Operations on granules combine granules to

form a coarser granule or decompose a granule into finer granules. Operations on

granules should be consistent with the size of the granules and relations between

granules; they provide the basic ingredients for the granular computing.

While concept drift and shift are terms related to the joint time-space domain

(95), the descriptions of data density and information specificity (139) concern

the space domain and are options to guide spatial granulation. Bargiela and

Pedrycz (15) state that granules should encompass as many data as possible while
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maintaining certain specificity in what they called principle of the maximization

of the information density. The principle of the balanced information granularity

(15) gives preference to the design of granules balanced along all dimensions

rather than granules with unbalanced geometry. In particular, hyperbox-based

spatial granulation provides descriptions fully compatible with the descriptions of

intervals and fuzzy sets. With intervals and fuzzy sets, the pursuit of a balanced

granularity and refining and coarsening of granules are reduced to operations on

bounds of intervals and parameters of fuzzy membership functions.

3.6 Summary

Evolving granular systems combine granular computing and evolving intelligent

systems concepts into a single framework. We argued that it is sometimes unnec-

essary or inefficient to discriminate numeric data precisely. Moreover, we argued

that systems are better supported by a granular framework to suit uncertain,

granular stream data. Numeric data is a particular case in which a granule de-

generates into a singleton. The necessity of building models in finer granularities,

close to the singularity, is justified only when there are clear benefits on doing so.

This chapter presented the state of the art of the research in evolving granular

systems and discussed adaptive rule-based modeling from granular data streams.
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Chapter 4

Interval Based Evolving

Modeling

This chapter introduces an interval-based evolving modeling approach to develop

system models using data streams. The approach consists of a rule-based model-

ing scheme that gradually adapts its antecedent and consequent parts over time.

Its main purpose is continuous (inductive) learning, self-organization, and adap-

tation to unknown, nonstationary environments. While traditional functional

rule-based modeling approaches use numeric data and produce numeric results,

the suggested interval approach uses interval data and presents results in numeric

and granular format. Interval rule-based approaches are highly human-centric in

the sense that antecedent and consequent of rules are intervals, which may convey

a linguistic meaning. Granular values are more informative and comprehensible

than singular, numeric values.

4.1 Introduction

Interval based evolving modeling (IBeM) is an adaptive granular framework whose

idea is to enclose similar interval data into coarser albeit more interpretable inter-

val models. The outcomes of IBeM are single-valued and interval predictions of

a target function, and a rule summary, which describes the behavior of a system.

IBeM emphasizes uncertain data manifesting as multi-dimensional tolerance in-
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tervals and recursive learning procedures rooted in fundamentals of the interval

mathematics theory. Antecedent and consequent terms of IBeM rules are deter-

mined by input and output crisp hyperboxes (granules) formed over time. Crisp

hyperboxes are referred to as a modality of crisp granular precisiation in the gen-

eralized theory of uncertainty (27) (153). IBeM input and output hyperboxes

are linked by a granular mapping, also called inclusion function in the interval

analysis terminology (75) (78) (81).

IBeM is equipped with a one-pass-through-the-data recursive algorithm which

builds its rule set gradually from scratch, captures new concepts from data

streams, and copes with uncertainty. The IBeM approach makes no specific

assumption about the properties of the data including probability distributions,

belief intervals, possibility values, membership functions. Moreover, no human

intervention is necessary during model construction. Contrarily, interval data

stream guides learning and refinements. Examples of concepts translated into

interval data IBeM manages to handle include: the number of red balls in the

box is between 8 and 12; tonight’s temperature will be from 65 to 72 degrees;

the normal count of leukocytes in adult humans is 4500-11000 per cubic millime-

ter of blood; [0.8,0.85]. Intervals also rise after preprocessing singular data by

comprising them into a smaller amount of interval data.

Interval representation of interval data streams is attractive due to several

reasons: (i) easiness of acquiring parameters. Only two parameters related to

real features (upper and lower bounds) need to be captured; (ii) adaptation of

intervals demands basic fully-formalized operations of interval arithmetic; (iii)

intervals make no specific assumption about the content of a granule. Higher-

level interval models are everything we wish to know from large quantities of

detailed, low-level, interval data; (iv) intervals can be translated quite easily to

linguistic propositions. Interval granular precision facilitates comprehension when

supported by a context. Naturally, an interval model has a great deal of appeal

to represent counterpart interval data.
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4.2 Related Work

Literature in interval data modeling using interval representation is scarce. Some

works related to adaptive (non-evolving) interval modeling approaches that take

into account interval data are summarized next. The approaches do not support

online learning and require the whole data set to be available. Neural network

approaches able to learn from interval data streams (for example (46) (108)) are

discussed in Chapter 6.

A partitioning dynamical clustering algorithm which considers interval data

and Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance was addressed in (31). The algorithm builds

clusters and identifies their representative prototypes concomitantly at each pro-

cessing step. Interval data are compared using adaptive Pompeiu-Hausdorff dis-

tance. This distance varies for each existing cluster according to intra-class struc-

tures. Although the clustering algorithm considers interval data, it is not suitable

for evolving modeling since prototype identification is based on optimizing an ad-

equacy criterion that requires all data samples within a cluster to be available.

An extension of the radial basis function (kernel method) approach to interval

data mining is proposed in (37). Here, interval data result from the aggregation of

large data sets into smaller ones to represent uncertainty. Aggregation is carried

out through a Pompeiu-Hausdorff distance-based approach that clusters numeric

data into crisp hyperboxes. The underlying learning approach can deal with

classification, regression and novelty detection problems. The learning approach

cannot handle online data streams.

Reference (12) proposes an interval analysis based adaptive approach for an

extended Kalman filter. The approach is aimed at mobile robot navigation and,

particularly, at obstacle avoidance and robot position estimation. Since Kalman

filters are often affected by noise and drift, interval adaptive approach is useful to

model and correct robot position estimates. Interval analysis methods dispense

deterministic modeling of the robot system and have shown to give more accurate

position estimates when compared to estimates using non-adaptive non-interval

Kalman filter methods.
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4.3 Structure and Processing

The mathematical formalism of the interval analysis (Section 2.2) provides a

robust framework for the analysis of granular structures. Interval mathematics

supports the core of the IBeM learning algorithm and gives simplicity, correctness,

totality, closeness, efficiency, and optimality in the sense of Hickey et al. (56).

Let (x, y)[h], h = 1, ..., be the h-th observation of the target function f . The

output y[h] is known given the input x[h] or will be known some steps latter. In

this chapter each attribute xj of x = (x1, ..., xn) is an interval [xj, xj]. The same

holds true for the output y, that is, y = [y, y]. Therefore, (x, y) assembles a crisp

hyperbox (granule) in the Cartesian product space X × Y .

Let γi, i = 1, ..., c, be the current collection of IBeM granules built on the basis

of (x, y). Granules γi are defined in the Cartesian product space X × Y . The

internal representation of γi in respect to input variables x = (x1, ..., xn) is empty.

This means that bounds of intervals, say [lij, L
i
j], j = 1, ..., n, are all IBeM records

from the input data stream. The output variable y is granulated using bounds

[ui, U i]. The content of a granule in respect to the output y conveys an additional

information, an inclusion monotonic function pi. The inclusion function uses the

bounds of the input variables to produce granular approximation of f .

Rules Ri associated with granules γi are of the type:

Ri: IF (li1 ≤ x1 ≤ Li1) AND ... AND (lin ≤ xn ≤ Lin)

THEN (ui ≤ y ≤ U i) AND ŷ = pi(x1, ..., xn)

where

pi(x1, ..., xn) = ŷ = ai0 +
n∑

j=1

aij[xj, xj]. (4.1)

Functions pi are thin (with single-valued parameters) and of first order in this

case. In general, each pi can be of different type, thick, and does not need to be lin-

ear. Computing pi using x gives interval granular or single-valued approximation

of f . If the width of x is equal to zero, then pi is a single-valued approximation of

f . Otherwise, if the width of x is greater than zero, then pi is a granular approx-

imation of f . The recursive least squares algorithm as described in Appendix B
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is used to determine the coefficients aij of p
i. Bounds [ui, U i] are obtained from

output data granulation. They provide an enclosure of the solution, an outer

approximation of f .

IBeM exploits predominantly bottom-up incremental learning procedures to

form higher level granules and interval-valued rules from finer granular data. In

a sense, it performs input-output data compaction to provide more human-like

models. A ∪-closure granular structure ensues from more specific local gran-

ules. In particular, granulation eases incremental updating and discovering of

the essence of the time and space structure of the data with modest storage

and processing costs. Experts usually prefer models that approximate real sys-

tem outputs and provide estimates of the approximation bounds. Taking into

account intervals in bounded-error context is the IBeM approach to deal with

uncertainty.

The next section introduces a learning approach to construct an IBeM model

from the very beginning, and adapt its structure and parameters on the fly.

4.4 Learning in IBeM

This section addresses the working principle of the IBeM learning algorithm.

The learning algorithm detailed next is used to evolve the structure and pa-

rameters of IBeM models whenever new information appears in the data stream.

By IBeM structure we mean interval-type granules, If-Then rules, and a concept.

From an overall point of view, when new samples do not fit current knowledge,

learning creates new granules and rules managing the granules. Conversely, when

new samples fit current knowledge, learning adapts parameters of existing gran-

ules and rules if necessary. Eventually, the resulting granular structure may be

refined or coarsened agreeing with inter-granule relationships.

The IBeM framework grants important characteristics for online modeling.

Its incremental learning algorithm spends a small and constant processing time:

the processing time does not scale with the number of samples. Continuous

processing on a per-sample basis enables IBeM to deal with concept drift and

shift within online environment. Constructive bottom-up mechanisms of learning

usually prevail over top-down, decomposing mechanisms.
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4.4.1 Choosing the Granularity

Let ρ be the maximum width that interval granules may assume:

wdt([lij, L
i
j]) ≤ ρ, wdt([ui, U i]) ≤ ρ, j = 1, ..., n; i = 1, ..., c. (4.2)

Values of ρ allow different representations of the same problem in different levels

of detail. ρ works as an upper bound to the level of modeling abstraction.

For normalized data, ρ takes values in [0, 1]. If ρ equals 0, granules cannot be

expanded and each data sample is accommodated by a new granule. Conversely,

if ρ equals 1, a single granule encloses the entire data set. To counterbalance

these extremes means to establish a tradeoff between complexity and precision.

In the most general case, IBeM starts learning with an empty rule base and

devoid of knowledge about the data stream. It is reasonable in this case to set ρ

halfway to regard rule creation and rule adaptation equally. We consider ρ[0] = 0.5

as the default initial value. A simple and fast approach to adapt the maximum

width ρ allowed for granules is as follows. Let r be the number of rules created

during hr time steps. If the number of rules grows faster than a given rate η, that

is, r > η, then ρ is increased,

ρ(new) =

(
1 +

r

hr

)
ρ(old). (4.3)

The idea here is to reject large rule bases because they increase model complexity

and may not help generalization. Equation (4.3) acts against outbursts of growth

letting intervals and granules expand larger.

Otherwise, if the number of rules grows at a rate smaller than η, that is, r < η,

then ρ is decreased as follows:

ρ(new) =

(
1− (η − r)

hr

)
ρ(old). (4.4)

With this mechanism we maintain a data-dependent fluctuating granularity.
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Alternative heuristic approaches to evolve the value of ρ over time take into

account estimation errors and their derivatives as addressed in (79). Time-varying

granularity avoids guesses on how fast and how often the data stream changes.

4.4.2 Time Granulation

Consider an interval data stream (x, y)[h], h = 1, ... Time granulation groups a

set of successive instances (x, y)[h], h = hb, hb+1, ..., he, where hb and he denote

the lower and upper bounds of a time interval [hb, he]. The set of instances input

during [hb, he] is considered indistinguishable and the inequalities

wdt(ch(x
[hb]
j , ..., x

[he]
j )) ≤ ρ, j = 1, ..., n, and wdt(ch(y[hb], ..., y[he])) ≤ ρ (4.5)

hold true. Literally, the width of the convex hull of all samples available during

[hb, he] is less or equal to the maximum width allowed for granules, ρ. The sample

indexed by he+1 conveys at least one contrasting value.

The collection (x, y)[h], h = hb, hb+1, ..., he, produces a unique granule γ[H]

whose lower and upper endpoints are:

[l
[H]
j , L

[H]
j ] = [min(x

[hb]
j , ..., x

[he]
j ),max(x

[hb]
j , ..., x

[he]
j )], and (4.6)

[u[H], U [H]] = [min(y[hb], ..., y[he]),max(y[hb], ..., y[he])]. (4.7)

Thus, a single granule γ[H] summarizes the content of several samples (x, y)[h].

Both, γ[H] and (x, y)[h], are of the same interval nature.

In the IBeM framework, time granulation is used as a preprocessing step

whenever input data arrive at different rates, for example, x1 arrives at each 10

milliseconds and x2 at each 30 milliseconds. Multiple time granularities allow

synchronized analysis of concurrent data streams. Therefore, learning within the

space domain is based on the resulting interval granule γ[H] rather than on original

data (x, y)[h]. IBeM is not exposed to all original data, which are sometimes far

more abundant than time granules.
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4.4.3 Creating and Adapting Granules

No IBeM rules need to be preconceived nor does the amount of granules need to

be set in advance. From scratch, granules and rules are created and adapted on

demand, dynamically, steered by the behavior of the target process and informa-

tion mirrored in the measured data. Whenever data (x, y)[h] become available,

a decision mechanism is trigged and new granules and rules can be inserted into

the IBeM structure or existing ones can be refined.

A key decision when building IBeM models concerns when and how to cre-

ate or adapt granules and rules recursively to consider never seen data samples

potentially bringing new information.

Define Ei = (Ei
1, ..., E

i
n, E

i
k), the expansion region of granule γi:

Ei
j = [Lij − ρ, lij + ρ], j = 1, ..., n, (4.8)

Ei
k = [U i − ρ, ui + ρ]. (4.9)

Expansion regions help to derive criteria for deciding whether or not data should

be gathered into a common granule. Figure 4.1 illustrates the expansion region

Ei
j of an attribute [lij, L

i
j] of the granule γi.

Figure 4.1: Expansion region of an IBeM granule

An IBeM granule is created when expansion regions Ei, i = 1, ..., c, do not

fit the sample (x, y). In this case, none of the existing granules can expand its
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bounds beyond the limits imposed by ρ to include the sample. Connective AND

operators of IBeM rules suggest the complete enclosing of both inputs xj and

output y for the corresponding granule to be considered. The new granule γc+1

matches perfectly the sample that caused its creation, that is,

[lc+1
j , Lc+1

j ] = [xj, xj], and (4.10)

[uc+1, U c+1] = [y, y]. (4.11)

The parameters of the thin local function pc+1 are:

ac+1
j = 0, j 6= 0, and ac+1

0 = mp(y). (4.12)

Adaptation of granules γi sets the boundaries [lij, L
i
j] and [ui, U i] to enclose

a sample (x, y). Meanwhile, parameters aij of the local inclusion function pi

are updated using recursive least squares as described in the Appendix B. A

granule γi is chosen to be adapted whenever (x, y) falls within its expansion region

Ei. Adaptation of only one granule is enough to ensure that the information

is incorporated in the model. Conflict resolution is addressed in Section 4.4.5.

Figure 4.2 summarizes nine situations that may happen depending on where the

data are confined and appropriate adaptations.

In Fig. 4.2, the recently arrived datum x = [x, x] can be placed either outside,

partially inside, or inside granule γi. Depending on the location of x, IBeM may

create a new granule γc+1 and/or adapt the bounds of γi. Expansion of granules

is chiefly based on union and convex hull operations. All uncertainty is covered

by some granule to guarantee outer approximation of the input and output data.

Although datum and granule may have some level of overlap, two granules are

forbidden to overlap as result of these adaptation procedures.
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Figure 4.2: Creation and recursive adaptation of IBeM granules
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4.4.4 Refining the Rule Base

Once granules are identified, IBeM analyzes the relationship among them and

proceeds accordingly. Top-down and bottom-up structural operations support

refining and coarsening of granules over time. Structural knowledge is generated

to help visualization of relationships between different parts of the problem.

Top-down processes produce ∩-closure granular models by splitting a large

granule into smaller granules. Situations in which the maximum width allowed

for a granule reduces (see Section 4.4.1) may cause top-down refinements to fit

some granules to the new value. Formally, wdt(γi) < ρ, i = 1, ..., c, may return

false for some i. In this case, granule γi is split into γi1 and γi2 so that

[li1j , L
i1
j ] = [lij,mp([l

i
j, L

i
j])], and (4.13)

[li2j , L
i2
j ] = [mp([lij, L

i
j]), L

i
j], j = 1, ..., n. (4.14)

The same splitting procedure holds for the output interval [ui, U i]. The procedure

is repeated until wdt(γi) < ρ for all i.

A ∪-closure granular model results from a bottom-up process that involves

forming a larger granule from small granules. Consider the overall distance be-

tween two interval vectors as described in Section 2.2.3 and let

D =




D(γ1, γ1) ... D(γ1, γi) ... D(γ1, γc)
...

. . .
...

...

D(γi, γ1) ... D(γi, γi) ... D(γi, γc)
...

...
. . .

...

D(γc, γ1) ... D(γc, γi) ... D(γc, γc)




(4.15)

be a distance matrix relating any pair of granules. Matrix D is symmetric with

zeros in the main diagonal. Neighbor granules can be located close enough to

justify their combination into a coarser granule. The combination is based on the

minimum entry of matrix D, say D(γi1 , γi2), and depends if
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wdt(ch([li1j , L
i1
j ], [l

i2
j , L

i2
j ])) ≤ ρ, j = 1, ..., n, and (4.16)

wdt(ch([ui1 , U i1 ], [ui2 , U i2 ])) ≤ ρ. (4.17)

Granule γi = ch(γi1 , γi2) is coarsening of γi1 and γi2 .

Coarsening provides more compact rule bases and contributes to eliminate

gaps between similar granules. At the top level, IBeM is closed by the most

general granule formed by the convex hull of all elementary granules.

4.4.5 Conflict of Interest

A requirement when designing granular systems such as IBeM is to include all

information that assembles a solution. However, at the same time it is desirable

to keep the system as simple as possible. During the course of learning, conflicting

situations may arise. In these cases, adaptation procedures that result in narrower

granules must be considered. Conflict of interest happens when two or more

Figure 4.3: Inter-granular conflict and data accommodation
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granules can be expanded to embrace a data sample. Figure 4.3 shows four

typical situations considering the current input x and two granules, say γi1 and

γi2 , they are: (i) x ∈ Ei1 = [Li1 − ρ, li1 + ρ], but x does not. Conversely x ∈ Ei2 ,

but x does not; (ii) x ∩ Ei2 6= ∅, but x ∈ Ei1 and x 6∈ Ei2 ; (iii) x ⊆ (Ei1 ∩ Ei2);

and (iv) x ∩ Ei1 6= ∅, but x ∈ Ei2 and x 6∈ Ei1 . The respective adaptation

procedures are shown in the figure.

In case (i) a new granule is created to include x because γi1 and γi2 cannot

expand beyond ρ. Cases (ii) and (iv) avoid redundancy and inconsistency ne-

glecting the adaptation of the granule that cannot enclose x entirely. Case (iii)

chooses the granule closer to x according to the distance D.

Inter-granular conflict resolution helps to choose which IBeM rule to adapt

and prevents overlapped intervals and contradiction. The tightest envelope for

the data generates a more concise description about the information it carries.

4.4.6 Removing Granules

Depending on the data sequence, small undesirable granules might be formed

quite close to large granules. These small granules, often called satellites (97),

contain residual information which is better neglected. The deletion procedure

we have proposed is useful to retain only the necessary information.

Broadly speaking, a granule should be removed from the IBeM structure if it

is inconsistent with the current concept. Common removing strategies either (i)

remove granules by age, (ii) exclude the weakest granules based on error values, or

(iii) delete the most inactive granules. In IBeM, the strategy is to delete inactive

granules by exclusion. Old granules may still be useful in the current environment

whereas weak granules are attempted to be strengthened by adapting parameters

of local inclusion functions.

IBeM granules are deleted whenever they become inactive during hr time

steps. If the application requires memorization of rare events, or if cyclical drifts

are anticipated, then it may be the case to let the granules remain forever. Re-

moving inactive granules periodically helps to keep the rule set updated and

concise.
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4.4.7 Learning Algorithm

The IBeM modeling procedure can be summarized as follows:

——————————————————————

BEGIN

Set parameters ρ, hr, η, c = 0;

Read (x, y)[h], h = 1;

Create granule γc+1 and rule Rc+1;

For h = 2, ... do

Read (x, y)[h];

Provide single-valued approximation mp(p(x[h]));

Provide granular approximation [ui, U i];

Calculate output error ǫ[h] = mp(y[h])−mp(p(x[h]));

If (x
[h]
j /∈ Ei

j || y[h] /∈ Ei
k
, for i = 1, ..., c, and some j)

Create γc+1 and Rc+1;

Else

Resolve possible conflicts;

Update γi and Ri to accommodate (x, y)[h];

Adapt local inclusion function parameters aij using RLS;

If h = αhr, α = 1, 2, ...

Update model granularity ρ;

Split and combine granules when feasible;

Remove inactive granules and rules;

END

——————————————————————

4.5 Summary

This chapter has introduced an interval-based evolving modeling approach to

assess the essence of interval data streams and simplify complex problems char-

acterized by nonlinearity and nonstationarity. The IBeM modeling approach for

interval data is based on the incremental evolution of hyperrectangle-like forms

of information granules and associated interval inclusion functions. Stream data

guide the construction of both granules and rule base without the need of hu-

man intervention or additional care. IBeM provides highly human-centric interval

and precise numeric approximations of functions using a fast one-pass learning

algorithm, modest memory requirements, and uncertain data.
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Chapter 5

Fuzzy Set Based Evolving

Modeling

This chapter introduces an evolving fuzzy-set based granular framework to learn

from and model time-varying fuzzy input-output data streams. The framework

consists of a recursive algorithm capable of developing the structure of fuzzy

rule-based models on-demand. The framework is particularly suitable to handle

potentially unbounded fuzzy data streams and provide single-valued and granular

approximations of unknown nonstationary functions.

5.1 Introduction

A primary requirement of a broad class of evolving intelligent systems is to pro-

cess a sequence of numeric data over time. The fuzzy set based evolving modeling

(FBeM) framework employs fuzzy granular models to deal with more detailed

fuzzy granular data and therefore provide a more intelligible exposition of the

data. For each granular model there exists an associated fuzzy rule base. The

antecedent part of FBeM rules consists of fuzzy hyperboxes, which are inter-

pretable transparent descriptors of input granular data. The consequent part of

FBeM rules has a linguistic and a functional component. The linguistic compo-

nent arises from fuzzy hyperboxes formed by output data granulation. It facili-

tates model interpretation and encloses possible model outputs. The functional
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component is derived from input data and real-valued local functions. This com-

ponent produces more accurate approximands. The rationale behind the FBeM

approach is that it looks to input-output data streams under different resolutions

and decides when to adopt coarser or more detailed granularities.

The function of FBeM is to deliver simultaneous single-valued and granular

function approximation and linguistic description of the behavior of a system.

Local FBeM models are a set of If-Then rules developed incrementally from input-

output data streams. Learning can start from scratch and, as new information is

brought by the data stream, granules and rules are created and their parameters

adjusted. Therefore, FBeM becomes more flexible to handle data so that redesign

and retraining models all along are needless. The resulting input-output granular

mapping may be eventually either refined or coarsened according to inter-granules

relationships and error indices.

5.2 Related Work

This section summarizes works related to incremental learning approaches to

handle data streams. The approaches described next are closely related to the

approach suggested in this chapter.

Fuzzy ARTMAP (30) is an adaptive resonance neural network. Its incremental

learning ability suggests its use in online data processing. Fuzzy ARTMAP is a

supervised neural network characterized by weight vectors. Half of the positions

of weight vectors represent one corner of a hyperbox, and the remaining half the

opposite corner. When new data arrive, the smallest box that encloses the data

is chosen. If no such box exists, then either the box that needs less expansion to

enclose the data is selected, or a new one is created. Next, a neuron representing

a hyperbox is selected and a vigilance criterion is checked. Vigilance serves to

choose another box if the one selected is too large. Fuzzy ARTMAP compares

the mapped class for an input with the actual label. If the labels are different,

then it creates a new neuron and connects it to the actual label. Fuzzy ARTMAP

is not appropriate to fit fuzzy data and provide granular function approximation.

Evolving Mamdani-Takagi-Sugeno neural fuzzy inference system (eMTSFIS)

(58) is a neurofuzzy approach to model the dynamic nature of real-world prob-
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lems. eMTSFIS comes with an incremental learning algorithm that evolves its

structure and parameters according to time-varying numeric data streams. The

learning algorithm is life-long and addresses the stability-plasticity dilemma typ-

ical of neurofuzzy constructs. Essentially, the eMTSFIS approach combines the

relatively higher interpretability of Mamdani-type systems with the precision of

Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems in numeric data stream modeling.

The uncertain micro-clustering algorithm (UMicro) (2) considers that stream

data arrive together with their underlying standard error instead of assuming the

entire probability distribution function of the data is known. The algorithm uses

uncertainty information to improve the quality of the underlying results. UMicro

incorporates a time decay method to update the statistics of micro-clusters. The

decaying method is especially useful to model drifting concepts in evolving data

streams. The efficiency of the UMicro approach has been demonstrated in a

variety of data sets.

5.3 Structure and Processing

The formalism of fuzzy sets (Section 2.4) provides a framework for the analysis

and representation of fuzzy granular structures.

Let (x, y)[h], h = 1, ..., be the h-th observation of a data stream. The out-

put y[h] is known provided the input x[h] or will be known some steps latter.

In this chapter, each attribute xj of x = (x1, ..., xn) is a trapezoidal fuzzy in-

terval (x
j
, xj, xj, xj). The same holds for the output y, that is, y = (y, y, y, y).

Therefore, (x, y) shapes a fuzzy hyperbox in the Cartesian product space X ×Y .

Let γi, i = 1, ..., c, be the current collection of FBeM granules built on the

basis of (x, y). Granules γi are defined in the Cartesian product space X × Y .

Rules Ri governing FBeM information granules γi are of the type:

Ri: IF (x1 is Ai1) AND ... AND (xn is Ain)

THEN (y is Bi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
linguistic

AND ŷ = pi(x1, ..., xn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
functional

,

where Aij and B
i are trapezoidal membership functions built in light of input and
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output data being available; pi is a local approximation function. The collection

of rules Ri, i = 1, ..., c, casts a rule base. Rules in FBeM are created and adapted

on the fly whenever the data ask for improvement in the current model. Notice

that an FBeM rule combines both linguistic and functional consequents. The

linguistic part of the consequent favors interpretability since fuzzy sets may come

with a label. The functional part of the consequent offers accuracy. Thus, FBeM

takes advantage of both linguistic and functional consequents within a single

framework.

Fuzzy sets Aij and Bi are generated from scattered fuzzy granulation. The

scattering approach clusters the data into fuzzy sets when appropriate, and takes

into account the coexistence of a manifold of granularities in the data stream.

Sets Aij and B
i can be easily extended to fuzzy hyperboxes γi (granules) in the

product space. Granules are positioned at locations populated by input and

outputs data in the product space. Figure 5.1 illustrates the scatter granulation

mechanism of fuzzy data. Note in the figure that the granularity of models is

coarser than the granularity of data. This is to obtain data compression and to

provide a more abstract, human-interpretable, representation of the data.

Figure 5.1: Scattering approach for fuzzy data granulation

Fitting data into conveniently placed and sized granules through scattering

leaves substantial flexibility for incremental learning. The FBeM approach grants
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freedom in choosing the internal structure of granules.

Yager (138) (140) has demonstrated that a trapezoidal fuzzy set Aij = (lij,λ
i
j,

Λij,L
i
j) allows the modeling of a wide class of granular objects. A triangular fuzzy

set is a trapezoid where λij = Λij; an interval is a trapezoid where lij = λij and

Λij = Lij; a singleton (singular datum) is a trapezoid where lij = λij = Λij = Lij.

Additional features that make the trapezoidal representation attractive comprise:

(i ) ease of acquiring the necessary parameters: only four parameters need to

be captured; (ii ) many operations on trapezoids can be performed using the

endpoints of intervals which are level sets of trapezoids; moreover, the piecewise

linearity of the trapezoidal representation allows calculation of only two level

sets, corresponding to the core and support, respectively, to obtain a complete

implementation; (iii ) trapezoids are easier to translate into linguistic labels.

Fuzzy sets Bi = (ui, υi,Υi, U i) are used to assemble granules in the output

space. The local function pi is adapted for samples that rest inside the granule

γi. In general, functions pi can be of different type and are not required to be

linear. Here we assume affine functions:

pi(x1, ..., xn) = ai0 +
n∑

j=1

aijmp(xj), (5.1)

for simplicity. If higher-order functions pi are used to approximate a function

f , then the number of coefficients to be estimated increases, especially when

the number of input variables n is large. The recursive least squares algorithm

(Appendix B) is used to calculate the coefficients aij of p
i.

Trapezoidal fuzzy sets and scatter granulation allow granules to overlap. There-

fore, two or more granules can accommodate the same data sample. FBeM sin-

gular output is found as the weighted mean value:

p =

c∑
i=1

min(Ai1(x1), ..., A
i
n(xn))p

i(x1, ..., xn)

c∑
i=1

min(Ai1(x1), ..., A
i
n(xn))

. (5.2)
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Granular output is given by the convex hull of output fuzzy sets Bi∗ , where i∗

are indices of granules that can accommodate the data sample. The convex hull

of trapezoidal fuzzy sets B1, ..., Bc is given as follows:

ch(B1, ..., Bc) = (min(u1, ..., uc),min(υ1, ..., υc),

max(Υ1, ...,Υc),max(U1, ..., U c)). (5.3)

The granular output given by Bi∗ enriches decision making and motivates

interpretability. While being specific as determined by p we risk being incorrect,

being unspecific from Bi∗ increases our confidence to be correct.

5.4 Learning in FBeM

5.4.1 Setting the Granularity

The maximum width fuzzy sets Aij are allowed to expand is denoted by ρ, that is,

wdt(Aij) = Lij− lij ≤ ρ, j = 1, ..., n; i = 1, ..., c. Different values of ρ yield different

representations of the same data stream in different levels of granularities.

Let the expansion region of a set Aij be denoted by

Ei
j = [mp(Aij)−

ρ

2
,mp(Aij) +

ρ

2
], (5.4)

where mp(Aij) = (λij + Λij)/2 is the midpoint of Aij. Expansion regions help to

derive criteria for deciding whether or not data samples should be considered in

the same granule.

For normalized data, ρ takes on values in [0, 1]. If ρ is equal to 0, then FBeM

granules are not enlarged. Learning creates a new rule for each sample, which may

cause overfitting and lead to excessive complexity and irreproducible optimistic

results. If ρ equals 1, then a single granule may cover the entire data domain so

that FBeM becomes unable to manage nonstationarity in the data. Meaningful

life-long adaptability is reached choosing intermediate values for ρ.
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In the most general case, FBeM starts learning with an empty rule base and

without any knowledge about the data-generating process. In this case, a reason-

able approach is to initialize ρ halfway to yield structural stability and plasticity

equally. We consider ρ[0] = 0.5 as the default initial value.

A fast procedure to evolve ρ over time is as follows. Let r be the difference

between the current number of granules and the number of granules hr steps

earlier, r = c[h] − c[h−hr]. If the quantity of granules grows faster than a given

rate η, that is, r > η, then ρ is increased:

ρ(new) =

(
1 +

r

hr

)
ρ(old). (5.5)

Equation (5.5) controls the value of ρ in such a way to reject large rule bases and

therefore avoid complexity increasing. Large rule bases may not help generaliza-

tion of the results.

If the number of granules grows at a rate smaller than η, that is, r ≤ η, then

ρ is decreased as follows:

ρ(new) =

(
1− (η − r)

hr

)
ρ(old). (5.6)

This procedure keeps model granularity time-varying according to the data stream.

Other granularity adaptation procedures may take into consideration estimation

errors and their derivatives, as suggested in (79) (80).

Reducing the maximum width allowed for granules requires shrinking larger

granules to fit them to the new value. In this case, the support of a fuzzy set Aij

is narrowed as follows:

If mp(Aij)−
ρ(new)

2
> lij then lij(new) = mp(Aij)−

ρ(new)

2

If mp(Aij) +
ρ(new)

2
< Lij then Lij(new) = mp(Aij) +

ρ(new)

2
.
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Cores [λij,Λ
i
j] are handled similarly. Time-varying granularity is useful to avoid

guesses on how fast the data stream changes.

5.4.2 Time Granulation

Consider a fuzzy data stream (x, y)[h], h = 1, ... Time granulation groups a set of

successive samples (x, y)[h], h = hb, hb+1, ..., he, where hb and he denote the lower

and upper bounds of a time interval [hb, he]. The set of instances input during

[hb, he] produces a unique granule γ[H] whose corresponding fuzzy sets are

A
[H]
j = (min(x[hb]

j
, ..., x[he]

j
),min(x

[hb]
j , ..., x

[he]
j ),

max(x
[hb]
j , ..., x

[he]
j ),max(x

[hb]
j , ..., x

[he]
j )), (5.7)

and B[H], which is constructed similarly from the output stream. Instances falling

within A
[H]
j , j = 1, ..., n, and B[H] are considered indiscernible and the inequalities

wdt(A
[H]
j ) ≤ ρ, j = 1, ..., n, and wdt(B[H]) ≤ ρ (5.8)

hold true.

Whenever input data arrive at different rates, for example, x1 arrives at each

2 seconds and x2 at each 3 seconds, or the amount of data exceeds the affordable

computational cost (e.g. in high-frequency applications), we resort to granulated

views of the time domain. Thereafter, rule construction is based on the resulting

fuzzy granules, A
[H]
j and B[H], rather than on original data (x, y)[h]. FBeM does

not need to be exposed to all original data.

5.4.3 Creating Granules

No rule necessarily exists before learning starts. The incremental procedure to

create rules runs whenever at least one entry of an input (x1, ..., xn) does not

belong to expansion regions (Ei
1, ..., E

i
n), i = 1, ..., c, or the output y 6⊂ Ei

k,

i = 1, ..., c. Otherwise, the current rule base is not modified.
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A new granule γc+1 is assembled from fuzzy sets Ac+1
j and Bc+1 whose param-

eters match the sample, that is,

Ac+1
j = (lc+1

j , λc+1
j ,Λc+1

j , Lc+1
j ) = (x

j
, xj, xj, xj),

Bc+1 = (uc+1, υc+1,Υc+1, U c+1) = (y, y, y, y). (5.9)

Coefficients of the real-valued local function pc+1 are set to

ac+1
0 = mp(y); ac+1

j = 0, j 6= 0. (5.10)

5.4.4 Adapting Granules

Adaptation of granules either expands or contracts the support and the core

of fuzzy sets Aij and Bi to enclose new data, and simultaneously refines the

coefficients of local functions pi to improve accuracy. A granule is chosen to

be adapted whenever an instance of the data stream falls within its expansion

region. In situations in which two or more granules are qualified to enclose the

data, adapting only one of the granules is enough.

Data and granules are fuzzy objects of trapezoidal nature. A possible simi-

larity measure for vectors of trapezoids is:

S(x,Ai) = 1− 1

4n

n∑

j=1

(|x
j
− lij|+ |xj − λij|+ |xj − Λij|+ |xj − Lij|). (5.11)

This measure is based on Hamming or city-block distance (52); it quantifies the

degree that input data match the current knowledge. Particularly, equation (5.11)

returns 1 for identical trapezoids, indicating the maximum degree of matching.

The output value decreases linearly as the trapezoids x and Ai move away from

each other. Among all granules qualified to accommodate a particular sample,

the one with highest similarity should be chosen. This procedure prevents conflict

and helps to keep the FBeM construction simple. Although equation (5.11) is
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simple to compute, involving only basic arithmetic operations, there are no strong

principled reasons to impose this measure. In fact, there is no generally accepted

consensus on a best similarity measure for a given application (33).

Adaptation of granules proceeds depending on how far an input datum xj is

from fuzzy set Aij. Namely,

If x
j
∈ [mp(Aij)− ρ

2
, lij] then lij(new) = x

j

If xj ∈ [mp(Aij)− ρ
2
, λij] then λij(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [λij,mp(A
i
j)] then λij(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [mp(Aij),mp(A
i
j) +

ρ
2
] then λij(new) = mp(Aij)

If xj ∈ [mp(Aij)− ρ
2
,mp(Aij)] then Λij(new) = mp(Aij)

If xj ∈ [mp(Aij),Λ
i
j] then Λij(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [Λij,mp(A
i
j) +

ρ
2
] then Λij(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [Lij,mp(A
i
j) +

ρ
2
] then Lij(new) = xj.

The first and the eighth rules suggest support expansion while the second and

seventh recommend core expansion. The remaining cases advise core contraction.

Figure 5.2 illustrates seven possible adaptation situations. In the figure, the

datum x = (x, x, x, x) places either outside, partially inside, or inside granule γi.

FBeM creates a new granule γc+1 or adapts the parameters of γi accordingly.

Operations on core parameters, λij and Λij, require further adjustment of the

midpoint of the respective granule:

mp(Aij)(new) =
λij(new) + Λij(new)

2
. (5.12)

As result, support contraction may happen in two occasions:

If mp(Aij)(new)− ρ
2
> lij then lij(new) = mp(Aij)(new)− ρ

2

If mp(Aij)(new) +
ρ
2
< Lij then Lij(new) = mp(Aij)(new) +

ρ
2
.

Adaptation of consequent fuzzy sets Bi is done similarly using output data
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Figure 5.2: Creation and recursive adaptation of FBeM granules

y. Coefficients aij of the local function pi are updated using the recursive least

squares algorithm as described in Appendix B. Storage of a number of recent

instances may be useful to guide alternative coefficient identification algorithms,

e.g., data chunks oriented algorithms. However, it comes with some additional

cost concerning memory and processing time.
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5.4.5 Coarsening the Granular Model

Relationships between granules may be strong enough to justify assembling a

more abstract granule that inherits the information of lower level granules. The

similarity measure (5.11) can be used to quantify granule-granule resemblance if

we restate it as:

S(Ai1,Ai2) = 1− 1

4n

n∑

j=1

(|li1j −li2j |+|λi1j −λi2j |+|Λi1j −Λi2j |+|Li1j −Li2j |). (5.13)

This measure has better discrimination capability than, for example, distance

between midpoints of granules (136), and its calculation is fast.

FBeM combines granules in intervals of hr steps considering the lowest entry

of S(Ai1 , Ai2), i1, i2 = 1, ..., c, i1 6= i2, and a decision criterion. The decision may

be based on whether the new granule obeys the maximum width allowed ρ.

A new granule γi, coarsening of γi1 and γi2 , is formed by trapezoidal mem-

bership functions Aij with parameters derived from Ai1j and Ai2j as follows:

lij = min(li1j , l
i2
j )

λij = min(λi1j , λ
i2
j )

Λij = max(Λi1j ,Λ
i2
j )

Lij = max(Li1j , L
i2
j ). (5.14)

The granule γi encloses all the content of the granules γi1 and γi2 . The same

coarsening procedure is used to determine the parameters of the output member-

ship function Bi. The coefficients of the local function of granule γi are:

aij =
1

2
(ai1j + ai2j ), j = 0, ..., n. (5.15)

Combining granules reduces the size of the rule base and eliminates redundancy.

The importance of reducing the number of rules in evolving rule-based systems
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is discussed in (96).

5.4.6 Removing Granules

A granule should be removed from the system model if it seems to be inconsistent

with the current knowledge. A common approach consists in deleting the most

inactive granules (79).

Similarly as in (3), let

Θi = 2(−ψ(h−h
i
a)) (5.16)

be the activity factor associated to the granule γi. The constant ψ is a decay rate,

h the current time step, and hia the last time step that granule γi was processed.

Factor Θi decreases exponentially when h increases. The half-life of a granule is

the time spent to reduce the factor Θi by half, that is, 1/ψ.

Half-life 1/ψ is a value that suggests deletion of inactive granules. As a rule, ψ

is domain-dependent. Large values of ψ express lower tolerance to inactivity and

higher privilege of more compact structures. Small values of ψ add robustness

and prevent catastrophic forgetting. If the application requires memorization of

isolated events or seasonality is expected, then it may be the case to set ψ to 0

and let granules and rules exist forever. In general, ψ should be set in ]0, 1[ to

keep model evolution active.

5.4.7 Learning Algorithm

The learning procedure to evolve FBeM models can be summarized by the al-

gorithm described below. The algorithm underlines the essence of data stream

oriented approaches where instances are read and discarded one at a time. His-

torical data are dispensable and evolution stands continuously on an incremental

basis.
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———————————————————————————

BEGIN

Set parameters ρ, hr, η, ψ, c = 0;

Read (x, y)[h], h = 1;

Create granule γc+1;

For h = 2, ... do

Read (x, y)[h];

Provide single-valued approximation p(x[h]);

Provide granular approximation Bi∗ ;

Calculate output error ǫ[h] = mp(y[h])− p(x[h]);

If x[h] or y[h] is not into granules’ expanded regions Ei∀i

Create granule γc+1;

Else

Adapt the most active granule γi, i = maxi(S(x,A
1), ..., S(x,Ac));

Adapt local function parameters aij using RLS;

If h = αhr, α = 1, 2, ...

Combine granules when feasible;

Update model granularity ρ;

Remove inactive granules;

END

———————————————————————————

5.5 Summary

This chapter has introduced FBeM, an evolving granular fuzzy modeling frame-

work based on fuzzy granular data streams. FBeM carries a series of properties

that makes it suitable to model online nonstationary functions using fuzzy data.

FBeM gives accurate and granular information simultaneously. Granular model

outputs contain a range of possible values delimited by soft boundaries which

turns the outputs more reliable and truthful.
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Chapter 6

Evolving Granular Neural

Networks

This chapter introduces evolving granular neural networks for neurofuzzy mod-

eling of fuzzy data streams. The evolving granular neural network (eGNN) ef-

ficiently handles concept changes, distinctive events of nonstationary environ-

ments. eGNN builds interpretable multi-sized local models using fuzzy neural

information fusion. An incremental learning algorithm develops the neural net-

work topology from the information contained in data streams. We emphasize

fuzzy intervals and objects with trapezoidal membership function representation.

More precisely, the framework considers triangular, interval, and numeric types of

data to construct granular fuzzy models as particular arrangements of trapezoids.

6.1 Introduction

Artificial neural network approaches are able to perform parallel processing, and

identify and generalize patterns in data sets. Although classical neural networks

can approximate any nonlinear continuous function in compact domains, they

usually demand high quality training data and time-consuming offline learning.

Generally speaking, neural networks give black box, non-transparent, difficult to

interpret models.

Granular neural networks were introduced in (112) as a framework to process
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information granules. By considering sets of objects sharing commonalities and

imprecise data items instead of precise singular data items, granular neural net-

works avoid processing detailed and costly data. Granular neural networks do not

need to consider all data, which are far more numerous than granules. Rather,

data can be discarded whenever they match an existing information granule.

The eGNN approach described in this chapter, differently from (112), is com-

mitted to online modeling of potentially unbounded fuzzy data streams. We

focus on fuzzy trapezoidal data, namely granular data expressed by trapezoidal

fuzzy sets. Trapezoids allow some freedom in the choice of representative granules

once they embody triangular fuzzy sets, intervals and real values as particular

realizations (138). The eGNN structure uses fuzzy aggregation neurons as basic

processing units and encodes a set of fuzzy rules and a fuzzy inference system.

Its structure results from a gradual neurofuzzy construction that is transparent

and interpretable. eGNN manages to discover more abstract high-level granular

knowledge from finer granular data. High-level granular knowledge can be easily

translated into a fuzzy knowledge base. Each rule of the knowledge base consists

of two parts: rule antecedent (If part) and rule consequent (Then part). The

consequent part is composed by a linguistic and a local functional (real-valued

function) term. Independently of the choice of aggregation neurons, network

parameters and the nature of input-output data, the linguistic term of the rule

consequent provides a granular output while the functional term gives a singular

(pointwise) output.

The eGNN framework addresses four issues: (i ) non-interpretability and lack

of transparency of black box neural network models; (ii ) online processing of

granular data streams; (iii ) trading off precision and interpretability; and (iv)

handling of large volumes of nonstationary data. The first issue is addressed

using fuzzy hyperbox representations, which are interpretable and transparent

descriptors of granular data, together with fuzzy neurons to aggregate data. The

second issue is dealt with through incremental learning mechanisms capable of

processing granular data. The third issue is handled by combining functional

and linguistic fuzzy models into a single model. The last issue is managed by

resorting to scalable recursive learning algorithm that works on a per-sample

basis, requiring only features of a sample plus a small amount of aggregated
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information such as fuzzy rule bases or neural networks. Learning should be one-

pass, neglecting all previously seen data samples: each sample is processed only

once and removed from memory (10).

Learning in eGNN fundamentally means to accommodate new data into ex-

isting granular models on a recursive basis. Learning may add new granules,

neurons and respective connections into the network structure whenever neces-

sary. The parameters of the real-valued functions of rule consequents are also

object of learning. This means that eGNN captures new information from data

streams, adapts itself to the new scenario, and avoids redesigning and retrain-

ing. The granular neural structure may be coarsened or refined depending on

inter-granules relationships (transparency and interpretability) and error indices

(accuracy). Practical applications of eGNN include evolving regressors, classi-

fiers, forecasters and neurofuzzy controllers (76) (77) (82).

6.2 Related Work

There are two main approaches related with evolving granular neural networks.

The first concerns granular neural networks for data granulation, granularity

adaptation, and granular data processing. These are grounded in the princi-

ples of granular computing aiming at problem solving, complexity reduction, and

structured thinking. In this case, granular neural networks often require multi-

ple passes over data sets and offline learning. The second involves data stream

oriented connectionist systems whose focus is on online tracking of nongranular

data in nonstationary environments. Although a number of evolving fuzzy neural

networks have succeeded in dealing with time-varying information, as it will be

shown next, they are not able to process granular fuzzy input-output data. The

evolving granular neural network framework addressed in this chapter benefits

from and enhances both approaches.
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6.2.1 Granular Neural Networks

On conceptualizing the world at different granularities, humans usually deal with

information granules hierarchically (88) (142) (156). Human learning profits from

the aggregation of local fragments to form a global picture. Granular computing

offers human-like learning to be gradually embedded into modeling approaches

through incremental granular data processing. Granule oriented neural networks

generalize numeric data oriented neural networks because they provide mecha-

nisms to process both singular and granular data.

Granular self-organizing maps (grSOM) (62) are neurofuzzy models for struc-

ture identification in linguistic system modeling. grSOM induces fuzzy intervals

(granules) from the data using a metric tuned nonlinearly by a mass function. Its

learning approach is supported by an analysis from the lattice theory and genetic

algorithms. grSOM copes with ambiguity and can process fuzzy and interval in-

put data. Computational results (62) recommend grSOM as a support tool in

decision making and performance gain in classification tasks. Although grSOM

copes with ambiguity and can process fuzzy and interval input data, it needs the

entire data set to be available a priori. Learning is not incremental, and model

structure and parameters are not adaptive to test data.

Fuzzy granular neural networks (FGNN) (157) consider numeric-linguistic

data fusion, missing value prediction, and granular knowledge discovering in het-

erogeneous data sets. The FGNN packs relatively detailed granular data into

coarser and more intelligible granules. Since FGNN requires offline learning and

uses a gradient descent method to back propagate errors and to adapt parameters,

it is not suitable to handle nonstationary data available gradually.

Granular reflex fuzzy min-max neural networks (GrRFMN) (108) learn from

and classify interval granular online data. The network structure emulates the

reflex mechanism of the human brain and deals with class overlapping using com-

pensation neurons. The GrRFMN training algorithm gives a way to compute

datum-model membership which leads to better network performance. Simula-

tions with real data sets (108) assert the effectiveness of the approach.

The fuzzy min-max neural network (GFMM) (46) summarized in Section 3.2.2

is another example of a closely related granular neurofuzzy approach. The eGNN
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approach distinguishes from the granular neural network approaches described

above because it is oriented to fuzzy interval data streams, self-adapts its structure

continuously, and does not need to store past data.

6.2.2 Data Stream Oriented Neural Networks

The continuous increase in availability of large amounts of data has motivated

development of algorithms to process online data streams (11) (66). Evolving

the structure of models using new information in nonstationary data streams is a

challenging issue. Most of the traditional data mining and machine learning and

statistical algorithms usually assume a form of stationarity and demand multi-

ple passes over data sets. Thus, they do not meet the requirements needed for

online learning. The design of evolving models is concerned with gradual model

construction aiming at inducing new knowledge without catastrophic forgetting,

and refining current knowledge keeping the system in operation.

Unsupervised evolving neural networks (65) can perform classification from

unlabeled data streams. An example in this category is the Evolving Self-Organiz-

ing Map (eSOM), which uses standard principles of self-organization in an incre-

mental basis. eSOM allows prototype neurons to evolve in the input space to si-

multaneously acquire and keep a topological representation. The neighborhoods

of evolved neurons are not predefined, and differently from non-evolving SOM,

they are determined online according to distances between neurons (65). The

eSOM learning algorithm is fast since it dispenses neighborhood ranking search,

but it is unable to cope with fuzzy intervals. eSOM is not proper for function

approximation.

Evolving fuzzy neural networks (EFuNN) (63) adapt their structure and pa-

rameters through incremental, hybrid supervised/unsupervised online learning.

EFuNN is able to model streams of data, new features, and new classes. Neurons

and connections are created during learning. Fuzzy or non-fuzzy rules can be

extracted from the network at any time. EFuNN has shown to be efficient in pat-

tern recognition. The dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS)

(64) is another type of fuzzy rule-based system for adaptive online learning. Like

EFuNN, DENFIS evolves using a hybrid incremental algorithm to fit new input
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data. Fuzzy rules may be created, updated or deleted before or during system op-

eration. It has been shown that DENFIS can learn complex temporal sequences

and outperform similar approaches. Both, EFuNN and DENFIS, cannot process

fuzzy intervals nor provide granular output.

The eGNN approach is different from the evolving neural network approaches

described above primarily because of its ability to process fuzzy granular data

streams. Moreover, eGNN is able to simultaneously provide single-valued and

granular function approximation or classification.

6.3 Fuzzy Aggregation Neuron Model

This section introduces fuzzy aggregation neurons which are pertinent when pro-

cessing data through successive layers of evolving granular neural networks.

Aggregation neurons are artificial neuron models based on aggregation opera-

tors (see Section 2.5). Evolving granular neural networks may use different types

of aggregation neurons to perform information fusion (26). In general, there are

no specific guidelines to choose a particular aggregation operator to construct a

fuzzy neuron. The choice depends on the application environment and domain

knowledge. Although the choice usually conforms to simplicity, transparency, and

flexibility requirements, occasionally, it may conform to the system performance

using the available data.

Let x̃ = (x̃1, ..., x̃n) be a vector of membership degrees of a sample x =

(x1, ..., xn) in the fuzzy sets Gj of G = (G1, ..., Gn). Let w = (w1, ..., wn) be a

weighting vector such that

wj ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, ..., n. (6.1)

Fuzzy aggregation neurons employ product T-norm to perform synaptic process-

ing and an aggregation operator C to fuse the individual results of synaptic

processing in the neuron body. The output of a fuzzy aggregation neuron is:
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o = C(x̃1w1, ..., x̃nwn). (6.2)

An aggregation neuron produces a diversity of nonlinear mappings between

neuron inputs and output depending on the choice of weights w, triangular norms

T and S, and parameters e (neutral element of uninorms, see Section 2.5.3) and

v (v-factor of compensatory aggregations, see Section 2.5.5). The structure of a

fuzzy aggregation neuron is shown in Fig. 6.1. Examples of outputs generated

by fuzzy aggregation neurons using uninorm U with T = min, S = max, e =

0.3, v = 0; and T-S aggregation L with T = min, S = max, e = 0, v = 0.3 are

illustrated in Figs. 6.2(a) and 6.2(b), respectively.

Figure 6.1: Fuzzy aggregation neuron model

6.4 Structure and Processing

Let x = (x1, ..., xn) be an input vector and y its corresponding output. Assume

that the data stream (x, y)[h], h = 1, ..., are samples derived from a time-varying,

nonstationary function f . Inputs xj and output y are symmetric fuzzy data.

eGNN has a four-layer structure as shown in Fig. 6.3. The input layer delivers

samples x[h], one at a time, to the network. The granular layer consists of a collec-

tion of fuzzy sets Gi
j, j = 1, ..., n; i = 1, ..., c, stratified from the input data. Fuzzy

sets Gi
j, i = 1, ..., c, form a fuzzy partition of the j-th input domain, Xj. Simi-

larly, fuzzy sets Γi, i = 1, ..., c, assemble a fuzzy partition of the output domain
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(a) Uninorm Umin,max, e = 0.3, v = 0

(b) T-S operator Lmin,max, e = 0, v = 0.3

Figure 6.2: Examples of input/output functions of fuzzy aggregation neurons

Y . A granule γi = Gi
1× ...×Gi

n×Γi is a fuzzy relation in X1× ...×Xn×Y . Thus,

granule γi has membership function γi(x, y) = min{Gi
1(x1), ..., G

i
n(xn),Γ

i(y)} in

X1× ...×Xn×Y . Granule γi is denoted by γi = (Gi,Γi), with Gi = (Gi
1, ..., G

i
n),

for short. Moreover, the granule γi comes with an associated local function pi.

In general, functions pi can be of different type and are not required to be linear.

This study employs non-fuzzy, real-valued affine functions:

pi(x̂1, ..., x̂n) = ŷi = ai0 +
n∑

j=1

aijx̂j, (6.3)
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Figure 6.3: Single-valued approximation provided from input data processing

for simplicity. Parameters ai0 and aij are real values; x̂j is the midpoint of xj =

(x
j
, xj, xj, xj), which is obtained from:

mp(xj) = x̂j =
xj + xj

2
. (6.4)

Similarity degrees x̃i = (x̃i1, ..., x̃
i
n) arise as result of matching between an input

x = (x1, ..., xn) and fuzzy sets of Gi = (Gi
1, ..., G

i
n), see Section 2.4.3. The ag-

gregation layer comprises fuzzy aggregation neurons C
i, i = 1, ..., c, whose role

is to combine information from the different inputs. A fuzzy aggregation neu-
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ron C
i combines weighted similarity degrees (x̃i1w

i
1, ..., x̃

i
nw

i
n) into a single value

oi. The output layer aggregates weighted values (o1ŷ1δ1, ..., ocŷcδc) using a fuzzy

aggregation neuron C
f to produce the single network output ŷ[h]. Formally,

ŷ = C
f (o1ŷ1δ1, ..., ocŷcδc). (6.5)

An m-output eGNN requires a vector of local functions (pi1, ..., p
i
m), output

layer neurons (Cf
1 , ...,C

f
m), and outputs (ŷ1, ..., ŷm). The network output ŷ, ob-

tained as illustrated in Fig. 6.3, is single-valued approximation of f independent

whether the input data are real numbers, fuzzy numbers or fuzzy intervals.

Granular approximation of a function f at step H is given by a set of granules

γi, i = 1, ..., c, such that:

(x, y)[h] ⊆
c⋃

i=1

γi, h = 1, ..., H. (6.6)

Granular approximation is formed by granulating input data x[h] into fuzzy sets

of Gi, as in Fig. 6.3, and output data y[h] into fuzzy sets Γi, as in Fig. 6.4. Note

in Fig. 6.4 that the granular approximation is the convex hull of output fuzzy

sets Γi
∗

, where i∗ are indices of the active granules, that is, those for which oi > 0.

This guarantees that the single approximation ŷ[h] is included in the granule.

Figure 6.4: Granular approximation formed by input and output data granulation
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The convex hull of trapezoidal fuzzy sets Γ1, ...,Γi, ...,Γc, with Γi = (ui, ui, ui, u
i
),

is a trapezoidal fuzzy set ch(Γ1, ...,Γc) such that:

ch(Γ1, ...,Γc) = (min(u1, ..., uc),min(u1, ..., uc),

max(u1, ..., uc),max(u
1
, ..., u

c
)). (6.7)

Particularly in Fig. 6.4, the trapezoid (ui
∗

, ui
∗

, ui
∗

, u
i∗
) that results from

ch(Γi
∗

), where i∗ = {i : oi > 0, i = 1, ..., c}, is a granular approximation of

output data y. It is worth noting that granular approximation at instant h does

not depend on the availability of y[h] because oi is obtained from x[h] (see Fig.

6.3). Only the collection of output fuzzy sets Γi is required.

Figure 6.5 shows an example of single-valued and granular approximation, p

and
⋃c
i=1 γ

i, of a function f . In Fig. 6.5(a), a singular input x[h1] and a granular

input x[h2] produce singular outputs ŷ[h1] and ŷ[h2] by using p. In Fig. 6.5(b),

the granular input x[h] activates the fuzzy sets of G2 and G3. Therefore, granular

output is obtained from the convex hull operation ch(Γ2,Γ3). It follows that

y[h] ⊂ ch(Γ2,Γ3). If y[h] 6⊂ ch(Γ2,Γ3), then either fuzzy set Γ2 or Γ3 is adjusted

to enclose y[h]. Granule adaptation is addressed in the next section.

Information processing in intermediate layers of eGNN is single-valued to

speed up calculations. Thus, input and output fuzzy sets can be viewed as de-

coders and encoders of granular data. eGNN comes with an incremental learning

algorithm to adapt its structure and parameters over time. The algorithm will

be detailed in Section 6.5.

eGNN evolves functional and linguistic fuzzy models. While functional fuzzy

systems are more precise, linguistic fuzzy systems are more interpretable. Accu-

racy and interpretability require tradeoffs and one usually excels over the other.

eGNN joins functional and linguistic systems into a single framework. Under the

assumption of specific weights and neurons, fuzzy rules extracted from eGNN can

be of the type:
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(a) eGNN single-valued approximation p of function f

(b) eGNN granular approximation
⋃

5

i=1
γi of function f

Figure 6.5: eGNN single-valued (a) and granular (b) approximation of a function

Ri: IF (x1 is Gi
1) AND ... AND (xn is Gi

n)

THEN (y is Γi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
linguistic

AND ŷ = pi(x1, ..., xn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
functional

This type of eGNN combines Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models.

6.5 Learning in eGNN

This section details the eGNN learning algorithm. Differently from the usual top-

down granular approaches used, because the data domain is unknown beforehand,
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the eGNN learning approach is mostly bottom-up.

Developing the fuzzy rules encoded in the network structure and approximat-

ing nonstationary functions from granular data streams are the key concerns of

the learning approach. The eGNN learning employs a sample-per-sample testing-

before-training method on a recursive basis. This method portrays a truly online

data stream scenario. We assume that no granules, neurons and connections

exist before training starts. The algorithm builds the network structure in plug-

and-play mode. Single pass over data enables eGNN to address the issues of

unbounded data sets and scalability of computationally hard problems.

We assume trapezoidal membership functions Gi
j = (gi

j
, gi

j
, gij, g

i
j) and input

data xj = (xj, xj, xj, xj). Similarly, Γi = (ui, ui, ui, u
i
) and output data

y = (y, y, y, y) are trapezoids. Each rule antecedent Gi = (Gi
1, ..., G

i
n) has a

correspondent consequent Γi. With γi = (Gi,Γi), eGNN looks at examples (x, y)

at a coarser granule size.

6.5.1 Adapting the Granularity

Balancing parametric and structural adaptation is a key to capture gradual and

abrupt changes of nonstationary systems online. The neural pattern recognition

literature refers to this issue as the stability-plasticity dilemma (29). Structural

plasticity in eGNN means creating new granules and rules to memorize new con-

cepts. This avoids the rules learned to be exposed to catastrophic forgetting.

Structural stability preserves the eGNN structure, but allows adaptation of the

existing granules and rules to smooth and slow changes. Parametric refinement

partially retains the information. The procedure suggested below is a way to

parsimoniously reconcile plasticity and stability in eGNN.

The maximum width fuzzy sets Gi
j are allowed to expand is denoted by ρ, that

is, wdt(Gi
j) ≤ ρ, j = 1, ..., n; i = 1, ..., c. The value of ρ affects the granularity,

accuracy and transparency of the models. Similar as in Chapter 5, the expansion

region of a fuzzy set Gi
j is

Ei
j = [mp(Gi

j)−
ρ

2
,mp(Gi

j) +
ρ

2
]. (6.8)
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It follows that

wdt(Gi
j) ≤ wdt(Ei

j) ∀j, i. (6.9)

ρ plays a pivotal role in mediating plasticity and stability of eGNN structures.

Expressions similar to (6.8) and (6.9) can be derived for fuzzy sets Γi. Expansion

regions help to derive criteria for deciding whether or not granular data should

be considered enclosed by the current granular model.

In practice, ρ ∈ [0, 1] determines the need to create or adapt rules. In the

most general case, the neural network starts learning with an empty rule base

and devoid of knowledge about data properties. Therefore, in these cases it is

interesting to initialize ρ with an intermediate value to allow structural stability

and plasticity equally. We use ρ[0] = 0.5 as default initial value.

A simple and fast procedure to evolve ρ is as follows. Let r be the number

of rules created after hr steps. If the number of rules grows faster than a rate η,

that is r > η, then ρ is increased:

ρ(new) =

(
1 +

r

hr

)
ρ(old). (6.10)

The idea is to reject large rule bases because they increase model complexity

and may not help generalization. Equation (6.10) punishes ρ and acts against

outbursts of growth.

Otherwise, if the number of rules grows at a rate smaller than η, that is r ≤ η,

then ρ is decreased,

ρ(new) =

(
1− (η − r)

hr

)
ρ(old). (6.11)

If ρ = 1, then eGNN is structurally stable, but unable to capture abrupt

changes. Conversely, if ρ = 0, then eGNN overfits the data causing excessive

complexity and irreproducible optimistic results. Life-long adaptability is reached

choosing intermediate values for ρ as depicted in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Stability-plasticity tradeoff and the role ρ in eGNN systems

Reducing the maximum width allowed for granules may require shrinking

larger granules to fit them to new data. In this case, the support of a fuzzy set

Gi
j is narrowed as follows:

If mp(Gi
j)−

ρ(new)
2

> gi
j
then gi

j
(new) = mp(Gi

j)−
ρ(new)

2

If mp(Gi
j) +

ρ(new)
2

< g
i
j then g

i
j(new) = mp(Gi

j) +
ρ(new)

2

Cores [gi
j
, gij] and supports [ui, u

i
] and cores [ui, ui] of fuzzy sets Γi are handled

similarly. Time-varying granularity is useful to avoid guesses on how fast and

how often the data stream changes. The accuracy-interpretability tradeoff is an

important issue in neurofuzzy computing (113).

6.5.2 Calculating Similarity Degree

As input data and granules are trapezoidal fuzzy objects, a potential similarity

measure to determine how much they match is:

x̃ij =




1−

(
|gi

j
−x

j
|+|gi

j
−xj |+|gij−xj |+|g

i
j−xj |

4(max(g
i
j ,xj)−min(g

i

j
,x

j
))

)
if xj ∩Gi

j 6= ∅

0 otherwise.

(6.12)

This measure returns x̃ij equal to 1 for superposed trapezoids and decreases lin-

early as any numerator term increases. The numerator terms are Hamming dis-

tances between pairs of parameters of two different trapezoids. The denominator

scales the result to lie in the range from zero to one. Non-overlapped trapezoids
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are considered dissimilar, yielding x̃ij equal to 0.

Reference (46) introduces a similarity measure between an interval and a fuzzy

set. The measure is based on the minimum T-norm and decreases monotonically

as the distance between the interval and the fuzzy set increases. Reference (108)

pointed out that this similarity measure gives low values to significantly over-

lapped objects. In extreme cases, the similarity measure proposed in (46) returns

zero for a fuzzy set contained in an interval. To avoid this situation, (108) pro-

poses the average of the overlapping area between the interval and fuzzy set as

similarity measure.

The similarity measure in equation (6.12) extends the measures in (46) and

(108) to trapezoidal fuzzy sets. It overcomes problems which may arise due to

some T-norms when considering the boundaries of intervals, as in (46), but is

faster than the measure in (108) because it does not need to compute the area of

arbitrary polygons.

6.5.3 Creating Granules

The incremental procedure to create granules runs whenever the support of at

least one entry of an input vector (x1, ..., xn) is not enclosed by expansion regions

(Ei
1, ..., E

i
n), i = 1, ..., c. In this case, fuzzy sets Gi cannot be expanded beyond

the limit ρ to fit the sample. Analogously, if supp(y) is not enclosed by Ei for at

least one Γi, then the sample should be enclosed by a new granule.

A new granule γc+1 is assembled from fuzzy sets Gc+1
j and Γc+1 whose param-

eters match the sample:

(gc+1

j
, gc+1

j
, gc+1

j , g
c+1
j ) = (x

j
, xj, xj, xj), (6.13)

(uc+1, uc+1, uc+1, u
c+1

) = (y, y, y, y). (6.14)

Coefficients of the real-valued local function pc+1 are set to

ac+1
0 = mp(y), ac+1

j = 0, j 6= 0. (6.15)
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6.5.4 Adapting Granules

Adaptation of granules means to expand or contract the support and the core

of fuzzy sets Gi
j and Γi to enclose new data, and to refine the coefficients of the

local functions pi.

Granule γi can be adapted whenever a sample (x, y) falls within its expansion

region, that is,

supp(xj) ⊂ Ei
j, j = 1, ..., n and supp(y) ⊂ Ei. (6.16)

This means that either the sample is enclosed by granule γi or it is close enough

so that the granule can be expanded to enclose it. In situations in which two

or more granules are qualified to enclose the data, adapting only one of the

granules is enough to guarantee data inclusion. In particular, we may chose γi

such that i = arg max(o1, ..., oc). In other words, γi is the granule with the

highest activation level for a given sample.

Adaptation proceeds depending on where the input datum xj is regarding

fuzzy set Gi
j:

If x
j
∈ [mp(Gi

j)− ρ
2
, gi

j
] then gi

j
(new) = x

j

If xj ∈ [mp(Gi
j)− ρ

2
, gi

j
] then gi

j
(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [gi
j
,mp(Gi

j)] then gi
j
(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [mp(Gi
j),mp(G

i
j) +

ρ
2
] then gi

j
(new) = mp(Gi

j)

If xj ∈ [mp(Gi
j)− ρ

2
,mp(Gi

j)] then gij(new) = mp(Gi
j)

If xj ∈ [mp(Gi
j), g

i
j] then gij(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [gij,mp(G
i
j) +

ρ
2
] then gij(new) = xj

If xj ∈ [g
i
j,mp(G

i
j) +

ρ
2
] then g

i
j(new) = xj

The first and last rules imply support expansion, the second and seventh rules

core expansion, and the remaining cases core contraction. Notice that these

adaptation procedures are similar to those of Section 5.4.4 related to the FBeM

approach (refer to Fig. 5.2 for examples).
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Operations on core parameters, gi
j
and gij, require adjustment of the midpoint

of the respective fuzzy sets:

mp(Gi
j)(new) =

gi
j
(new) + gij(new)

2
. (6.17)

As a result, support contraction may happen in two occasions:

If mp(Gi
j)(new)− ρ

2
> gi

j
then gi

j
(new) = mp(Gi

j)(new)− ρ
2

If mp(Gi
j)(new) +

ρ
2
< g

i
j then g

i
j(new) = mp(Gi

j)(new) +
ρ
2

The adaptation of consequent fuzzy sets Γi is done similarly using output data

y. Coefficients aij of the local functions pi are updated using the recursive least

squares algorithm as detailed in Appendix B.

6.5.5 Incremental Weighting

Aggregation layer weights wij ∈ [0, 1] embody the importance of the membership

degree of the j-th attribute in fuzzy set Gi
j to the neural network output. If wij =

1, then the output is not affected. A relatively lower value of wij discounts the

impact of the respective attribute. If wij = 0, then the attribute is ignored. The

procedure described below assigns lower weight values to less helpful attributes.

Whenever a new granule γc+1 is created, the learning procedure assigns wc+1
j =

1, j = 1, ..., n. If it is known a priori that the input variables have different

importance, then values for wc+1
j can be chosen differently to reflect domain

knowledge.

Taking into account the similarity measure (6.12) and the approximation er-

ror (B.4), weights wij corresponding to the most active granule γi, where i =

arg max(o1, ..., oc), are recursively updated using:

wij(new) = wij(old)− x̃ijo
i|ǫ|. (6.18)
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The idea here is that the single-valued approximation ŷ is more affected by more

active granules and attributes. Equation (6.18) ascribes to the j-th attribute of

Gi a proportion of the approximation error.

Incremental weighting looks for relevant subsets of input variables. The proce-

dure (6.18) suggested is particularly simple and fast to compute. More elaborate

approaches for incremental weighting are addressed in (98).

6.5.6 Pruning

Pruning granules simplifies the neural network structure and keeps it flexible to

track dynamic behavior. We opt to prune the most inactive granules because

retaining a small number of highly active granules favors compactness and speed.

Output layer weights δi ∈ [0, 1] help pruning by encoding the amount of data

assigned to granule γi. Learning starts with δi = 1. During the next steps, δi is

reduced whenever γi is not activated within hr steps as follows:

δi(new) = ζδi(old), (6.19)

where ζ ∈ [0, 1]. Otherwise, if γi is activated at least once within hr steps, then

δi is increased:

δi(new) = δi(old) + ζ(1− δi(old)). (6.20)

If the value of δi is less than a threshold ϑ, then granule γi, its respective neuron Ai

and connections are pruned since they do not affect system accuracy significantly.

If the application requires memorization of rare events or cyclical behavior is

envisioned, then it may be the case to set ϑ = 0 and let δi → 0+. In this case,

the granule is kept in the network structure.
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6.5.7 Combining Granules

Relationships between granules may be strong enough to justify forming a larger

granule that inherits the information of the lower level granules. A metric to

measure the distance between trapezoidal objects, say granules γi1 and γi2 , is:

D(γi1 , γi2) =
1

4(n+ 1)
(
n∑

j=1

(|gi1
j
− gi2

j
|+ |gi1

j
− gi2

j
|+ |gi1j − gi2j |+

+ |gi1j − g
i2
j |) + |ui1 − ui2 |+ |ui1 − ui2 |+ |ui1 − ui2 |+ |ui1 − u

i2 |). (6.21)

D is a distance measure since it satisfies

D(γi1 , γi2) ≥ 0

D(γi1 , γi2) = 0 if and only if γi1 = γi2

D(γi1 , γi2) = D(γi2 , γi1)

D(γi1 , γi3) ≤ D(γi1 , γi2) +D(γi2 , γi3)

for any γi1 , γi2 and γi3 . Distance D is fast to compute and is more accurate

than both distance between midpoints of trapezoids and distance between closest

points of trapezoids. Change in any of the parameters of the underlying trapezoids

is reflected in the value of distance D.

Granules are combined after hr steps considering the lowest value ofD(γi1 , γi2),

i1, i2 = 1, ..., c, i1 6= i2, and a decision criterion. For instance, the decision crite-

rion may consider if the new granule obeys the maximum width allowed ρ.

A new granule γi, coarsening of γi1 and γi2 , is formed by trapezoidal mem-

bership functions Gi
j as follows:

Gi
j = ch(Gi1

j , G
i2
j ), j = 1, ..., n. (6.22)

Γi is obtained similarly. The new granule γi encloses the support and core of the

granules combined.

The coefficients of the new local function pi are found as:
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aij =
1

2
(ai1j + ai2j ), j = 0, ..., n. (6.23)

Combining granules avoids redundancy by eliminating similar rules of the rule

base. Reference (96) has emphasized the importance of having a compact rule

base in evolving fuzzy systems.

6.5.8 Learning Algorithm

The learning procedure to evolve granular neural networks can be summarized

by the following algorithm:

———————————————————————

BEGIN

Select a type of neuron for the aggregation and output layers;

Set parameters ρ, hr, η, ζ, ϑ, c = 0;

Read (x, y)[h], h = 1;

Create granule γc+1, neurons Cc+1, Cf , and respective connections;

For h = 2, ... do

Read (x, y)[h];

Input x[h] to the network;

Compute compatibility degrees (o1, ..., oc);

Aggregate values using Cf to get single-valued approximation ŷ[h];

Compute the convex hull of Γi∗ , i∗ = {i, oi > 0};

Find granular approximation (ui
∗

, ui
∗

, ui
∗

, u
i∗

);

Compute output error ǫ[h] = mp(y[h])− ŷ[h];

If x[h] is not within expansion regions Ei∀i

Create granule γc+1, neuron Cc+1 and connections;

Else

Update the most active granule γi, i = arg max(o1, ..., oc);

Update local function parameters aij using RLS;

Update connection weights wi
j∀j, i;

If h = αhr, α = 1, 2, ...

Combine granules when feasible;

Update model granularity ρ;

Adapt connection weights δi∀i;

Prune inactive granules and respective connections;

END

———————————————————————
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6.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced a fuzzy data stream modeling framework based on

an evolving fuzzy granular neural network approach. The eGNN framework pro-

cesses fuzzy data streams using fuzzy granular models, fuzzy aggregation neurons,

and an online incremental learning algorithm. Its neurofuzzy structure encodes a

set of fuzzy rules and a fuzzy inference system that establishes a tradeoff between

precision and interpretability combining functional and linguistic fuzzy models.

The eGNN provides single-valued approximation as well as granular approxima-

tion of functions.
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Chapter 7

Application Examples

The application examples addressed in this section consider numeric, interval, and

fuzzy data streams to demonstrate the usefulness of evolving granular approaches.

We look forward to a low error rate, concise constructs, a high processing speed,

and meaningful understandable rules in semi-supervised classification, function

approximation, time series prediction, and control problems.

7.1 Introduction

The experimental work described in this chapter is based on data sets that have

already been collected for some purpose. Information extraction and knowledge

discovery are therefore based on simulations of singular and granular data streams

in online environment. All experiments require evolving granular systems to deal

with data they have never seen before and that demand a prompt response before

being used for model adaptation. The following assumptions hold true:

• online approaches start learning from scratch, unless otherwise stated;

• previous data is neither stored nor retrieved (space constraint);

• the data streams - no matter single-valued or granular - dictate the granu-

larity of the underlying models;

• no missing values are found in the original data sets;
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• the data sampling frequency is constant for the different scenarios;

• the per-sample latency of the algorithms is not larger than the time interval

between samples (time constraint).

Ideally, online modeling methods, such as IBeM, FBeM and eGNN, should re-

tain all previous relevant knowledge and rely on the newest input data to perform

classification, prediction, approximation or control.

7.2 Semi-Supervised Classification

Semi-supervised learning methods use both labeled and unlabeled data to build

pattern classification systems. Mixtures of labeled and unlabeled data are easily

found in practice (47) (102) (111) (158). Often, the acquisition of labeled data

requires human experts to manually classify training instances. Manual classifi-

cation can be greatly influenced by subjectivity as well as not be feasible, as in

when we handle large data sets in online environment. There are situations in

which instances are labeled and apparently ask for fully supervised learning meth-

ods and standard procedures of classifier design. However, the labeling process

may have been unreliable so that our confidence in the labels already assigned

is relatively low (114). In these cases we resort to semi-supervised learning and

accept only a fraction of instances that we deem to have been labeled correctly.

Let an input-output pair (x, y) be related through y = f(x). We seek an ap-

proximation to f that allows us to predict the value of y given x. In classification

problems, y is a class label, a value in a set {C1, ..., Cm} ∈ N
m, and relation f

specifies class boundaries. In the more general, semi-supervised case, Ck may or

may not be known when x arrives. Classification of data streams involves pairs

(x, C)[h] of time-sequenced data indexed by h. Nonstationarity requires evolving

granular classifiers to identify time-varying relations f [h].

The experiments described next aim to demonstrate the ability of evolv-

ing granular methods in classifying unbalanced single-valued partially-supervised

streaming data subject to gradual and abrupt concept changes.
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7.2.1 Rotation of Twin Gaussians

Gradual change is evaluated taking into account a two-attribute classification

problem where two partially overlapping Gaussians rotate anti-clockwise around

a central point, as shown in Fig. 7.1. The Gaussians are initially centered at

(4, 4) and (6, 6) with standard deviation fixed at 0.8. The kinematics of their

movement around the point (5, 5) is as follows:

θ[h] = θ[h−1] + φ (7.1)

x
[h]
1 = 5 +

√
2 cos(θ[h]) (7.2)

x
[h]
2 = 5 +

√
2 sin(θ[h]) (7.3)

The initial reference angle θ[0] for Class 1 is 225o and for Class 2 is 45o. For

h = 1, ..., 200, the rotating rate φ is kept equal to 0, meaning that no drift is

present. The rotation starts at h = 201, and, for h = 201, ..., 400, φ = 0.45. The

final positions of the Gaussians are (6, 4) and (4, 6), respectively, for classes 1 and

2. The total rotation angle is 90o. Samples from both classes arrive randomly

and sequentially.

Figure 7.1: The rotating Gaussians problem

Assume classes 1 and 2 in Fig. 7.1 correspond to the positive and negative

classes, respectively. Consider a confusion matrix consisting of two rows and two
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columns representing the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true

negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN) as in the receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) method (45). The prediction accuracy of a classifier can be defined as

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN+ FN
. 100%. (7.4)

This metric is usually employed for balanced data sets. The ROC method pro-

vides a convenient way to evaluate the quality of evolving classifiers in unknown

nonstationary environment because it is insensitive to both changes in class dis-

tribution and proportion of samples per class (45).

The ROC space is defined over the TP ratio and FP ratio,

TP ratio =
TP

TP + FN
(7.5)

FP ratio =
FP

FP + TN
. (7.6)

For each class, ROC applies threshold values across the interval [0,1] to outputs.

Each cut-off threshold corresponds to a point (sensitivity/specificity pair) in the

ROC space. The closer the ROC curve is to the upper left corner, the better the

classification. A test with perfect discrimination (no overlap in the two distribu-

tions) has a ROC curve that passes through the upper left corner.

We look for the decision boundary between the Gaussians using the newest

input data. Starting IBeM parameters are ρ = 0.35, hr = 40 and η = 2; FBeM

starts with the same parameters as IBeM plus 1/ψ = hr; and eGNN employs

C
i = Tmin, C

f = Smax, ρ = 0.42, hr = 40, η = 2 and ζ = ϑ = 0.5. These

values have worked well for a range of classification problems. The functional

consequents of IBeM, FBeM and eGNN can be neglected in classification tasks.

Aiming at emphasizing the importance of incremental learning in nonsta-

tionary data stream classification, we first compare evolving and non-evolving

approaches for the rotating Gaussians problem. We consider widely known non-

evolving methods, viz. a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network trained

offline via gradient descent (55), and a fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering method

(22). Table 7.1 summarizes the results averaged over 5 runs for each method.
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Table 7.1: Rotating Gaussians: comparing evolving/non-evolving methods

Model # Avg.Rules Acc CPU*

MLP – 57.0 41.0
FCM 10.0 60.5 0.8
IBeM 2.8 87.4 0.9
FBeM 3.4 92.3 0.4
eGNN 4.3 92.1 0.3

* Average CPU time per sample in milliseconds

Table 7.1 shows that FBeM is the most accurate approach in this example,

producing an Acc index slightly superior to that of eGNN. The performance

of non-evolving methods degrades when the concept changes in online drifting

scenarios because the structure and parameters of the underlying models are

fixed. MLP and FCM could not track the rotation of the Gaussians leading to

relatively worse results. We also consider for performance evaluation the average

number of rules in the model structure over the learning steps, and CPU time in a

dual-core 2.54GHz processor with 4GB of RAM. IBeM provided the most compact

model with an average of 2.8 rules during the learning process, whereas eGNN

was the fastest method being able to process each sample in 0.3 milliseconds.

Figure 7.2 shows the ROC curves produced by the evolving and non-evolving

methods. The results obtained were essentially the same in the different runs.

The diagonal line corresponds to random guessing, e.g., coin flipping.

Note in Fig. 7.2 that the area under the ROC curves of evolving granular ap-

proaches is larger than that referring to ROC curves of non-evolving approaches.

The ROC analysis confirms that FBeM is slightly superior to eGNN and IBeM

in this classification problem no matter if the Gaussian distribution is changed to

any other distribution or if the dataset is unbalanced. The area above the FBeM

ROC curve refers in part to 7.7% Acc of classification error and in part to the

overlapping between granules with different assigned labels.

Figure 7.3 shows an example of eGNN decision boundary (the overall best of

all experiments) for a 0.5 ROC cut-off threshold applied to outputs. At h = 200,

eGNN has 5 granules embodying its structure, two associated to Class 1 and
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Figure 7.2: ROC curves of different methods for the rotating Gaussians

three to Class 2. It attained a 94.5% Acc classification rate. After rotation, that

is, after h = 400, eGNN employs 5 granules in its structure, three for Class 1 and

two for Class 2. It achieves a 97.5% Acc recognition performance.

As an example, a highly active eGNN rule at h = 400 is:

————————————————————————————–

R4: IF (x1 is [3.1774, 4.0022, 4.605, 4.8683] AND

x2 is [4.9950, 5.1767, 5.4811, 6.9495])

THEN ŷ is Class 1

————————————————————————————–

Linguistically, and assuming that the five partitions of the input variables are de-

scribed by the adjectives: ‘very low’, ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’ and ‘very high’, and,

for example, a problem of classifying wines produced with grapes from different

vineyards. Thus, rule R4 can be read: if the ‘concentration of flavanoids’ (x1)

is ‘medium’ and ‘color intensity’ (x2) is ‘high’, then the wine was produced by

‘vineyard number 1’ (ŷ).
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(a) Snapshot at h = 200

(b) Snapshot at h = 400

Figure 7.3: eGNN decision boundary and last 200 data at particular time steps

7.2.2 New Class

A second experiment concerns an abrupt change: a new class in the data stream.

We introduce a new Gaussian class centered at (7, 3) with dispersion 0.8 at h =

200, as shown in Fig. 7.4. Evolving granular methods should learn the previously

unknown class as soon as related information appears in the data stream.

Table 7.2 shows the results of evolving methods averaged over 5 independent

runs. Non-evolving and even parametric adaptive methods are unable to discover
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Figure 7.4: A third class appears at h = 200 and remains

new classes in data streams without redesigning and retraining the classifier from

the beginning. Hence, they are inappropriate to this problem.

Table 7.2: New class problem: comparing evolving granular methods

Model # Avg.Rules Acc CPU*

IBeM 3.1 83.8 0.7
FBeM 3.4 89.5 0.4
eGNN 4.5 88.1 0.3

* Average CPU time per sample in milliseconds

We note from Table 7.2 that FBeM is the most accurate method, giving a

marginally better Acc index than eGNN. IBeM provided the most concise clas-

sifier; eGNN was the fastest method. Figure 7.5 illustrates the evolution of the

Acc index, number of rules, and granularity taking into consideration FBeM. The

results for the remaining methods are essentially the same.

We observe in Fig. 7.5 that the accuracy of the FBeM classifier is kept at a

similar level after the shifting of the concept at h = 200. The Acc index reduced

from 90.05% to 89.00%, which is quite acceptable. The robustness of the FBeM

system to nonstationarities, as shown in the figure, is typical of evolving granular

systems in view of their structural and parametric flexibility.

Figure 7.6 depicts the decision boundaries and the last 200 instances at h =

200 and h = 400 regarding eGNN. The neural network evolved a total of 6
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Figure 7.5: FBeM evolution of the Acc index, rule base and granularity for the
new-class problem

granules during the first 200 steps, three associated with each of the two first

classes. At this point, the eGNN Acc rate was 94.5%. Data about the third class

started to arrive at h = 200 and at h = 400 eGNN developed 8 granules, three

assigned to Class 1, two to Class 2, and three to Class 3. Assuming classes 2 and

3 as negative classes, eGNN reached a 92.5% Acc classification rate - the overall

best accuracy of all experiments conducted.

7.2.3 Combining Labeled and Unlabeled Data

We analyze the behavior of granular approaches in semi-supervised online clas-

sification. Partially supervised learning methods combine labeled and unlabeled

data for training. Such mixtures are frequently found in practice (47) (102) (158).

Our approach for hybrid clustering and classification is: if an unlabeled sample

causes the creation of a granule, then the class of the granule remains undefined

until a new labeled sample falls within its bounds. The class label of the new

sample tags the granule. Contrarily, if an unlabeled sample rests within the
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(a) Snapshot at h = 200

(b) Snapshot at h = 400

Figure 7.6: eGNN decision boundaries for the 3-class problem

bounds of an existing granule whose label is known, it borrows the granule label.

We propose to change the proportion of unlabeled data from 0% to 100% in

the twin (rotating and non-rotating) Gaussians problem, and in the new-arising-

class problem such that all spectrum of possibilities of semi-supervised learning

could be evaluated. Non-rotating and rotating Gaussians generate stationary and

gradually-changing data streams, respectively; a new class represents a sudden

abrupt shift.

Granularities ρ were chosen differently in the range [0.3, 0.45] to forbid the
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number of granules to exceed 5 and emphasize the semantic aspect of the resulting

construct. The remaining parameters are the same as considered in the previous

sections. They are repeated here for convenience. IBeM and FBeM use hr =

1/ψ = 40 and η = 2; eGNN employs C
i = Tmin, C

f = Smax, hr = 40, η = 2

and ζ = ϑ = 0.5. Figure 7.7 illustrates the performance of the evolving granular

methods averaged over 5 runs for each condition.

Figure 7.7 shows that evolving granular methods benefit from all information

contained in the data stream, including that from unlabeled samples (input do-

main information) to perform classification. Conventional and evolving classifiers

which operate on a supervised basis by simply discarding unlabeled data cannot

deal with small fractions of labeled samples as in the situations in the right side

of the graphs. Note that the left and right extremes of the plots indicate total

supervision and no supervision, respectively. In both cases the final result is a

partition of data into classes. By contrasting Fig. 7.7(a) with Figs. 7.7(b)-(c), all

classifiers, IBeM, FBeM and eGNN, are not significantly affected by concept drift

and shift. The generalization of sharp boundaries of IBeM to fuzzy boundaries of

FBeM and eGNN is particularly decisive for the precision of the models in these

classification applications. FBeM and eGNN interchanged as the most efficient

approach. When the environment is stationary or processes are not overly com-

plex, as in the non-rotating Gaussians problem, the high learning capability and

structural plasticity of eGNN seem to be unnecessary. FBeM has shown to be

superior in these cases. Conversely, as the complexity of the problem increases

with nonstationarities and mixtures of labeled and unlabeled data, the eGNN

modeling approach has demonstrated to be equivalent or better than FBeM.

7.3 Time Series Prediction

Observing past outcomes of a system to estimate its future behavior is the essence

of forecasting and prediction (28) (51). When a complete mathematical model of

a system can be developed and the corresponding initial conditions are known,

prediction is an easy task. However, when no mathematical model is available or

only partially known models are feasible, an alternative to forecasting is to build
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(a) Non-rotating Gaussians

(b) Rotating Gaussians

(c) New class

Figure 7.7: Performance of evolving granular classifiers using different proportions
of unlabeled data
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models that consider current and past outcomes of the system, while neglecting

any external inputs. This is a look at what it does, not why approach (39).

Time series prediction is based on the idea that the series carry the potential

information needed to predict their future behavior. Analyzing data produced

by actual phenomena can give good insights into the phenomena themselves and

knowledge about the laws underlying the data.

Forward prediction of a discrete time series can be defined as follows. Given a

finite sequence x[h], x[h−1], ..., x[h−M ], find the continuation x[h+1], x[h+2], ... This

involves finding a scalar M and a function f , such that the value x[h+1] can be

estimated by:

x̂[h+1] = f(x[h], x[h−1], ..., x[h−M ]). (7.7)

This is equivalent to modeling the time series as

x[h+1] = f(x[h], x[h−1], ..., x[h−M ]) + ψ[h+1], (7.8)

with ψ[h+1] being a white noise process. If the statistics of the time series is non-

Gaussian or the time series is the result of some nonlinear operation, the function

f is nonlinear. f is the function we aim to model using evolving granular systems.

This section considers interval and fuzzy granular data streams derived from

monthly mean, minimum, and maximum temperatures of weather time series of

geographic regions with different climatic patterns. The aim is to predict monthly

temperatures for all regions.

7.3.1 Weather Prediction

Weather predictions are useful for people to plan activities, protect property; and

to assist decision making in many different sectors such as energy, transportation,

aviation, agriculture, and inventory planning. Any system that is sensitive to the

state of the atmosphere may benefit from weather forecasts.

Monthly temperature data carry a degree of uncertainty due to imprecision
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of atmospheric measurements, instrument malfunction, equivocated transcripts,

and different standards in acquiring and pre-processing the collected data. Usu-

ally temperature data are numerical, but the processes which originate and supply

the data are imprecise. Temperature estimates in finer time granularities (days,

weeks) are commonly demanded. Evolving granular approaches provide guaran-

teed granular predictions of the time series in these cases. The satisfaction of the

granular prediction depends upon the prediction model compactness. Granular

predictions together with single-valued predictions are important because they

convey a value and a range of possible temperature values.

In the experiment we translate minimum, mean, and maximum monthly tem-

peratures to triangular fuzzy numbers. Numerically-driven modeling approaches

use mean monthly temperatures only; interval approaches consider minimum and

maximum temperatures. The data were linearly scaled to the range [0, 1]. We use

data from different weather stations as summarized in Table 7.3 (data available

at http://eca.knmi.nl and http://cdiac.ornl.gov/epubs/ndp/ushcn/ushcn.html).

Table 7.3: Monthly temperature values

Station # Samples From To Std.Dev.

Bucharest 960 Jan 1930 Dec 2010 0.1795
Death Valley 1308 Jan 1901 Dec 2009 0.1835

Helsinki 1680 Jan 1871 Dec 2010 0.1842
Lisbon 1200 Jan 1910 Dec 2009 0.1556
Ottawa 1380 Jan 1895 Dec 2009 0.1790

As shown in Table 7.3, we consider five weather stations. In Death Valley

(Furnace Creek), super-heated moving air masses are trapped into the valley by

surrounding steep mountain ranges creating an extremely dry climate with high

temperatures. Refer to (123) for a complete list of factors that produce high air

temperatures in Death Valley. Conversely, Ottawa is one of the coldest capitals in

the world. During the year, a wide range of temperatures can be observed, but the

winters are very cold and snowy. Lisbon experiences more usual weather patterns.

Summers are warm, sometimes hot, whereas winters are mild and moist. Helsinki

and Bucharest are further weather stations considered for evaluation. Bucharest
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has a continental climate owing to its distance from the open sea. Summers are

generally hot while winters are quite cold. Helsinki combines characteristics of

maritime and continental climates. The proximity of the Arctic Ocean and the

North Atlantic creates cold weather, while the Gulf Stream conveys warm air.

During the computational experiments described subsequently, IBeM, FBeM

and eGNN scan the data only once to build their structure and adapt parameters.

This simulates online data stream processing. Testing and training are performed

concomitantly on a per-sample basis. The performance of algorithms is evaluated

using the root mean square error of singular predictions,

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

H

H∑

h=1

(mp(y)[h] − ŷ[h])2, (7.9)

the non-dimensional error index,

NDEI =
RMSE

std(mp(y)[h]∀h) , (7.10)

average number of rules in the model structure, and per-sample CPU time. The

computer has a dual-core 2.54GHz processor with 4GB of RAM.

7.3.2 Performance Analysis

Different computational intelligence methods were chosen for performance as-

sessment. They are: multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) (55), evolving

Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) (6), extended Takagi-Sugeno (xTS) (7), dynamic evolving

neuro-fuzzy inference system (DENFIS) (64); and IBeM, FBeM and eGNN.

The task of the different methods is to provide one step ahead forecast of

the monthly temperature y[h+1], using the last 12 observations, x[h−11], ..., x[h].

The number of previous observations was chosen by trial and error to provide

relatively accurate predictions. Online methods employ the sample-per-sample

testing-before-training approach as follows. First, an estimation ŷ[h+1] is derived

for a given input (x[h−11], ..., x[h]). One time step after, the actual value y[h+1]
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becomes available and model adaptation is performed if necessary. In general,

models should be robust to the trend and seasonal components of the time series,

and not to the random noise component. Because the observed data contain

random noise and irregular patterns, models that do not over fit them produce

better generalizations and predictions of future values. Table 7.4 summarizes

forecasting results for the Bucharest, Death Valley, Helsinki, Lisbon, and Ottawa

monthly temperature data. IBeM starts with ρ = 0.6, hr = 84, η = 2; FBeM uses

ρ = 0.7, hr = 1/ψ = 48, η = 2; and eGNN uses Ci = Tmin, C
f = M , ρ = 0.45,

hr = 84, η = 2 and ζ = ϑ = 0.5.

Table 7.4 shows that eGNN gives the most precise forecasts in 3 of the 5

temperature data sets, seconded by eTS and FBeM with one each. The struc-

tures of the eGNN are, in average, the most parsimonious. Alternative evolving

approaches such as DENFIS, eTS and xTS use numeric data - the mean tem-

perature. In contrast, granular approaches such as eGNN, IBeM and FBeM take

into account the mean and its neighbor data to bound forecasts. The trend com-

ponent of the time series is taken into account in granular systems by procedures

that gradually adapt granules and rules. The seasonal component is captured

through different granules which represent different seasons and transitions be-

tween seasons. Since the content of a granule carries seasonal information, its

corresponding rule tends to be activated in the specific months. IBeM and xTS

are the fastest among the algorithms evaluated in this section.

We can also notice in Table 7.4 that the MLP neural network behaved well

in all temperature time series. Our hypothesis is that the temperature time

series obtained by the weather stations have not changed very much during the

time period considered. In general, offline methods, such as the MLP, cannot

deal with nonstationary functions, do not support one-pass training, and require

higher CPU time and memory when compared with online methods. Moreover,

the MLP neural network does not provide comprehensible models to support data

description and interpretation.

As examples, the one-step singular and granular forecasts of FBeM for the

Death Valley time series and of eGNN for the Helsinki time series are shown

in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9. The additional plots in both figures show the granularity,

error indices, and number of rules developed. Note that while the singular predic-
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Table 7.4: Temperature forecasts

Station Method # Avg. Rules RMSE NDEI CPU

DENFIS 5.00 0.0800 0.4457 4.7
eGNN 3.80 0.0594 0.3309 1.6
eTS 3.00 0.0598 0.3331 1.1

Bucharest FBeM 7.57 0.0603 0.3359 1.1
IBeM 5.88 0.0643 0.3582 1.0

MLP – 0.0892 0.4969 35.5
xTS 10.00 0.0643 0.3582 1.0

DENFIS 8.00 0.0600 0.3270 4.7
eGNN 3.91 0.0498 0.2714 1.6
eTS 3.00 0.0491 0.2676 1.0

Death Valley FBeM 8.00 0.0506 0.2757 1.1
IBeM 8.79 0.0541 0.2948 1.0

MLP – 0.0584 0.3183 44.2
xTS 10.00 0.0503 0.2741 1.1

DENFIS 24.00 0.0780 0.4235 5.7
eGNN 2.78 0.0607 0.3295 1.6
eTS 4.00 0.0634 0.3442 1.4

Helsinki FBeM 6.00 0.0602 0.3268 1.1

IBeM 10.38 0.0764 0.4148 1.2
MLP – 0.0892 0.4843 35.5
xTS 16.00 0.0651 0.3534 1.1

DENFIS 12.00 0.0880 0.5656 5.2
eGNN 2.77 0.0577 0.3708 1.7
eTS 4.00 0.0714 0.4589 2.3

Lisbon FBeM 5.63 0.0599 0.3850 1.2
IBeM 3.59 0.0687 0.4415 1.0

MLP – 0.0955 0.6138 48.2
xTS 11.00 0.0744 0.4781 1.0

DENFIS 7.00 0.0770 0.4302 4.9
eGNN 3.88 0.0575 0.3212 1.5
eTS 3.00 0.0604 0.3374 1.0

Ottawa FBeM 6.80 0.0609 0.3402 1.1
IBeM 9.28 0.0734 0.4101 1.1
MLP – 0.0769 0.4296 41.3
xTS 14.00 0.0631 0.3525 1.1
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Figure 7.8: FBeM Death Valley temperature forecasts
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Figure 7.9: eGNN Helsinki temperature forecasts
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tion p attempts to match the actual mean temperature value, the corresponding

granular information [u, U ], formed by the lower and upper bounds of the con-

sequent trapezoidal membership functions, intends to envelop previous data and

the uncertainty of the unknown temperature function f .

Figure 7.10 enlarges the temperature predictions of the Figs. 7.8 and 7.9 for

the time intervals [739, 807] and [1009, 1069], respectively. During these time

intervals the respective granular models support 8 and 3 rules.

(a) Zoom of FBeM Death Valley forecast (Fig. 7.8) using 8 rules

(b) Zoom of eGNN Helsinki forecast (Fig. 7.9) using 3 rules

Figure 7.10: Comparing the narrowness of granular forecasts using rule bases of
different sizes

We notice from Fig. 7.10 that relatively larger rule bases produce narrower

ranges of values [u, U ] to bound predictions. Granular forecasts are determined

based on past actual temperature values; they are particularly quite important

since they usually come with a label and a linguistic description. FBeM and
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eGNN are evolving approaches to handle fuzzy granular data streams, and to

simultaneously provide singular and granular predictions.

Overall, the results in this section suggest that evolving granular systems bene-

fit from data uncertainty and interval, fuzzy, and neurofuzzy granular frameworks

to provide accurate and linguistic predictions of granular time series.

7.3.3 Time Complexity

This section examines how the performance of granular systems is affected by the

number of input variables and rules. Here performance concerns temporal scala-

bility and RMSE to access processing time and prediction error, respectively.

For these purposes we first performed several independent experiments vary-

ing the number of input variables (lagged observations of temperature values).

Initial parameters were chosen to give rule bases with about ten granular rules.

This means that the size of the rule bases should not interfere in the temporal

scalability analysis of evolving granular systems. We evaluate the processing time

and prediction error when the number of input variables increases. Evaluation

was performed in the context of temperature prediction. We assume FBeM and

the Death Valley, Lisbon and Ottawa time series as the results for IBeM, eGNN

and remaining time series are fundamentally the same. Figure 7.11 shows the

processing time and RSME for the time series chosen.

The bottom plot of Fig. 7.11 suggests that the time complexity of FBeM,

and of evolving granular systems in general, is quasi-linear with the number of

inputs. This is important since many computational intelligence and statistical

algorithms behave polynomially or exponentially, which prohibit their use in han-

dling massive data streams and modeling large-scale online processes. Evolving

granular systems run linearly with respect to the number of samplings once their

learning algorithms are one-pass and of incremental nature.

It is worth noting at the top of Fig. 7.11 that the weather time series require

a small number of input variables, while the remainders tend to confuse the

underlying predictor. The RMSE indices for Death Valley, Ottawa, and Lisbon

suggest local optima in the range between six to twelve input variables.

In the next experiment we fix the number of input variables to five, and
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Figure 7.11: FBeM processing time and RMSE using different amounts of input
variables from temperature time series

run the FBeM algorithm with parameters that force it to generate an increasing

number of rules. The goal here is to evaluate temporal scalability and RMSE

when the size of the rule base increases. Figure 7.12 shows the results obtained

for the Death Valley, Ottawa, and Lisbon time series data.

The bottom plot of Fig. 7.12 shows that the processing time of FBeM grows

exponentially with the number of rules. Although the algorithm deals linearly

with the number of samples and input variables, granularity constraints within

evolving granular framework is of utmost importance to keep the system operating

online. Effective procedures to bound the rule base and protect evolving granular

systems from outbursts of growth are: (i ) using the half-life value 1/ψ or the

deletion threshold hr. The total number of rules, c, is guaranteed to be less

than or equal to 1/ψ anytime. For example, suppose 1/ψ = 6 and that the

rule base contains 7 rules. The last 6 samples can only activate 6 or less of the

existing rules. Thus, at least one of the rules should be inactive for 7 time steps,
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Figure 7.12: FBeM processing time and RMSE for the Death Valley, Ottawa,
and Lisbon time series considering different numbers of rules

which contradicts that 1/ψ = 6; (ii ) adapting the maximum width allowed for

granules, ρ. This procedure develops only the necessary quantity of granules and

rules. Notice that the points at the right of the plots of Fig. 7.12 can only

be obtained by setting 1/ψ to a very large value, e.g. 10000, and turning the

granularity adaptation procedure off.

The error curves at the top plot of Fig. 7.12 show that quite small and

large rule bases decreases model accuracy. We employ piecewise cubic Hermite

interpolation polynomials to fit the error data. Curiously, error values suggest

more appropriate models with about 6 to 12 rules. This reinforces the hypothesis

that seasonal trends are better modeled by single rules. Excessive granularity

is detrimental because similar information is forcibly split into different granules

and the underlying local models do not profit from the full information.
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The average number of rules in FBeM depends on the choice of ρ and 1/ψ.

Reference (80) recommends ρ[0] = 0.5 to balance structural stability and plasticity

whenever we lack detailed knowledge of the modeling task and data properties.

Monthly mean temperature prediction experiments suggest ρ[0] in the range from

0.5 to 0.8 to avoid rule overshoot after learning starts. This procedure helps

to attain smoother structural development along the next time steps. Gradual

adaptation of the granularity also alleviates initial guesses and guides the value

of ρ according to the data stream. For monthly weather prediction, we suggest

hr values in the range between 48 and 84. The idea here is: if a trend does not

appear again in the next four/eight years, then remove its corresponding rule.

7.3.4 Handling Abrupt Regime Changes

Long term climate changes cause average monthly temperatures to gradually drift

over time yet abrupt shifts are hardly noticeable. The experiment addressed in

this section show how evolving granular systems react when abrupt changes occur

in nonstationary time series. We assume the FBeM method as the behavior of

IBeM and eGNN are essentially equivalent.

For this purpose, we consider a hypothetical situation in which the time series

of Death Valley, Ottawa, and Lisbon occur sequentially, forming a single time

series. Two severe regime shifts are easily identified as the top plot of Fig. 7.13

illustrates. The bottom plot of Fig. 7.13 shows the fuzzy temperature predic-

tions during the Ottawa-Lisbon shift (time interval between 2661 and 2740). In

this experiment, FBeM should adapt the model to capture the new temperature

profile and forget what is no longer relevant for the current environment. The

initial parameters of FBeM were: ρ = 0.6, hr = 1/ψ = 48 and η = 2. Figure

7.13 shows the RMSE, the number of rules, and the granular and singular pre-

dictions. Notice that the number of rules of the rule base peaks after the Death

Valley-Ottawa and Ottawa-Lisbon transitions, but returns to the usual values af-

terwards. Similarly, the RMSE increases slightly and decreases in the next steps

after time series transitions. Online adaptability improves prediction accuracy

after the transitions. Evolving granular systems are stable to abrupt changes in

granular data streams, a challenge to a variety of machine learning algorithms.
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Figure 7.13: FBeM prediction of the Death Valley, Ottawa, and Lisbon temper-
ature time series combined
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7.4 Function Approximation

Function approximation consists in finding a function that matches in some extent

a target function in a task-specific way. Here, the target functions are unknown,

but perceived as streams of intervals or fuzzy intervals - with intervals and fuzzy

intervals representing our intuitive notion of approximate data. Differently from

time series prediction, in function approximation problems, external variables are

available and the time span in which the data are obtained is unimportant.

The generic form of the function approximation problem is as follows: given a

time-varying unknown function f [h], where h = 1, ... is the time index; and a pair

of observations (x, y)[h], x ∈ X and y ∈ Y , find a finite collection of information

granules γ = {γ1, ..., γc} and a time-varying real-valued map p[h] : X → Y such

that γi ⊆ X × Y and p[h] minimizes (f [h] − p[h])2. The output y[h] is unknown

when the input x[h] is available, but is known afterwards. Attributes xj of an

input vector x = (x1, ..., xn) and the output y are trapezoidal fuzzy data.

Because every continuous function f can be approximated uniformly on a

finite interval by continuous piecewise linear functions p (36), evolving granular

systems are universal approximators (proof in Appendix A).

The following sections consider recent benchmark data sets in material and

biomedical engineering to evaluate and illustrate the usefulness of the proposed

evolving granular approaches in the function approximation task.

7.4.1 Concrete Compressive Strength

Compressive strength is the capacity of a material to withstand axially-directed

pushing forces. When the limit of compressive strength is reached, materials are

crushed. When building with concrete, it is important to know whether it can

bear the compressive forces for safety sake (68).

Compressive tests measure how well concrete holds up to the compressive pres-

sures around it. Test standards neglect uncertainties from different natures. For

example, (i ) the concrete cross sectional area changes in function of the compres-

sive load applied. The material tends to spread laterally and hence increase the

cross sectional area; (ii ) compression tests clamp materials at the edges. There-

fore, a variable frictional force (barreling phenomenon) arises which will oppose
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the lateral spread. This results in a slightly inaccurate value of stress which is

obtained from the experiment (68); (iii ) standards for concrete structures do not

consider weather conditions and permit specimen density to vary about 2%.

The Concrete Compressive Strength data set, available at the UCI Machine

Learning Repository, consists of 1030 singular samples. We assume that the

data are perceptions of the values of a variable. Thus, we consider 2% of im-

precision in each input xj and output y and represent it by symmetrical trian-

gular fuzzy objects of the form (.98xj, xj, xj, 1.02xj) and (.98y, y, y, 1.02y), re-

spectively. Interval methods consider intervals (.98xj, .98xj, 1.02xj, 1.02xj) and

(.98y, .98y, 1.02y, 1.02y), naturally. Concrete ingredients and age of the mixture

are the independent variables of the compression function. Ingredients include

cement, blast furnace slag, fly ash, water, superplasticizer, and coarse and fine

aggregate (147).

First, we perform a preliminary experiment to analyze different fuzzy aggre-

gation neurons in eGNN. We consider 0.5 as default value of uninorm neutral

elements e and T-S norm v-factors. Therefore, in this experiment fuzzy neu-

rons use the T and S norms occurring in these constructs equally. Other fuzzy

aggregation neurons are used with no restrictions.

Performance evaluation is based on the RMSE and NDEI indices computed

similarly as in (7.9) and (7.10), respectively. We consider also the average number

of rules, and CPU time using a dual-core 2.54GHz processor with 4GB of RAM.

The original samples were shuffled and linearly scaled to the range [0, 1]. eGNN

adopts ρ = 0.45, hr = 50, η = 2 and ζ = ϑ = 0.5. Table 7.5 shows the

best performance of each network setting (using different types of neurons in the

aggregation and output layers) in 10 independent runs.

We notice in Table 7.5 that the accuracy of eGNN using product T-norm

(Tprod) neurons in the aggregation layer and combined T-S neuron (Lmin,max) in

the output layer provides the most accurate results employing a relatively small

number of rules. Although the averaging (M) output neuron configuration using

Tprod aggregation produces very close results, the former construct which adopts

Tprod and Lmin,max neurons is maintained for the next experiments.

Because outlier points can disturb the computation of the mean and standard

deviation of a dataset, we consider replacing them with the mean of the values
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Table 7.5: Concrete compressive strength prediction: evaluation of different types
of eGNN neurons

Aggregation Output # Avg.Rules RMSE NDEI CPU*

Tmin M 4.01 0.1268 0.6354 1.6
Tprod M 3.72 0.1210 0.6064 1.8
TL M 5.26 0.1438 0.7209 1.8

Umin,max M 4.53 0.1402 0.7029 1.5

Uprod,prob M 3.86 0.1295 0.6488 1.7
Tmin Lmin,max 4.01 0.1275 0.6389 1.8
Tprod Lmin,max 3.72 0.1205 0.6040 1.8
TL Lmin,max 5.26 0.1417 0.7100 1.9

Uprod,prob Lmin,max 3.86 0.1276 0.6393 1.7

* Average CPU time per sample in milliseconds

available so far. This procedure avoids biased estimates caused by low levels of

activation of granules. Put simply, if the concentration of concrete ingredients or

the compressive strength exceeds the accumulated mean value plus 4 standard

deviations, then it is replaced by the mean. Note that this procedure discards

the uncommon value and handles the sample with a missing datum. Imputation

methods for missing data (127) request certain constraints to be attended. For

instance, if the number of outliers is large compared to the total number of

samples then we run the risk to distort the covariance structure of the data and

to bias covariances toward zero. The feasibility of the proposed method using 4

standard deviations was confirmed to the underlying data since that the quantity

of outliers is smaller than 2%. A more elaborate mechanism to deal with outliers

is, e.g., to use an arousal mechanism such as the one suggested in (128).

We compare evolving granular systems against alternative evolving meth-

ods. The approaches evaluated are: evolving Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) (6), extended

Takagi-Sugeno (xTS) (7), dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system (DEN-

FIS) (64), evolving fuzzy linear regression tree (eFT) (83), evolving participatory

learning (87), IBeM, FBeM, and eGNN. In this comparative experiment, we con-

sider the dataset as originally provided instead of shuffling the data samples.

Based upon a possible temporal correlation of the data, one lagged value of the

compressive strength was considered as input to all of the methods. Therefore,
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the number of input variables in this experiment totalizes 9. IBeM employs

ρ = 0.45, hr = 50 and η = 2; FBeM uses the same parameters as IBeM ex-

cept for hr = 1/ψ = 40; eGNN also adopts the same parameters as IBeM plus

ζ = ϑ = 0.5. Table 7.6 shows the performance of each method.

Table 7.6: Concrete compressive strength prediction: evaluating different evolving
methods

Model # Avg.Rules RMSE NDEI CPU

DENFIS 5.00 0.1130 0.5670 19.9
eFT 7.00 0.1380 0.6518 79.7
eGNN 3.72 0.1205 0.6040 1.8
ePL 6.00 0.1847 0.9259 24.4
eTS 7.00 0.1554 0.7343 0.9

FBeM 3.48 0.1398 0.7009 1.7
IBeM 4.43 0.1334 0.6683 1.2
xTS 8.00 0.1552 0.7333 0.9

We observe from Table 7.6 that DENFIS is the most accurate method to

approximate the compressive strength function although it uses more rules and

spends more time to process the data collection as opposed to evolving granular

systems. From the accuracy/compactness point of view all, IBeM, FBeM and

eGNN, have shown to be competitive. Particularly, eGNN reached a slightly

higher error rate than DENFIS, 0.1205 against 0.1130, using an average of only

3.72 rules and a maximum of 10 rules. eTS and xTS were the fastest meth-

ods in this function approximation application. Non-granular methods give no

prediction boundaries during processing steps.

Figure 7.14 shows an example of Tprod with Lmin,max eGNN approximation of

the concrete compressive strength function and the evolution of the number of

rules, error indices, and granularity. The bottom plot expands the approximation

of the top plots in the range [885, 987].

In Fig. 7.14, the single-valued approximation p together with the granular

approximation [u, U ] gives a value of compressive strength and a range of values

in the neighborhood of p induced by the input data. Moreover, the granular

approximation may come with a label and a proper linguistic description; it
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Figure 7.14: eGNN approximation of the concrete compressive strength function,
and evolution of the rule base, error indices, and granularity
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enhances model acceptability and the neighborhood can be made tighter if we

accept a larger number of rules. The performance of eGNN profits from the

combination of structural evolution and fuzzy granules. Results may recommend

changing ingredients mix ratio and/or adding special hardeners to the concrete

compound.

7.4.2 Parkinson’s Telemonitoring

Parkinson’s disease is one of the most common neurodegenerative disorders (133).

Early diagnosis is a key to improve patients’ quality of life and to prolong it.

Frequent symptoms of Parkinson’s disease include movement disorders and vocal

impairment (dysphonia). Particularly, vocal degradation is one of the earliest

indicators of the disease which patients consider a major barrier (57) (133).

The Parkinson’s telemonitoring data set, accessible at the UCI Machine Learn-

ing Repository, consists of 5875 biomedical voice measurements from 42 patients

with early-stage Parkinson’s disease recruited to a six-month trial of a telemoni-

toring device for remote symptom progression accompaniment. Recordings were

captured in typical home acoustic environments and transmitted over the Inter-

net to a clinic. Inputs comprise 5 Jitter and 6 Shimmer measures related respec-

tively to the frequency and amplitude of the speech signal, 2 measures of ratio

of noise-to-tonal components, 2 measures associated to entropy, and a measure

of detrended fluctuation, a total of 16 inputs. Uncertainty may arise from the

processes of audio capturing and web transmission, steadiness of phonation and

loudness, and environmental conditions, to name a few. The output considered in

this study is the total score of the factor ‘unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale’

(UPDRS), which reflects the presence and severity of symptoms. The larger the

UPDRS, the more severe the patient disabilities.

We analyze different aggregation neurons in eGNN similar to the concrete

compressive strength function approximation problem. New outlier data are re-

placed with the mean of the values available so far whenever the data surpass the

range of plus or minus 3 standard deviations around the mean. We consider not

shuffling data samples and taking advantage of 2 lagged UPDRS scores to benefit

from temporal information. Table 7.7 summarizes the results.
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Table 7.7: Parkinson’s telemonitoring prediction: evaluation of different types of
eGNN neurons

Aggregation Output # Rules RMSE NDEI CPU*

Tmin M 9.10 0.0667 0.3219 1.8

Tprod M 8.75 0.0679 0.3280 1.9
Umin,max M 10.56 0.0755 0.3643 2.0
Uprod,prob M 9.52 0.0754 0.3641 2.2
Tmin Lmin,max 9.10 0.0668 0.3226 1.8

Tprod Lmin,max 8.75 0.0683 0.3296 2.1
Umin,max Lmin,max 10.56 0.0735 0.3550 2.1
Uprod,prob Lmin,max 9.52 0.0752 0.3630 2.3

* Average CPU time per sample in milliseconds

Table 7.7 shows that using different types of fuzzy neurons in the aggregation

layer of eGNN affects prediction accuracy more than using different neurons in

the output layer. The eGNN construct that combines minimum T-norm Tmin and

averagingM neurons in the aggregation and output layers, respectively, performs

better than the remainder constructs according to the error indices. Therefore,

this construct is maintained in the next experiments.

Studies in (90) (133) point that some dysphonia measures are highly corre-

lated. Overall, highly correlated input variables tend to misguide the underlying

granular evolving method. Variable selection has been considered to improve pre-

diction accuracy, speed up the learning process, and provide easier-to-interpret

models.

Input variables of IBeM, FBeM, and eGNN may be m variables of the speech

function or we may select the n less correlated variables. We conducted offline

ranking and progressive elimination of correlated variables. Leaving one out of

two highly correlated variables allows assessing how well the results generalize to

relatively independent data sets. Similar to (14) (133), the sequence of removed

variables was chosen based on their maximum redundancy as calculated on par-

tial autocorrelation analysis. The variables were: Shimmer:DDA, Jitter:DDP,

Shimmer(dB), Shimmer:APQ5, Shimmer:APQ3, Jitter:RAP, Jitter:PPQ5, Jit-

ter(Abs), Shimmer:APQ11, and HNR, in this order. Refer to the UCI Machine

Learning Repository for a detailed description of the meaning and significance
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of the variables. We ignore one variable at a time until a statistically signifi-

cant degradation of the systems is noticed. Figure 7.15 shows the average results

considering IBeM, FBeM, eGNN, and independent runs for each set of variables.

Figure 7.15: Evolving granular systems results on leave-one-variable-out approach
to find less correlated subsets of input variables

The top plot of Fig. 7.15 shows that a substantial degradation of the RMSE

performance is verified only when the leave-one-out approach results in a 6-

variable model (not counting the two lagged variables related to the previous

UPDRS values). According to the principle of parsimony, which states that,
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other things being equal, the simplest solution is the best, the models with the 7

less correlated variables are sufficient.

The bottom plot of Fig. 7.15 shows the average per-sample CPU time spent

by evolving granular systems for different numbers of input variables. The data

were fitted with a quadratic function whose small second-order coefficient suggests

that time complexity is quasi-linear with the number of input variables. This is

a major characteristic in view that many computational intelligence and statis-

tical algorithms behave polynomially or exponentially and are unable to process

massive data streams in large-scale online modeling. Moreover, evolving granular

systems run in linear time with respect to the number of samplings because their

learning algorithms are one-pass and incremental.

Comparison between granular and alternative methods is given in Table 7.8.

The methods analyzed were: multi-layer perceptron (MLP) (55), least squares

(LS) (54), iterative reweighed least squares (IRLS) (133), least absolute shrinkage

and selection operator (LASSO) (132), classification and regression trees (CART)

(54), extended Takagi-Sugeno (xTS) (7), and evolving Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) (6).

In this experiment samples were shuffled so that their order does not matter to

those methods which are online. Lagged values of the UPDRS score become su-

perfluous since temporal information is lost when we mix the data sequence. The

purpose of the experiment is to compare state-of-the-art function approximation

methods only. IBeM uses the following parameters: ρ = 0.5, hr = 120, η = 2;

FBeM employs ρ = 0.45, hr = 120, η = 1/ψ = 2; and eGNN employs ρ = 0.4,

hr = 120, η = 2 and ζ = ϑ = 0.5. IBeM was run processing input information

translated to interval data. Conversely, FBeM and eGNN process symmetrical

trapezoidal fuzzy data. More precisely, the original input and output data, xj and

y, were assumed to be (.98xj, .98xj, 1.02xj, 1.02xj) and (.98y, .98y, 1.02y, 1.02y)

in the case of IBeM; and (.98xj, .99xj, 1.01xj, 1.02xj) and (.98y, .99y, 1.01y, 1.02y)

in the case of FBeM and eGNN. Table 7.8 shows the results.

Table 7.8 shows that both granular evolving systems achieve satisfactory re-

sults taking into account the relation accuracy/compactness. Interestingly, FBeM

outperforms the remaining methods not requiring a large number of rules. Based

on its structure, learning algorithm and fuzzy granular framework, FBeM reaches

a 0.1245 RMSE rate using an average of 4.91 ± 1.68 rules, with a maximum of
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Table 7.8: Parkinson’s telemonitoring prediction: evaluating different methods

Model # Rules RMSE NDEI

LASSO – 0.3842 1.8402
LS – 0.3820 1.8294

IRLS – 0.3797 1.8186
CART – 0.3588 1.7185
MLP – 0.3559 1.7046
eTS* 7 0.1452 0.6954
xTS* 7 0.1443 0.6911
eGNN* 6 0.1394 0.6673
IBeM* 5 0.1358 0.6504
FBeM* 5 0.1245 0.5963

* Online methods

9 rules. Evolving granular methods have shown clear advantages over traditional

statistical LASSO, LS, and IRLS methods because of its nonlinear nature.

Figure 7.16 depicts an example of FBeM approximation of the Parkinson’s

telemonitoring function and the evolution of the number of rules, error indices and

granularity. The results in the figure stand for the best approximation attained

in all experiments performed. It considers an FBeM model with 8 inputs, being

7 less correlated features (obtained as previously described using the leave-one-

variable-out approach) and 1 lagged UPDRS value. Moreover, we discard samples

that convey values out of the range of plus or minus 3 standard deviations around

the current mean value of a variable.

The top plot of Fig. 7.16 shows that the FBeM single-valued approximation

p provides quite accurate estimations when temporal information is intrinsic to

the data stream. In these cases, the FBeM learning algorithm explores space in-

formation from the original features and, simultaneously, time information from

past outputs. Note that the average number of rules during processing steps is

only 4.16, which means that FBeM is not over fitting data to achieve the under-

lying error rate (RMSE = 0.0509), but generalizing the behavior of the actual

function. The granular prediction [u, U ] (support of trapezoids) provides lower

and upper bounds in which single-valued predictions must be within. Therefore,

given a limited range of possible values, the chances to obtain more accurate

single-valued predictions tend to be higher. The bottom plot of the figure ex-
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Figure 7.16: FBeM approximation of the Parkinson’s telemonitoring function,
and evolution of the rule base, error indices, and granularity
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pands the top plot in the interval [1181, 1273]. If we accept larger rule bases by

choosing higher values for the rate η and lower values of ρ, then FBeM takes

advantage of a larger number of rules and may improve its accuracy because the

granular approximation tends to become tighter around p. However, FBeM inter-

pretability may reduce in this case as the number of linguistic terms and granules

increases. The same phenomenon is observed in other granular systems.

Rules of particular interest can be displayed anytime. An example of a highly

active FBeM rule at h = 5460 is:

————————————————————————————–

Ri: IF (x1 is [0.0381, 0.1081, 0.1154, 0.4283],

x2 is [0.0756, 0.1469, 0.1619, 0.4582],

x3 is [0.0169, 0.0556, 0.0667, 0.3899],

x4 is [0.3259, 0.5531, 0.5753, 0.7571],

x5 is [0.2813, 0.5241, 0.6081, 0.7232],

x6 is [0.0692, 0.1783, 0.1890, 0.4656],

x7 is [0.1272, 0.2724, 0.2887, 0.5295],

y[−1] is [0.4283, 0.5202, 0.5300, 0.8147])

THEN ŷ is [0.4327, 0.5103, 0.5202, 0.8177] AND

ŷ = 0.0367 + 0.0300 x1 - 0.0815 x2 - 0.0449 x3 + 0.0115 x4 +

+ 0.0225 x5 + 0.0396 x6 + 0.0532 x7 + 0.8812 y[−1]

————————————————————————————–

Here, x1 stands for ‘Jitter(%)’; x2, ‘Shimmer’; x3, ‘NHR’; x4, ‘HNR’; x5, ‘RPDE’;

x6, ‘DFA’; x7, ‘PPE’; y
[−1], ‘last UPDRS’; and ŷ is the predicted ‘UPDRS’. Lin-

guistically, and based on all existing rules at h = 5460, rule Ri can be read: if

‘Jitter(%)’ is ‘very low’, ‘Shimmer’ is ‘low’, ‘NHR’ is ‘very low’, ‘HNR’ is ‘high’,

‘RPDE’ is ‘moderate’, ‘DFA’ is ‘low’, ‘PPE’ is ‘low’, and ‘last UPDRS’ is ‘high’,

then ‘UPDRS’ is ‘high’. The outputs of granular modeling approaches help to

monitor Parkinson’s disease symptoms.

Evolving granular systems are capable to process online interval and fuzzy

granular data as well as handle ranges of possible values to approximate functions.

In addition, they give transparency and interpretability of the resulting construct.
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7.5 Control

Process controllers aim at keeping the output of a specific process within a desired

range. In the following, we shall show how to use IBeM, FBeM and eGNN as

controllers of a feedback system.

7.5.1 Sensor-Based Robust Navigation

We consider an instance of autonomous robot navigation in an unknown environ-

ment with obstacle avoidance. From the point of view of control, the autonomous

navigation problem consists in designing driving rules based on available sensor

data. Evolving granular systems for sensor-based navigation play the role of reac-

tive adaptive controllers that prevent the robot from colliding with obstacles. We

assume that the pair of sensors available for obstacle detection is infrared sensors

directed head-on and symmetrically as shown in Fig. 7.17. Measurements from

Figure 7.17: Environment for sensor-based navigation
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sensors SL and SR give a linear approximation of the surface of an obstacle. The

control variable is the wheel steering angle φ. Variable θ stands for the reference

angle between the robot and the border of the track.

We assume the navigation environment is flat without slopes, but unknown.

Coordinates z1 and z2 range between [0, 3000] and [0, 5000]. Positive values of the

steering angle φ represent clockwise rotation of the steering wheel, and negative

values mean counterclockwise rotation. At every processing step, the controller

yields a steering angle. Input sensor readings, SL and SR, are proportional to

the distance between robot and obstacle and limited to 500. The perpendicular

distance between infrared beams is 40. We want the robot to drive through the

path without hitting the borderline.

Simple kinematical relations approximate the robot movement. For example,

if the robot moves from position (z1,z2) to position (z′1,z
′
2) at step h with speed

S, then:

θ′ = θ + φ (7.11)

z′1 = z1 + S sin(θ′) (7.12)

z′2 = z2 + S cos(θ′) (7.13)

Obstacle avoidance simulation models often ignore physical limitations and pro-

cessing delays. Estimated paths are often unrealistic once the feasibility of the

trajectory is not guaranteed. In addition, uncertainty in measurements may hin-

der the robot to follow trajectories precisely. Evolving granular systems deal with

these constraints by keeping the robot between tolerance bounds [u, U ] around

the more precise estimated path p.

Experiments with different navigation speeds and noisy data were performed.

Experts provided a few common-sense associations of how the state and control

variables behave prior to learning and navigation. Three rules were considered:

R1 : IF (SL is big) AND (SR is big) THEN (φ is zero) AND (φ = p1(SL, SR))

R2 : IF (SL is small)AND(SR is big)THEN(φ is positive)AND(φ = p2(SL, SR))

R3 : IF (SL is big)AND(SR is small)THEN(φ is negative)AND(φ = p3(SL, SR))
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The parameters of functions pi are a1 = (0,−0.034,0.034), a2 = (5,0.04,0.1), and a3

= (−5,−0.1,−0.04). In the case of interval framework, sharp boundaries define the

subsets ‘big’, ‘small’; ‘negative’, ‘zero’, and ‘positive’ as shown in Fig. 7.18(a). In

the cases of fuzzy and neurofuzzy frameworks, trapezoidal membership functions

define the same subsets as illustrated in Fig. 7.18(b).

(a) Interval attributes

(b) Fuzzy attributes

Figure 7.18: Initial conditions for the autonomous navigation control problem

The robot is chosen to be initially placed at position (1900, 100) with reference

angle θ = 0o in all experiments (see Fig. 7.17). Sensor data streams are singular

and linearly scaled to the range [0,1]. The IBeM and FBeM controllers start

with parameters ρ = 0.5, hr = 1/ψ = 10000 and η = 1; eGNN adopts the same

parameters as IBeM and FBeM plus C
i = TL, C

f = M and ζ = ϑ = 0.5. It is

worth noting that although the support of the initial membership functions of

Fig. 7.18 covers the whole variables domain, searching for more specific rules to

fit never-before-seen stream data may contract granules and therefore activate

structural adaptation of models.

Figure 7.19 shows different trajectories concerning the robot driving at speeds

5, 10, 20, 30 and 40, and using different granular controllers. We run each algo-

rithm five times independently in this experiment. We notice in the figure that

the robot responded faster to obstacle detection driving at lower speeds. More-

over, alignment (parallel to the obstacle) after left and right turns tended to be
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more accurate at lower navigation speeds. Alignment yields smoother and shorter

paths, which are intuitively preferable. Some classes of problems emphasize fast

environment exploration though. Table 7.9 compares the performance of IBeM,

FBeM and eGNN based on the results shown in Fig. 7.19.

Table 7.9: Comparison of different evolving granular controllers

Model Speed # Steps to Goal CPU # Rules

5 1164 5.57 3
10 581 3.18 3

IBeM 20 289 1.95 3
30 194 1.60 3
40 156 1.29 4

5 1094 4.70 3
10 546 2.78 3

FBeM 20 290 1.91 4
30 202 1.61 3
40 157 1.51 4

5 1086 5.71 3
10 550 3.33 3

eGNN 20 279 2.15 3
30 201 1.86 4
40 154 1.70 4

Table 7.9 shows that eGNN provided the shortest path in 3 of the 5 speed

settings, seconded by IBeM and FBeM with one shortest path each. IBeM was

able to process data faster than the remaining methods and therefore is the best

controller in terms of time spent to achieve the goal.

Figure 7.20 evidences the numerical and granular outputs of an experiment

with the FBeM controller. Numerical output p is provided by the functional part

of the FBeM controller, and granular output [u, U ] is given by the bounds of

the granular part of the FBeM consequent. Granular output is interpreted as a

guaranteed safe path for navigation and maneuver.

The simulation concerning speed 30 (Fig. 7.20) started with 3 rules and ended

up with 4 rules. After contraction and drifting of initial membership functions

of antecedents toward frequently requested regions around 500, when the robot

approached the obstacle and the range of sensor readings got smaller quickly, a
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(a) IBeM navigation

(b) FBeM navigation

(c) eGNN navigation

Figure 7.19: Granular controllers navigating at different speeds
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Figure 7.20: Detail of the FBeM navigation at different speeds

new rule:

R4 : IF (SL is very small) AND (SR is small)

THEN (φ is big positive) AND (φ = p41(SL, SR))

was created to help the robot turn right faster and avoid collision.

Experiment adding noise in the range ϑ = [−0.05, 0.05] to input data was con-

ducted. Noise may swing the robot from one side to the other. In this experiment

the robot speed remains fixed at 5 during the simulations. The initial parameters

of IBeM, FBeM, and eGNN are the same as in the previous experiment. Figure

7.21 illustrates trajectories from independent simulations considering FBeM. Tra-

jectories for IBeM and eGNN are similar. We notice that when obstacles are out

of vision, the controller accepts input data as they are and lets the robot explore

the environment freely. Otherwise, when obstacles are detected, the controller

responds turning the robot left and right satisfactorily. Granular representation

of data alleviates unlikely swing effect.

Naturally, the accuracy of the granular controllers for navigation can be im-

proved using more sensors and considering speed as control variable. Evolving

algorithms offer model-free estimation of the control system. Even if a math-

ematical model is available, evolving controllers may prove more robust, easier

to adapt, and give additional linguistically interpretable granular information,
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Figure 7.21: FBeM navigating with noisy input

which may help design, analysis and supervision. If experts can provide struc-

tured knowledge of the control system or if training data are unavailable, the

evolving granular approach proceeds as an adaptive controller.

7.6 Summary

This chapter has shown that evolving granular modeling approaches can handle

singular and granular data from distinct scenarios successfully. Moreover, they

can outperform other offline, online adaptive and evolving approaches in terms of

accuracy, conciseness, processing speed, and interpretability. IBeM, FBeM, and

eGNN have provided meaningful understandable rules in semi-supervised classi-

fication, function approximation, time series prediction, and control problems.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This chapter summarizes the major aspects of this work, reiterates the thesis

contributions, and discusses potential future research.

8.1 Summary

This thesis has introduced a framework for evolving granular system modeling

and a suite of methods for uncertain data processing. Evolving granular sys-

tems emphasize structural learning of rule-based models and their realization

from online data streams. We consider uncertain data streams and transparent

and linguistically appealing approaches that explore the data uncertainty. Evolv-

ing granular systems provide a way to construct models of real-world processes

involving domain knowledge, experience, and empirical data.

The evolving granular framework is supported by notions of granular com-

puting such as data granulation, granularity adaptation, and granular data pro-

cessing. Development of the structure of models from scratch on a plug-and-play

incremental basis and computation with multi-sized granules are fundamental

characteristics of the framework. Instead of dealing with the problem as a whole,

we gradually granulate it in simpler sub-parts. The premise is to discover more

abstract granular knowledge from finer granular input-output data. Because un-

certain data prevail in stream applications, excessive granularity (close to the

singularity) becomes unnecessary and inefficient.

In spite of the fact that granular computing is a unified framework for granular
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information processing, current literature is fairly dispersed and related ideas

have been developed independently under different terminologies. Of particular

concern to this work are numeric, interval, and fuzzy types of granular data; and

interval, fuzzy, and neurofuzzy modeling frameworks. We have introduced three

methods, viz., interval based evolving modeling (IBeM), fuzzy set based evolving

modeling (FBeM), and evolving granular neural network (eGNN). IBeM uses

interval data and interval preserving operations rooted in the theory of interval

mathematics. FBeM deals with fuzzy data and produces results in fuzzy granular

format. eGNN essentially encodes a set of fuzzy rules in its topology; therefore,

neural processing conforms with a fuzzy inference system. Differently from FBeM,

eGNN is equipped with fuzzy aggregation neurons, which provides it with a higher

level of adaptability. Fuzzy sets and neurocomputing are complementary in terms

of their strengths, thus motivating neurofuzzy granular computing.

We evaluate the methods on several nonstationary environments, namely,

semi-supervised classification, weather time series prediction, function approx-

imation in material and biomedical engineering, and control of an autonomous

robot. Put broadly, spatial and temporal aspects of data stream processing were

examined from a granular perspective. In general, the IBeM, FBeM, and eGNN

methods were able to provide: (i ) computational tractability and scalability with

the number of samples and input variables; (ii ) improved interpretability and

transparency of models; (iii ) reduced cost of data processing in relation to non-

evolving methods; (iv) approximated results, bounds on the approximations, and

description of actions. A user is presented with a range of values without pressure

as to the commitment of choosing a specific numeric solution. A numeric value

is also given as result of local linear functions associated to granules.

All methods have shown to be extremely general and able to outperform state-

of-the-art evolving approaches. FBeM and eGNN alternate as the most accurate

methods. A main disadvantage of IBeM is relatively lower accuracy. This is a

consequence of parameter-free internal representation in opposition to the fuzzy

membership functions of FBeM and eGNN. IBeM usually processes data faster

than FBeM and eGNN for the same reason. An advantage of eGNN with respect

to IBeM and FBeM is the ability of feature weighting: eGNN tends to be more

robust against irrelevant input variables by changing the value of connection
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weights over time. However, this characteristic was not of particular importance

to the chosen applications.

All evolving granular modeling approaches provide a complete model descrip-

tion and offer different linguistic insights into the nature of granular data relation-

ship. Results were at least as strong as the results obtained by recently proposed

methods in the field of evolving intelligent systems.

8.2 Contributions

This thesis has proposed evolving granular systems, a rule-based modeling frame-

work able to handle uncertain data streams from online information systems.

Evolving granular systems suggest a paradigm shift in online data analysis sup-

ported by the fact that storage and offline processing of large amounts of data

are quite often impractical or simply not cost effective. Accuracy, transparency,

and interpretability are the keys in evolving granular systems.

Three practical approaches founded on principles from different theories were

suggested to handle granular data streams. Interval based evolving modeling

is an interval granular approach to enclose imprecise data streams revealed as

tolerance intervals. Interval-based modeling comes with a recursive learning al-

gorithm rooted in fundamentals of interval mathematics. Antecedent and con-

sequent parts of interval rules are interval hyperboxes which are connected by

an inclusion function. Fuzzy set based evolving modeling uses fuzzy granular

models to deal with finer fuzzy data. For each fuzzy granule, there exists an

associated fuzzy rule. The structure of the fuzzy rule base is gradually developed

from an incremental learning algorithm suitable to process potentially unbounded

fuzzy data streams. This approach renders linguistic models of systems and fuzzy

granular approximation of functions. Evolving granular neural networks use fuzzy

granules and fuzzy aggregation neurons for information fusion. The network can

be translated into a knowledge base and a comprehensible rule-based inference

system. Learning in evolving granular neural networks consists in building and

adapting the network structure from fuzzy data streams. This means that the

neural network captures new information from data streams, adapts itself to the
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new scenario, and avoids redesigning and retraining.

A large set of experiments was performed to show the usefulness of the evolving

granular approaches. The interval IBeM, fuzzy FBeM, and neurofuzzy eGNN

approaches were evaluated in a variety of applications such as semi-supervised

classification, time series prediction, function approximation, and control. The

experiments emphasized the difficulty of currently existing machine learning and

computational intelligence approaches to deal with nonstationary data streams.

Comparative results have demonstrated the relevance of the proposed framework.

Although important results have been achieved in this thesis, a lot of challenges

still lie ahead.

8.3 Future Research

The result of this thesis provides potential insights for further research. Next, we

briefly list some of the most immediate works that will improve our achievements.

In the near future, an important research topic is to elaborate on new clus-

tering methods of interval and fuzzy interval data streams. Different closeness

metrics for intervals and fuzzy intervals are likely to be rethought in a recur-

sive way and therefore considered in unsupervised evolving granular modeling.

Techniques for clustering categorical data streams are also worth addressing.

Another potential area of future work is the study of multi-dimensional granu-

lar models. Skewed, non-aligned, multi-dimensional granules allow dependencies

among several input variables to be captured without necessarily committing to

any directional association of the underlying variables. Multi-dimensional data

representation preserves information about interactions between input variables

through the use of dispersion matrices.

During this thesis, we did not go into chunk-based learning. Chunks of data

are sets of sequential data samples buffered to be analyzed at once. Chunks

are discarded soon after use. Although incremental data chunk driven learning

algorithms usually require additional memory and processing time compared to

incremental instance-based algorithms, we envision they may provide interesting

insights in one-class classification problems and learning from imbalanced data
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sets.

We have addressed data granulation in the time (sampling) and space (clus-

tering) domains. We hope to extend this further to granulate the feature domain

(feature selection). In this direction, uncertainty in data representation may be

useful to help choosing granular features. For example, a feature with greater

uncertainty may not be as important as one with smaller uncertainty. Data un-

certainty works as a guideline to incremental granular feature selection.

The interval, fuzzy and neurofuzzy approaches discussed in this work are

considered semi-active. In semi-active learning, not all available data samples

are used for model adaptation. Implicitly, the approaches ignore indistinguish-

able samples as a result of temporal and spatial granulation. Conversely, active

learning approaches deal with filtering mechanisms. Filtering mechanisms such as

those based on the participatory learning paradigm may prevent evolving systems

to be exposed to outliers, thus being an interesting issue to be explored.

This thesis did not cover the qualitative effects of data granulation which re-

lates directly to computing with words. In computing with words, the objects of

computation are words and propositions drawn from natural language. Often, we

translate information expressed in words (soft information) into some tractable

granular computing framework. When people want this information back from a

fusion system, they want it retranslated in a way it can be used in the task they

are really interested in. More precisely, the retranslation process consists in con-

verting a formal mathematical representation into natural language statements

that can be understood by human beings. We believe there is room to research on

finding better criteria to retranslate granules into words based on external goals.

We envision as thesis topics of great importance in the near future hybrids be-

tween evolving rule-based systems and methods from the rough sets and support

vector machines theories. In particular, rough set theory is an instance of granu-

lar computing framework. Imprecision in the rough set approach is expressed by

a boundary region, and not by partial membership, as in fuzzy set theory. Two

crisp sets - called lower and upper approximation - are associated to a rough set.

The lower approximation of a set consists of all elements that surely belong to

the set, whereas the upper approximation of the set constitutes of all elements

that possibly belong to the set. The difference of the upper and the lower ap-
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proximation is the boundary region. Any rough set, in contrast to a crisp set, has

a non-empty boundary region. Evolving rough sets from uncertain data streams

is still an approach to be explored. Support vector machines are characterized

by the use of kernel mapping techniques. Although the support vector machine

approach has been primarily applied to pattern recognition, many of its ideas

carry over to the cases of function approximation. A support vector machine can

be, for example, used in the consequent part of a granular rule, thus providing

local nonlinear models for classification or regression of uncertain data.

Although granular computing extends real-valued computing to computing

with intervals, fuzzy sets, etc., they remain deterministic in its very practical

aspect because calculations remain based on real parameters which character-

ize granules. Computing with granules and words are recognized to be of great

relevance to some matters in which the confusion of goals does not justify per-

fection of means. However, the current digital signal processing technology and

the discrete/continuous dichotomy do not allow computing in a more abstract

human-like level of thinking in its ultimate meaning. These are more philosoph-

ical issues worthy of future research.

On a more practical level, there is a need to reproduce our results on virtual

or real-world environments such as in an online business or industrial setting.

Although the data sets used in the experiments were recorded from actual appli-

cations, other software development issues must be addressed so that the proposed

methods may effectively provide online decision support. System integration is

needed to link together the different methods, computer networking, and soft-

ware applications to act as a coordinate whole. Software testing is necessary to

validate if the requirements of the applications were met and that the methods

work as expected, producing similar results to those obtained in simulations. The

extent to which the presented results can be reproduced as part of an integrated

system still remains to be fully determined.

We expect research on evolving granular systems to grow further, and believe

that it may have a valuable role in prediction and decision support systems.
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Appendix A

Universal Approximation

In this appendix we provide a constructive proof that an evolving granular system

can approximate any arbitrary continuous function with arbitrary accuracy in

compact domains. The proof is based on a work of Davis (36). Here we emphasize

multiple input single output models.

Let

p =
c∑

i=1

pi , (A.1)

be a piecewise linear continuous function where

pi =





ai0 +
n∑
j=1

aijxj if xj ∈ [lij, L
i
j] ∀j

0 otherwise

The purpose of p is to approximate a continuous function f : L → R where

L = [li1, L
i
1] × ... × [lij, L

i
j] × ... × [lin, L

i
n]; index i refers to an ordered set of non-

overlapping granules, that is, l1j = min(x
[1]
j , ..., x

[H]
j ), Lcj = max(x

[1]
j , ..., x

[H]
j ), H is

the total number of samples in a given instant of time. Lower and upper bounds
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of intervals are such that l1j ≤ L1
j = ... = lij ≤ Lij = ... = lcj ≤ Lcj. In other words,

our purpose is to approximate function f by piecewise linear functions.

In what follows we limit our discussion to real and continuous functions f that

are defined on L, i.e., the convex hull of the current set of granules γ = (γ1, ..., γc).

Observations from the function f are designated as x[A], x[B], x[C], etc., instead

of x[h] in order to stress independence from the order of data presentation.

Theorem 1: Let P be an enclosure of a family of functions p(x) such that

p ∈ P implies max(p1, ..., pc) ∈ P and min(p1, ..., pc) ∈ P. (A.2)

A continuous function f is uniformly approximable by members of p within P if

and only if for any two points x[A] and x[B], and for any e > 0, there exists a p

such that

|f(x[A])− p(x[A])| < e and |f(x[B])− p(x[B])| < e. (A.3)

Proof: If uniform approximation is possible, then given e > 0 we can find a

p(x[A]) ∈ P such that

|f(x[A])− p(x[A])| < e,

and so (A.3) follows trivially. Conversely, suppose that (A.3) holds. Select a

fixed x[B] ∈ P and a fixed e > 0. Then, for any point x[C], we can find

a function p(x[A]) = p(x[A]; x[B], x[C], e) such that |f(x[B]) − p(x[B])| < e and

|f(x[C])− p(x[C])| < e. In particular,

p(x[C]) < f(x[C]) + e.
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By continuity of p and f , this inequality must persist in a certain neighborhood

N of x[C]. As x[C] runs over all the points of P , the corresponding neighborhoods

must cover P . By the Heine-Borel theorem, which states that every closed interval

in ℜn is compact, we can find a finite number of them, N1, ..., Nc, that covers P .

The corresponding functions p(x[A]; x[B], x[Ci]) satisfy

p(x[A]; x[B], x[Ci]) < f(x[A]) + e, x[A] ∈ Ni, i = 1, ..., c. (A.4)

Define

p−(x[A]; x[B]) = min{p(x[A]; x[B], x[C1]), ..., p(x[A]; x[B], x[Cc])}. (A.5)

By (A.2) iterated, p− ∈ P and by (A.4),

p−(x[A], x[B]) < f(x[A]) + e, x[A] ∈ P. (A.6)

Once again, for each i we have

|f(x[B])− p(x[B]; x[B], x[Ci])| < e

so that

p(x[B]; x[B], x[Ci]) > f(x[B])− e.

It follows from (A.5) that
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p−(x[B]; x[B]) > f(x[B])− e. (A.7)

By continuity, (A.7) must persist in a neighborhood O of x[B]:

p−(x[A]; x[B]) > f(x[A])− e.

Now, let x[B] run over P . These neighborhoods O cover P , and we may find a

finite number of them, O1, O2, ..., Oc, corresponding to x[B1], ..., x[Bc], that covers

P . Since

p−(x[A]; x[Bi]) > f(x[A])− e, x[A] ∈ Oi, i = 1, 2, ..., c,

and since the Oi cover P , for every x
[A] ∈ P , the inequality

p−(x[A]; x[Bi]) > f(x[A])− e

must hold for some i.

If we set

s(x[A]) = max{p−(x[A], x[B1]), ..., p−(x[A], x[Bc])}

then by what we have just said,

s(x[A]) > f(x[A])− e, ∀x[A] ∈ P. (A.8)
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On the other hand, by (A.6), p−(x[A]; x[B]) < f(x[A]) + e, x[A] ∈ P ∀ x[B]. Hence,

s(x[A]) < f(x[A]) + e, x[A] ∈ P. (A.9)

Combining (A.9) with (A.8),

|f(x[A])− s(x[A])| < e, x[A] ∈ P.

Finally, by (A.2) iterated, s(x[A]) ∈ P .

Being P a finite domain and p the set of all piecewise linear functions defined

on P (A.1), it is easy to verify that p satisfies (A.2). Condition (A.3) can be

satisfied with e = 0 by means of a linear function. These results theoretically

guarantee that the desired approximation is always achievable Q.E.D. This is

stated more precisely in the following corollary.

Corollary 1: Every continuous function can be approximated uniformly on a

finite interval by continuous piecewise linear functions.

LetH be a sufficient large number of steam data x[h], h = 1, ..., H, so that there

exists coverage for all granules in the problem space L = [li1, L
i
1]×...×[lij, L

i
j]×...×

[lin, L
i
n]. Superscript i = 1, ..., c, refers to an ordered set of granules. Moreover,

being H finite, the total number of granules in L is finite, with 1 ≤ c ≤ H

depending on the granularity value, ρ.

Complete covarage of L after H time steps is guaranteed by creating granules

that match every never-before-seen value and forbidding learning algorithms to

delete granules. Then, for a model with c granules, the difference between a

certain pi(x[h]) and y[h], a measure of f , provides the worst case approximation

error ei = max(e1, ..., ec). Being all functions pi, i = 1, ..., c, piecewise-linear

and defined for all x[h] in L, function p =
c∑
i=1

pi satisfies condition (A.3) for any

(x, y)[h]. Therefore, corollary 2 follows trivially from corollary 1.

Corollary 2: Evolving granular systems are universal approximators.
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Appendix B

Recursive Least Squares Method

The recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm is used to adapt consequent function

parameters aij as follows.

Let (x, y)[h] be the sample available for training at step h. We adjust the

coefficients aij of p
i assuming that

y[h] = ai0 +
n∑

j=1

aijx
[h]
j . (B.1)

If xj and y are intervals or symmetric trapezoids, then to adapt the coefficients aij

using the standard form of the RLS algorithm, we take advantage from the mid-

point of the respective intervals or trapezoids. In the remainder of this appendix

we assume (x, y)[h] are real numbers (midpoints of intervals or trapezoidal fuzzy

data) for short. In case trapezoids are asymmetric, then an alternative is to use

the center of the area.

In the matrix form, the equation (B.1) becomes

Y = XΩi, (B.2)
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where Y = [y[h]], X = [1 x
[h]
1 ... x

[h]
n ], and Ωi = [ai0 ... ain]

T is the vector of

unknown parameters. To estimate the coefficients aij we let

Y = XΩi + E, (B.3)

where

E = ǫ[h] = y[h] − p(x[h]) (B.4)

is the approximation error. While in batch estimation the rows in Y , X and E

increase with the number of available instances, in recursive mode only two rows

are kept and we reformulate equations (B.2)-(B.4) as follows:

Y =

[
y[h−1]

y[h]

]
, X =

[
1 x

[h−1]
1 ... x

[h−1]
n

1 x
[h]
1 ... x

[h]
n

]

and E =

[
ǫ[h−1]

ǫ[h]

]
. (B.5)

The rows in (B.5) refer to values before and just after adaptation. The RLS

algorithm chooses Ωi to minimize the functional

J(Ωi) = ETE. (B.6)

Ωi is given by
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Ωi = (XTX)−1XTY. (B.7)

Assuming P = (XTX)−1 and using the matrix inversion lemma (148) we avoid

inverting XTX using:

P (new) = P (old)

[
I − XXTP (old)

1 +XTP (old)X

]
, (B.8)

where I is the identity matrix. In practice it is usual to choose large initial values

for the entries of the main diagonal of P . We use P [0] = 103I as the default value.

After simple mathematical transformations, the vector of parameters is rear-

ranged recursively as follows:

Ωi(new) = Ωi(old) + P (new)X
(
Y −XTΩi(old)

)
. (B.9)

Detailed derivations of the RLS algorithm can be found in (13) and convergence

proof in (61).
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